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Abstract 

Tailings dam failures have often resulted in catastrophic environmental damage and 

loss of human life; examples include recent failures of tailings storage facilities (TSFs), 

such as Mount Polley in Canada and Samarco’s Fundao facility in Brazil. To determine 

the potential downstream runout distance in the case of a dam failure is therefore of 

great importance. 

The aim of this research was to study the importance of the outflow hydrograph 

associated with a tailings dam failure and the resulting runout distance using both 

experimental and numerical modelling. Laboratory experiments were conducted in a 

newly manufactured glass flume. The material used to represent tailings was a hyper-

concentrated Carbopol solution, which exhibited non-Newtonian rheological 

properties. The ‘tailings’ was released from a storage reservoir using an automated, 

sliding vertical gate, with the position to which the gate was dropped dictating the 

proportion of reservoir volume lost. 

Twenty five flume tests were carried out, using a range of initial reservoir volumes and 

gate drop-heights. A limited number of tests were conducted using two or three initially 

horizontal layers of the same material, but differently coloured in order to facilitate 

tracking of how flow developed during a delayed dam-break failure. Video cameras 

were used to record the flow once released from a reservoir, and the data reduced to 

volumetric flow rates using image analysis coding prepared using Matlab. 

Conventional rheological tests were carried out on the Carbopol solutions to ensure 

consistent quality of the prepared material. These tests utilised a vane rheometer. 

Numerical modelling of the experiments was carried out using Computational Fluid 

Dynamics (CFD), using the CFD package Fluent 15.0 (provided by ANSYS Inc.). The 

Volume of Fluid (VOF) method was used to simulate flow released from the reservoir 

and resulting flow patterns. The Herschel-Bulkley model was used in all simulations. 

The validity of the Herschel-Bulkley model was evaluated by developing analytical 

solutions to some classic viscous flow problems, and then comparing the analytical 
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solutions with solutions obtained from the CFD modelling. Excellent agreement was 

obtained once mesh refinement issues were adequately dealt with.  

Comparison of the experimental flume data with the CFD modelling was similarly 

excellent, illustrating that, at least for material obeying Herschel-Bulkley type 

behaviour, very good predictions of runout distance are possible, as long as the 

development of a reservoir (TSF) failure can be adequately characterized.  

Finally, a dimensional analysis approach is proposed as a way to scale up the results 

from the flume tests to realistic, full-scale problems.  

KEY WORDS: Carbopol 940, Tailings Dam Failure, Dam-break, Herschel-Bulkley, 

Initial reservoir volume, Gate dropped-height, Volume of Fluid (VOF), Outflow 

hydrograph, Runout distance  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Mine waste management 

Mining, which is a common activity in many countries, is the process of extracting 

valuable minerals from ore bodies. Typically, mining extraction rates are as low as 

0.0001%, so that a very large proportion of crushed ore must be separated from the 

mineral. From 1910 to 1980, more than 50 billion tons of waste were generated by the 

mining industry (Lo et al., 1995). This figure has continued to increase for the past three 

decades. Environmental problems associated with mine waste disposal has drawn a great 

deal of attention because of the chemicals that are invariably added during mineral 

processing activities. Therefore, the disposal of mine tailings must be carried out in a safe 

and environmentally acceptable manner.  

In recent decades many new waste disposal methods have become available such as paste 

backfilling, underground hydraulic backfilling, thickened tailings deposition, or in-pit 

waste disposal. The most common disposal methods are still surface deposition, 

including: disposal in impoundments, disposal as free standing piles and disposal by 

filling open pits (Environment Canada, 1987; Scott et al., 1975; U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency, 1994). Due to decreasing ore grades, the volume of tailings disposed 

of annually continues to grow, with tailings dams becoming larger and higher. 

1.2 Tailings dams 

In most mineral extraction processes, large quantities of water are needed for the 

extraction of the valuable minerals from the ore. Tailings refers to the remnant crushed 

rock particles with grain size distribution from medium sand to clay-sized particles that 

are usually deposited in slurry form inclusive of chemicals (Environment Canada, 1987; 

Scott et al., 1975). 

Tailings dams are defined as a surface impoundment for the disposal of wet tailings and 
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other disposed effluents. Some tailings dams are constructed to full height before the 

tailings are discharged into the impoundments, known as water-retention type dams, 

although these are rare. The other type of tailings dams that are more common and differ 

from conventional water storage dams are incrementally raised embankment dams. They 

include a family of options that include a starter dam (constructed of natural soil and 

sometimes waste rock) and subsequent embankments which usually make use of tailings 

as a construction material. 

The height of tailings dams are becoming greater and greater. The tallest current tailings 

dam, called Brushy Fork Coal Sludge Dam in the United States, has a current height of 

270 metres and may eventually reach 291 metres (System, 2014) Because of their size, 

tailings dams generate great public concern. If a catastrophic failure of this size of 

impoundment occurred, a very large amount of tailings would not only cause potential 

fatalities, but also extensive downstream pollution and economic damage. Consequently 

it is important to understand the likelihood and consequences of a tailings dam failure, 

including the outflow hydrograph, flow direction, run-out distance, potentially flooded 

areas, breach location, breach initiation, volume of tailings lost from the impoundment 

and characteristics of the flow. These properties will allow for better design of tailings 

facilities and surrounding infrastructure. Ultimately the damage from tailings dam 

failures may then be avoided or at least reduced. 

1.3 Tailings dam failures 

Recent failures of tailings dams, such as Mount Polley in Canada in 2014 and Samarco’s 

Fundao facility in Brazil in 2015, have attracted the public’s attention and brought the 

safety of tailings dams to the forefront of community concerns. 

Until 2002, the number of active tailings impoundments in the world was estimated to be 

about 3,500 (Davies, 2002). An average of 2 to 5 major failures and 35 minor failures 

have typically occurred each year, which represents around 0.1% and 1% respectively. 

Davies (2002) gave the potential occurrence of major tailings dam failures as between 1 

in 700 and 1 in 10,000 based on a review of historic events. 
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Figure 1-1 summarises the number of major tailings dam failures over the last one 

hundred years up to 2010 and shows a total of 231 major events                                                          

with a peak of over 150 failures during the 1960s to 1980s (Azam et al., 2010). This is 

attributed to the high demand for metals after World War II, which led to increased mining 

activities. Before the 1960s, less than 10 failures occurred each decade (perhaps partly 

due to under reporting) and after the 1980s a dramatic decrease of around 20 events each 

decade was observed compared to an average of 50 from 1960s to 1980s. This trend is 

attributed to improved construction technology, improved practice in the light of 

experience from former failures and more strict engineering criteria for design, 

construction and operation of tailings dams (Azam et al., 2010). 

 

Figure 1-1 Number of major tailings dam failures over the last one hundred years after 

Azam et al. (2010) 

 

Tailings dam failures are often catastrophic, particularly when liquefaction of tailings 

results in flow over a large distance (or sometimes even involves travel along a river) and 

can lead to both loss of life and environmental damage (Jeyapalan et al., 1983b; Lucia et 

al., 1981). It is crucial to prevent or at least minimise the potential hazard a tailings dam 
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failure would bring. Therefore, research on predicting the likely flooded area from such 

a failure is of great importance to the mining industry. This thesis thus focusses on 

prediction of runout distance once a breach has occurred. 

1.4 Statement of problem 

Fifteen causes of tailings dam failures have been recorded (Rico et al., 2008), among 

which a combination of several have been the most dominant. In particular, it has been 

observed that for many historical failures a breach tends to enlarge gradually and 

sequentially over time after it is first formed, rather than occurring instantaneously as 

might be expected for a complete dam failure in an earthquake. These differences in the 

rate at which a breach forms lead to obvious differences in the hydrograph of the released 

tailings and differences in the run-out characteristics of the tailings. More complicated 

hydrographs involving two peaks have also been observed when a tailings dam fails by a 

sequential release of water and tailings in instances of piping failure (Kunkel, 2011a, 

2011b). A preliminary conclusion drawn across the range of dam failures is that the run-

out characteristics of tailings, including the distance of run-out, can be greatly influenced 

by the rate and volume of discharge reflected in the different hydrographs.  

A large quantity of previous research work on tailings dam failures has been carried out 

with a view to mitigate the impacts of such failures. These works include, but are not 

limited to, field case studies, analytical models to simulate flooded areas, flume tests 

undertaken to address possible flow scenarios and numerical modelling methods to 

simulate the failure mechanisms. Until now, no specific method or model is available to 

precisely predict the flow profile and potentially flooded area. A limitation of most flume 

tests are that they simulate the dam failure problem as occurring in a single instantaneous 

and complete break, i.e. taking no account of realistic hydrographs. In reality, many 

tailings dams fail in a sequential manner, with an initial breach and, after a period of time, 

the breach tends to enlarge. Therefore, a detailed study simulating a tailings dam failure 

in a sequential or staged manner is of particular interest and may provide an experimental 

and numerical basis for future study of realistic tailings dam failures.  
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1.5 Research objectives 

The primary goal of the research in this thesis is to study the relationship between the 

outflow hydrograph associated with a tailings dam failure on the resulting runout distance 

using both experimental and numerical modelling. For simplicity the tailing dam failure 

is modelled as a dam-break problem in which the dam is broken sequentially. The research 

work includes: 

(1) Studying and validating the numerical software ANSYS FLUENT to model a tailings 

dam failure by comparing the model output with analytical solutions for a variety of 

viscous flow problems incorporating the key physics of a dam-break flow (i.e. Couette 

flow, flow induced by a pressure gradient, flow inclusive of gravity and free surface flow). 

This validation confirms that ANSYS FLUENT is accurate and reliable; 

(2) Analysing the outflow hydrograph and the resulting runout distance experimentally 

using an automated, sliding vertical gate within a flume. The position to which the gate 

was dropped was systematically varied to alter the outflow hydrograph and the proportion 

of reservoir volume lost. 

(3) Analysing the outflow hydrograph and the resulting runout distance of a model scale 

tailings dam numerically using the VOF method to simulate the experimental setup and 

test procedure. 

(4) Studying the possibility of predicting the runout distance by comparing the 

experimental and numerical modelling results. 

1.6 Methodology 

The research used both numerical and experimental methods to simulate a staged dam-

break process. Twenty-five flume tests were conducted to simulate various sequential 

dam-break scenarios. Numerical modelling using a VOF method within the software 

ANSYS FLUENT was used to simulate the experiments, followed by a comparison 

between experimental and numerical results. Extension of such results to a realistic, full 

scale problems through a dimensional analysis approach was undertaken. Finally, 
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research conclusions are drawn, limitations of the present approach are presented and 

recommendations for future research work are proposed. 

1.7 Thesis organization 

This thesis is organised into seven chapters as follows: 

Chapter 1 provides a brief background and the objectives of the thesis. 

Chapter 2 provides a detailed literature review relevant to tailings disposal. This also 

provides a description of materials used for simulating tailings in this study. Moreover, a 

proven commercial CFD modelling package, ANSYS FLUENT, is introduced and a 

description of how it was used for simulating a dam-break scenario is given. 

Chapter 3 discusses some problems of simple viscous flow: Couette flow, flow induced 

by a pressure gradient (Poiseuille flow), gravity driven flow and free surface flow. Each 

of these problems include one or more unique features inherent in the dam-break problem. 

Comparisons between ANSYS FLUENT results and analytical solutions for these 

problems are presented.  

Chapter 4 describes the design of the detailed flume tests that were undertaken to better 

simulate the staggered hydrographs typical of dam-break problems. Twenty-five flume 

tests were conducted, considering various reservoir heights and run-out distances. The 

adapted experimental arrangements, which included staged release, better simulate real 

tailings dam-break scenarios (compared with documented immediate full-volume release).  

In Chapter 5, the effective model assumptions and settings are used to establish new dam-

break models. Three modelling methods with advantages and disadvantages are explained. 

Chapter 6 summarises and compares the results and conclusions of this research project 

and gives some concluding comments of the results compared. 

Chapter 7 reviews the whole thesis and provides recommendations for future research. 

Finally, references and several appendixes complete this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

Tailings are the residual by-product after extraction of valuable minerals including rock 

sized stripping waste, underground mine muck, and finely ground mill waste (Vick, 1990). 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (1994) defines ‘tailings’ as a large quantity 

of finely graded particles, from sand-size to a few microns. 

Tailings are a waste product of mining and milling. Only coarser and drier portions of 

tailings are re-usable for earth work construction, mainly for the building of tailings 

embankment dams or as backfill in underground mines as ground and wall support (U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency, 1994). Wetter portions of tailings, known as slurry 

tailings are usually stored in impoundments – tailings dams, which have traditionally been 

economic and easier than other storage methods to operate (Environment Canada, 1987). 

2.1.1 Types of tailings dams 

Two major types of impoundments: the retention dam and the incrementally raised 

embankment are commonly used throughout the mining industry. Based on the 

topography of a site, site location, availability of materials and economic situation, the 

design choices include: ring dikes, in pit disposal and a variety of cross valley designs 

(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1994). 

A retention dam is preferable if there is a need for a large quantity of water storage. The 

design of a retention dam for tailings is similar to that for an earth dam (Figure 2-1). The 

retention dam is a one-off built dam with full height, compared with raised embankments 

that utilise a starter dam and a series of secondary dams (Vick, 1990). 

Although the retention dam is safer, the incrementally raised embankment option is much 

more common than retention dams. This is primarily because incrementally raised 

embankments utilise tailings as embankment building material, which is more 

economical than using concrete or imported fill. 
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Figure 2-1 Retention type dam for tailings disposal (Vick, 1990) 

 

During the initial phase of operation, the tailings are normally quite wet and not suitable 

for use in building a dam, so a ‘starter dike’ is built. Once the tailings approaches the top 

of the starter dike, the tailings embankment has to be raised. Therefore, raised 

embankments are built in stages depending on the site need and the amount of tailings 

produced (Fourie, 2013; Vick, 1990). 

2.1.2 Construction methods 

The performance of a tailings dam is greatly influenced by the construction method used 

for increasing the height of the embankment walls. Incrementally raised tailings dams 

currently in use include: upstream method of construction, downstream method of 

construction and centreline method of construction (see Figure 2-2) (Vick, 1990).  
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Figure 2-2 Tailings embankment types: (a) Upstream method, (b) Downstream method, 

(c) Centreline method Source: (Vick, 1990) 

 

The upstream method of construction, as shown in Figure 2-2 (a), (in which each 

subsequent dike is placed upstream of the starter dike) is the most popular type used in 

practice. Its main advantage is simplicity and relatively low cost. However, as the dam 

height rises, the dam may become more unstable due to the coarser portion settling out 

near the discharge point, leaving the weak slimes (poorly draining slimes consisting of 

finer portion of tailings, usually clay) of tailings in the dam basin (Jeyapalan et al., 1983b) 

and subsequent incremental embankment raises may encroach over this weak material. 

Many dams using this type of construction method have failed in the past, with enormous 

consequences for those living downstream of the facility, as well as the downstream 

environment. For example, the tailings dams that failed in Merriespruit 1994 (Davies, 

2001; Van Niekerk et al., 2005) and in Bafokeng South Africa 1974 (Blight et al., 1981) 

caused multiple fatalities and extensive damage.  

The downstream method of construction, as shown in Figure 2-2 (b) (where each dike is 

placed downstream of the starter dike) is considered to be the safest method available for 

surface storage because the dikes at higher elevations are not built over poorly draining 
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weak slimes. In addition, internal drains and sensitive impervious cores may be provided 

for the raised embankments, similar to retention dams. Therefore, the phreatic surface is 

much lower and it is possible to compact the sand as the dike is constructed, which ensures 

greater stability under seismic loading. Disadvantages are that during construction, the 

downstream slope is always changing, so no erosion protection can be made. 

Additionally, it is the most expensive option because of the continuously increasing 

volume of fill required. 

In the centreline method of construction, as shown in Figure 2-2 (c), (where each dike is 

placed above the centreline of the starter dike), the underflow with coarser sand is 

deposited in the downstream direction, while the overflow containing finer-grained slimes 

flows into the tailings pond. For the centreline method, similar to the downstream method, 

the major part of each incrementally raised embankment dam is not underlain by 

previously deposited tailings (weak slimes), except for a small upstream zone, which is 

much safer than the upstream method, particularly under seismic loading conditions. 

However, although downstream and centreline methods of construction result in safer 

tailings dams, they require a relatively larger amount of construction materials. The 

upstream method is still the most economical method for constructing tailings storage 

facilities; however, these dams are less stable and safe than dams using centreline and 

downstream methods. 

2.1.3 Failure mechanisms 

When tailings dam failures occur, the tailings often tend to liquefy and flow over a long 

distance (or sometimes travel along rivers), which can lead to both loss of life and 

environmental damage (Jeyapalan et al., 1983b; Lucia et al., 1981). A significant amount 

of research has been conducted into tailings dam failures. Typical dam failure modes 

include overtopping, slope instability, seepage and piping, foundation failure and 

earthquake induced failure. These modes are explained in detail below. 

Overtopping – when heavy rain occurs, overtopping may occur, and the overtopping 

water can erode the embankment within a very short time, resulting in the breach of the 
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dam and subsequent tailings outflow and dam collapse. Due to heavy rain in February 

1994 in South Africa, the Merriespruit gold tailings dam failed. A total of 600,000 cubic 

meters of liquefied slurry travelled a distance of 1960 meters in 5 minutes and rushed into 

the Merriespruit village (Davies, 2001; Van Niekerk et al., 2005), causing the death of 17 

people and serious damage to properties and the environment (Daneshvar et al., 2011; 

Wagener, 1997). 

Slope instability – due to heavy rain (or snow) events or poor decant pond control, the 

tailings dam may become saturated, causing a rise in the phreatic surface. This may lead 

to slope instability of the dam and ultimately a breach. On 19th July 1985, in Stava, the 

tailings dam collapsed due to the increasing instability of the embankment slope. The 

failure released 180,000 cubic meters of tailings and travelled 4,200 meters downstream, 

causing 268 fatalities and 20 injuries (Luino et al., 2012). Slope failures can also result 

from rates of rise that are too high or failure to correctly characterise geotechnical 

properties. 

Seepage and piping – due to an excessively high phreatic surface, seepage and piping can 

occur, develop and erode the embankment which leads to local and general dam failures 

(Yong et al., 2001). A disastrous platinum tailings dam failed in Bafokeng, South Africa 

on 11th Nov. 1974. The seepage problem already existed and after a period of heavy rain, 

cracks and significant seepage developed, resulting in the dam breaching with 3 million 

cubic meters of platinum tailings running out a distance of 4 kilometres from the breach 

in the dam. The flood of slurry spread to a width of 0.8 km and was 10 m deep. Tailings 

slurry flowed through the breach in the south-western wall, inundated a vertical mine 

shaft, and continuously flowed down the valley of the Kwa-Leragane River. The slurry 

wave seriously damaged many surface structures at the mine, and carried away unsecured 

equipment. As the slurry flowed down the shaft, it buried 12 miners underground (Blight 

et al., 1981). 

Foundation – where the foundation is not sufficiently strong, sudden or excessive loading 

causes the weak foundation to deform, which may lead to an overall failure. A copper 

tailings dam failed due to slippage on the under-laying clayey soil in Sipalay Philippines 
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on 8th Nov. 1982 (Icold, 2001; Uscold, 1994). During this failure, over 28 million tons of 

tailings was released, inundating a vast area of agricultural land to a depth of up to 1.5 m. 

The August 2014 Mount Polley mine disaster in Canada happened because of overloading 

of a layer of glacial till below the dam (Hunter, 2015). 

Earthquake – this type of failure is due to the development of excess pore water pressure 

in the tailings during an earthquake, ultimately leading to liquefaction and collapse of the 

tailings dam. On 28 Mar. 1965 in Chile, seismic loading from a magnitude 7.1 earthquake 

caused liquefaction and failure of two copper tailings dams at the El Soldado copper mine. 

The resulting slurry flow destroyed the town of El Cobre and killed more than 200 people. 

This failure brought wide attention to the safety of tailings dams (Yong et al., 2001).  

The rate and volume of discharge from breached tailings dams can be characterised by 

outflow hydrographs. It is noted from many historical failures that a breach tends to 

develop over a period of time and not instantaneously, particularly for the overtopping 

failure mode (Clemente et al., 2011; Davies, 2002), although a shorter hydrograph can be 

observed for the earthquake failure modes (Kunkel, 2011a, 2011b). Twin hydrograph 

peaks - caused by an initial water and tailings release, followed by a second release has 

been observed in piping failures (Kunkel, 2011a, 2011b). As noted in Chapter 1, these 

observations indicate that the runout distance can be greatly influenced by the rate and 

volume of discharge reflected in these hydrographs, even though the outflow volume may 

be identical. 

Tailings dam failures not only cause great harm to people’s lives, but are also a big threat 

to the downstream environment and can cause great loss of property. Consequently it is 

important to better understand tailings dam failures, including the outflow hydrograph, 

flow direction, run-out distance, zone of inundation, breach location, breach initiation, 

volume of tailings released from impoundments and characteristics of the flow. 

Understanding these characteristics will allow for better design of tailings facilities and 

protection of surrounding infrastructure. Ultimately, the potential damage from tailings 

dam failures may then be avoided or at least reduced. 
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2.1.4 Previous work 

Table 2-1 to Table 2-3 list previous work on predicting tailings dam failures using a 

variety of techniques, including small-scale laboratory flume simulations of dam-break 

problems. 

As can be seen from the tables, until now, reasonable or good agreements have been 

achieved compared with full-scale cases. However, due to the limitations of existing 

models or methods, no single method or model can precisely predict the flow profile and 

potential flooding areas. Efforts are still needed to formulate new methods or conduct 

experiments for better prediction of the consequences of failures. Furthermore, 

predictions have always been retrospective, i.e. when the answer is already known. The 

industry desperately needs to develop methods that can be confidently used to predict the 

likely impact of future events. 
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Triggering Parameters 

investigated 

Analysis Case study Agreement between 

model and field data 

Reasons for lack of 

agreement 

Author 

Time of release 

Friction factors 

Tailings not water Not Available Not Evaluated None (Stansby et al., 1998) 

Dam height H 

Viscosity η 

Bed slope β 

Simply simulated with 

Bingham fluid model 

Aberfan slide in 

Wales in 1966 

Reasonable Simply simulated with 

Bingham fluid model 

2D, not 3D model, lateral 

spreading effect 

(Jeyapalan et al., 1983a) 

Stress in Bingham fluid 

model 

pore pressure in  Friction 

flow model 

Tailings properties so 

complex that two flow  

rheological simulation not 

enough 

Aberfan slide in 

Wales in 1966 

Reasonable Tailings not fully saturated 

Partly Bingham partly 

frictional 

(Pastor et al., 2002) 

Varied with rheological 

types 

Based on back analysis 

empirically 

Coal waste dump in 

Britain 

Satisfied, 75% good Frictional model not accurate, 

Simplified 1D 

Rheology change 

(Hungr, 1995) 

Non-dimensional numbers Difficult to determine 

flooding area accurately 

Transient flow 

Not Available Not Evaluated None (Laigle et al., 1997) 

Un-sheared & sheared 

width & depth 

Continuous slow mudflow, 

not rapid 

Not Available Not Evaluated None (Coussot et al., 1996) 

Free-fall time 

Deposit height/length ratio 

 

 

Numerical modelling on 

spreading flow  

Not Available Not Evaluated Glass beads not like tailings 

 

(Lajeunesse et al., 2005) 
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Triggering Parameters 

investigated 

Analysis Case study Agreement between 

model and field data 

Reasons for lack of 

agreement 

Author 

Elevation 

Roughness factor 

Area & flow width with 

reduction factors 

Steady flow only 1983 Rudd Creek 

Mudflow 

Good Bingham fluid model too 

simple 

Abrupt change neglected 

Degradation not simulated 

(O'brien et al., 1993) 

Table 2-1 Comparison of analytical models with previously published field case studies 
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Geometry (m) Material Mechanism of Failure Focus Key measurements Author 

15.24L 0.4W with depth 

ratio of 0, 0.1 & 0.45 

Water Sudden release fully Initial stages of dam-

break flow 

Jet-like phenomena just after 

release 

(Stansby et al., 1998) 

1.83L, 0.31W various D, H, 

& Bed Slope β 

Viscous oil with 

γ & η 

Sudden release fully Run-out distance 

Freezing time 

Mean velocity 

Free surface profile with time (Jeyapalan et al., 

1983b) 

1.83L 0.31W 

Kaolin: 0.15D 

Tailing: 0.2D 

Kaolinite & 

Tailing 

Sudden release fully Rub-out length/depth 

Repose angle 

Relation of residual stress and 

yield stress 

(Kwak et al., 2005) 

0.5W 0.5L chute w/ angle up 

to 320 

Dry sand < 2.54 

cm 

Sudden open by rotating Velocity profile 

Curvilinear distance 

Layer depth 

Thin layer of gravel profile (Hungr, 1995) 

1.8W 5.5L 3.5H reservoir 

0.51L 0.3W w/ inclined 00 

to 450 

Carbopol Ultrez 

10  

Rapid pull up Flow regimes 

Flow shape 

Surface structure 

Flow regime 

Front position 

Contact line 

Flow-depth profile 

(Cohard et al., 2009) 

4L 0.6W w/ varied depth & 

slope 6%~31% 

Water-clay 

mixture 

Rapid pull up Flow depth 

Material volumes 

Density & rheology 

Non-dimensional distance & 

time 

Max height 

(Laigle et al., 1997) 

1.8W 4L 3.5H reservoir 

0.51L 0.3W and 00 to 450 

Carbopol Ultrez 

10  

Rapid pull up Wave front position 

Wave front velocity 

Wave front position and velocity 

of inclined 00 to 450 

(Ancey et al., 2009) 

0.2W channel, 5L plane to 

hopper 

Kaolinite fine 

grain 

Recirculating supply till 

steady 

Flow depth 

Un-sheared region 

Velocity profile 

Slump height 

Run-out length 

Velocity profile 

(Coussot et al., 1996) 
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Geometry (m) Material Mechanism of Failure Focus Key measurements Author 

0.045W 1L w/ base 200μm 

roughness 

Glass beads of 

d=1.1 & 3 mm 

Sudden release fully Slump height 

Velocity profile 

Run-out length 

Slump height 

Run-out length 

Velocity profile 

(Lajeunesse et al., 

2005) 

0.32W 1.91L 0.15H w/ 

reservoir 0.5L 

Carbopol 940 Rapid pull up Velocity profile 

Strain rate field 

Wave front position 

Velocity 

Fluid sheared 

Similar to simulation 

(Minussi et al., 2012) 

0.2W 2L with inclined base 

Ɵ degrees 

Two types of 

tailings 

Rapid pull up fully Yield stress 

Base angle effect 

Length of flow 

Dimensional yield stress τy’ 

Base angle Ɵ 

Length of flow L 

(Sofrá et al., 2002) 

Table 2-2 Details of flume tests available in the literature 
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Geometry 

Material 

Mechanism of failure 

Model Theory Focus Agreement 

with Flume 

Test Result 

Author 

Same as flume test Boundary-integral problem Not Available Not Available Similar jet 

observed 

(Stansby et al., 1998) 

Same as flume test Own model based on 

Bingham 

M & M conservation Run-out distance 

Freezing time 

Mean velocity 

Close  

Same as flume test Continuum model 

(Bingham fluid) 

Saint-Venant equations 

M & M conservation 

Run-out analysis by selecting 

rheological type 

Good (Kwak et al., 2005) 

Same as flume test Continuum model 

(Friction fluid) 

Saint-Venant equation 

M & M conservation 

Run-out analysis by selecting 

rheological type 

Good (Hungr, 1995) 

Same as flume test Own model with 

dimensional parameters 

Shallow-water equations Max wave height 

Wave propagation time 

Good (Laigle et al., 1997) 

Same as flume test Simplified Shallow water 

model 

Shallow-Water equations Run-out of granular flow Both fairly 

good 

(Lajeunesse et al., 2005) 

Same as flume test Herschel-Bulkley model Shallow-Water equations Velocity profile 

Strain rate field 

Runout distance 

Good (Minussi et al., 2012) 

Same as flume test Herschel-Bulkley model Shallow-Water equations Flow regimes 

Flow shape 

Surface structure 

Good (Cohard et al., 2009) 

Same as flume test Herschel-Bulkley model Shallow-Water equations Runout distance 

Wave front velocity 

Good (Ancey et al., 2009) 
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Geometry 

Material 

Mechanism of failure 

Model Theory Focus Agreement 

with Flume 

Test Result 

Author 

Numerical model only Slice-based model Conservation of Energy 

Slice 

Basal friction angle 

Run-out with slope 

Not Relevant (Wang et al., 1999) 

Same as flume test Herschel-Bulkley model M & M conservation Lateral extent 

Depth profile 

Un-sheared region depth 

Fair (Coussot et al., 1996) 

Table 2-3 Comparison of numerical models with previously published flume test results 

NOTES: (1) L - Length, W - Width, D - Depth, R - Radius, d - Diameter, γ - Unit weight, η - Viscosity, β - Bed slope, 2D – Two dimensional, 3D - Three-dimensional 

        (2) Bingham fluid: Visco-plastic material that behaves as a rigid body at low stresses but flows as a viscous fluid at high stress;  

          Friction flow: This flow occurs when it is only related to the effective normal stress on the base of the flow. The stress depends on flow depth, unit weight and  

          pore-pressure 

        (3) Rapid pull up: Means flume gate was pulled rapidly up, which made an instantaneous release of fluids in the reservoir 

        (4) Wave font velocity: Means the flow velocity at the very front of the fluid flow 

        (5) M & M conservation: Mass & momentum conservation equations 

        (6) Not Available: No available data or theory 

        (7) Not Evaluated: No comparisons between case studies and analytical models or between numerical models and flume tests 

        (8) None: No data
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2.2 Rheological principles used 

Rheology is the discipline that studies the deformation and flow of matter under an 

applied force. As Boger et al. (2012) defined in their book: rheology is the ‘science of 

deformation and flow’. Thus, rheology is not necessarily limited to fluids. In fact, 

rheology deals with the behaviour of materials ranging from fluids to ideal solids. 

Therefore, all kinds of materials are study objects of rheology.  

Doraiswamy (2002) showed the evolution of available models describing the behaviour 

of materials. From the mid 1800’s, linear viscoelasticity was first studied, followed by 

generalized Newtonian (viscous) liquids in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s. After this, 

the subject experienced a rapid growth, which merged non-linear viscoelastic studies on 

polymers with those of suspensions and extensional viscosity (Doraiswamy, 2002). 

Bingham (1925) and others contributed greatly to the improvements of modern rheology. 

In addition, according to Doraiswamy (2002), theoretical rheology had also developed 

constitutive equations along with experimental studies of such materials. 

2.2.1 Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids 

When studying the relationship between shear stress and shear strain rate, there are 

usually two types of fluid behaviour considered – Newtonian, where there is a linear 

relationship between these two parameters, and non-Newtonian, where the relationship is 

non-linear. 

In a non-Newtonian fluid the relationship between shear stress and shear strain rate, called 

viscosity µ, is not constant under a specific pressure. In a Newtonian fluid it is. There are 

three generally accepted groups of non-Newtonian fluids. 

Group 1: Fluids in which shear stress only changes with shear strain rate. Figure 2-3 

shows the shear stress and shear strain rate relationship of Group 1 fluid models. This 

group of fluids is further divided into three types: 

i) Shear thinning or pseudo-plastic fluids. The apparent viscosity decreases as the 

shear rate increases (apparent viscosity is the viscosity at any time and changes 

with shear rate �̇� as shown in Figure 2-4). This type of fluid represents a large 
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proportion of non-Newtonian fluids, such as wall paint and blood. 

ii) Shear thickening or dilatant fluids. The apparent viscosity increases when the 

shear rate increases. Corn starch solution and honey are typical dilatant fluids. 

iii) Visco-plastic fluids or Bingham fluids. These types of fluids have a typical feature 

– yield stress. Yield stress may be considered as the pressure required to initiate 

flow. A Herschel-Bulkley model best describes Group 1 fluids (Henriquez et al., 

2009). This is because a Herschel-Bulkley fluid has three features, a yield stress 

τ0, a power index n and a plastic viscosity k(µp). When n<1, the fluid becomes 

shear thinning which belongs to the first type, when n>1, the fluid becomes shear 

thickening which belongs to the second type, and when n=1 the fluid reverts to a 

Bingham fluid. 

Group 2: Time-dependent behaviour. In this type of fluid, not only are the shear stress and 

shear rate related, but the relationship also depends on the duration of shearing. 

Thixotropy is thus a time dependent effect. 

Group 3: Visco-elastic fluids, which react elastically and have a recovery phenomenon. 

Viscoelastic fluids include both elastic and viscous features: creeping, relaxation and 

recoiling. 

 

 

Figure 2-3 Shear stress and shear rate relationships of different fluid models 

 

Thickened or ‘paste-like’ tailings can be regarded as a non-Newtonian material 
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(Henriquez et al., 2009). 

2.2.1.1 Apparent viscosity and plastic viscosity 

Figure 2-4 explains the difference between apparent and plastic viscosity using a 

Herschel-Bulkley fluid model. When the relationship between the shear stress and shear 

strain rate is non-linear, the apparent viscosity µ varies with shear strain rate. A plastic 

viscosity µp in a Bingham fluid model or a consistency factor k in a Herschel-Bulkley 

fluid model do not change with shear rate.  

 

Figure 2-4 Apparent and plastic viscosities of Herschel-Bulkley model 

2.2.1.2 Viscoelasticity 

Certain fluids behave elastically below a threshold strain value. Viscoelasticity means that 

the material can act as both a solid (elastic) and liquid (viscous). Zimm (2004) presented 

a spring set system showing the elastic behaviour and the Newtonian viscous fluid 

showing the viscous behaviour. Polymers are typical materials exhibiting viscoelasticity. 

2.2.2 Rheological models 

Various models have been and are still being developed to describe the behaviour of non-

Newtonian fluids. Some models take the thixotropic effect into account, while others also 

deal with visco-elasticity.  
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There are several types of rheological model equations: theoretical, phenomenological, 

phenomenological modified, and empirical (Hüfner, 2007). The theoretical method is 

based on the shape and structure of molecules, creating a kinetic theory of fluid 

microstructure. A phenomenological model presents how the shape and structure of 

molecules affect the microstructure. The phenomenological modified model only applies 

to isotropic fluids, and the empirical method is based on experimental tests, fitting the 

curves of data obtained. 

Due to the complexity of non-Newtonian fluids, such as thixotropy and viscoelasticity, 

not all flow types have corresponding flow models. In this thesis, only the most widely 

used flow models are presented. 

2.2.2.1 Herschel-Bulkley model 

The Herschel-Bulkley model introduces a key feature – yield stress τ0. 

 𝜏 =
𝜏 + 𝑘 × γ̇    𝜏 ≥ 𝜏
γ̇ = 0              𝜏 < 𝜏

 (2-1) 

Where 𝜏  = Yield stress 

 𝑘 = Consistency index 

 𝑛 = Flow behaviour index 

When n > 1, the fluid is shear thickening; shear thinning when n < 1, while the fluid 

becomes a Bingham fluid if n = 1, as shown in Figure 2-3. When τ0 = 0, the fluid becomes 

a Power Law fluid. Thickened tailings and Carbopol solutions are well simulated by the 

Herschel-Bulkley model (Labanda et al., 2004; Piau, 2007; Roberts et al., 2001). 

2.2.2.2 Casson Model 

The Casson model is used to simulate some food dispersions, for example, chocolate: 

 𝜏 . = 𝐾 + 𝐾 γ̇ .  (2-2) 

Where 𝐾  = Flow intercept 

 𝐾  = Casson viscosity 

In Equation (2-2), the Casson yield stress is τ0c = K0c
2, and the Casson plastic viscosity is 

μca=Kc
2. 
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2.2.2.3 Quemada Model 

The Quemada model is named after Quemada et al. (1985) and is given by: 

 𝜇

𝜇
=

1

1 − 1 −
𝜇
𝜇

.

𝜆

 (2-3) 

Where λ = 
1

[1 + (𝑡 �̇�) . ]
 

 𝜇  = Infinite viscosity 

 𝜆 = Structural parameter 

 𝑡  = Time constant 

The Casson-Quemada models have been applied to cocoa dispersions. 

2.2.2.4 Cross and Carreau models 

The Cross and Carreau models are mostly used in the food industry, like bean gum 

dispersions. 

 μ = 𝜇 +
𝜇 − 𝜇

1 + (𝛼 �̇�)
 (2-4) 

 μ = 𝜇 +
𝜇 − 𝜇

[1 + (𝜆 �̇�) ]
 (2-5) 

Where μ  = A 

 𝛼  & 𝜆  = Time constants 

 𝑚 & 𝑁 = Dimensionless exponents 

When μ∞ is small, the dimensionless exponents m and N tends to (1-n), where n is the 

power law flow behaviour index. 

2.2.2.5 Modified Cross and Carreau models 

Including a yield stress, the Cross Equation (2-6) and Carreau Equation (2-7) were 

derived. Models are presented as: 

 μ = 𝜏 �̇� + 𝜇 [1 + (𝜆 �̇�) ]  (2-6) 

 μ = 𝜏 �̇� + 𝜇 [1 + (𝛼 �̇�)]  (2-7) 

 μ  = Plateau viscosity 

λP and N are constants to be determined from experimental data. 
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2.2.2.6 Weltman model 

The Weltman model is a time-dependent model, mainly used in the food industry, to 

characterize thixotropic and anti-thixotropic problems – apparent viscosity increases 

under the same shear rate with time (Wang et al., 2010): 

 𝜏 = 𝐴 − 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑡 (2-8) 

Where 𝑡 = time 

 𝐴 = Value of stress at 𝑡 = 1 𝑠 

 𝐵 = Constant determined from experimental 

data 

2.2.2.7 Tiu-Boger Model 

The Tiu-Boger model is also a time-dependent model based on Herschel-Bulkley model, 

which studies thixotropic behaviour in the food industry: 

 𝜏 = 𝜆[𝜏 + 𝐾 (�̇�) ] (2-9) 

Where 𝜆 = Time-dependent structural parameter 

 𝐾  = Consistency index 

2.2.2.8 Summary of Rheological Models 

With reference to Table 2-1, Table 2-2 and Table 2-3, the Herschel-Bulkley model is the 

most often used model which contains three features: yield stress τ0, consistency factor k 

and flow behaviour index n. Some models, such as the Power-law model, only contains 

k and n, whilst the flow behaviour index n in the Bingham model is set equal to 1. Because 

of the limited parameters both of these models are too simple to characterise the tailings. 

Alternatively other models, such as Quemada Model, Cross and Carreau model, Modified 

Cross and Carreau models, Weltman model and Tiu-Boger Model are too complex to 

simulate tailings and are not investigated further in this thesis. The Herschel-Bulkley 

model is taken to be the most appropriate rheological model for tailings in this thesis. 

This approach is consistent with Kwak et al. (2005) and Henriquez et al. (2009) who 

found that tailings usually have high solid content values and the Herschel-Bulkley 

constitutive model best simulates tailings behaviour. 
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2.2.3 Rheological properties of Carbopol 940 solutions 

In this thesis, Carbopol 940 solutions were used as the test fluids in the experimental 

campaign. Like tailings, these solutions were found to be modelled well by a Herschel-

Bulkley rheological model. 

2.2.3.1 Carbopol 940 solution 

Carbopol 940 is a member of a polymer family developed by the NOVEON Company. It 

is used as a viscosity enhancer, gelling agent, or suspension agent and is widely used in 

the cosmetic industry. It is a white powder that is mixed with water to form an aqueous 

solution, as illustrated in Figure 2-5. It is then a transparent gel which presents rheological 

properties when fully neutralized (Minussi et al., 2012). It is widely used as a model yield-

stress fluid (mostly Herschel-Bulkley models) because of its stability and transparency 

(Esmael et al., 2008). 

Due to the thixotropy, visco-elasticity and slip effects of Carbopol 940, its engineering 

application has been questioned. Roberts et al. (2001) agreed that although thixotropy, 

visco-elasticity and slip effects existed, it is still reasonable to use the Herschel-Bulkley 

model in most engineering applications using Carbopol. Many publications have used 

Carbopol solutions as the test fluid (e.g. Moore et al. (1995); Ancey et al. (2009); 

Balmforth et al. (2007); Cochard et al. (2008); Andreini et al. (2012); Andreini (2012)). 

 

Figure 2-5 Carbopol 940 powder and solution 

2.2.3.2 Temperature, concentration and pH effects 

Figure 2-6 shows a relationship between viscosity and temperature for different Carbopol 
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934 solutions ((Lin et al., 1995)), which is qualitatively the same as Carbopol 940: 

 n = 𝑏 + 𝑏 𝑡 + 𝑏 𝑡  (2-10) 

 𝑘 = 𝐵𝑡  (2-11) 

Where b , b , b , c3 and B = Coefficients depending on concentrations 

 𝑡 = Time 

 k = Temperature 

For the same temperature, the viscosity increases as the concentration increases. For fixed 

concentrations, the higher the temperature, the lower the viscosity as shown in Figure 2-6.  

 

Figure 2-6 Effect of temperature on viscosity of two types of Carbopol polymer at 4 

concentrations based on Lubrizol Advanced Materials (2008b)’s data. 

 

Figure 2-7 shows a relationship between viscosity and pH values for three different 

Carbopol solutions (Lubrizol Advanced Materials, 2008b). The Carbopol 940 solution 

achieved the highest viscosity at and around a neutral pH value. The viscosity is very 

sensitive to changes of pH values outside this range, and exhibits highest values when 
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fully neutralized.  

 

Figure 2-7 Effect of pH on viscosity of three different Carbopol polymer solutions 

(Lubrizol Advanced Materials, 2008b) 

 

Fellouah et al. (2010) presented the Herschel-Bulkley model parameters of Carbopol 

solutions ranging from 0.1% to 0.3% by mass. These parameters are summarised in Table 

2-4 used as a reference in this thesis. 

 

Carbopol (%) 𝝉𝟎 (𝑷𝒂) 𝒏 𝒌 (𝑷𝒂 𝒔 𝒏) 

0.1 7 0.4 13.23 

0.15 10 0.36 32.12 

0.2 17 0.34 45.51 

0.3 25 0.33 62.3 

Table 2-4 Rheological parameters of Herschel-Bulkley model of Carbopol 940 solutions 

with various concentrations (Fellouah et al., 2010) 
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2.2.3.3 Preparation of sample 

To avoid the entrapment of gas bubbles, Minussi et al. (2012) found it necessary that a 

certain amount (depending on the concentration percentage) of sample needed to be 

gently dispersed into deionized water. The mixture needed to be left to rest for 8 to 24 

hours until fully dissolved.  

They found that Carbopol 940 solution presented the maximum viscosity and yield stress 

when fully neutralized (pH ≈ 7). Many types of neutralizers can be added to the mixture: 

NaOH, KOH, Ammonium etc. Minussi et al. (2012) have recommended that a ratio of 

Carbopol to NaOH of 3.2 (on a mass basis) was suitable for neutralization. 

2.2.3.4 Thixotropy 

Thixotropic effects exist for Carbopol 940 solutions, as reported by Labanda et al. (2004), 

while according to Lubrizol Advanced Materials (2008a), such an effect is small and can 

be disregarded. As demonstrated in Section 4.4, the effect was confirmed as negligible in 

the present research. 

2.2.3.5 Yield stress value 

Carbopol solutions have no real yield stress, but rather show an abrupt transition in a short 

range of shear strain rate from very low to high shear stress. In this way they have a yield-

like behaviour, which may be approximated using an effective yield stress (Roberts et al., 

2001). 

2.2.3.6 Visco-elasticity 

Barry et al. (1979) confirmed that Carbopol 940 solutions have slight visco-elastic 

properties. However, such effects are often neglected and Carbopol solutions may be 

simulated using a Herschel-Bulkley model (Barry et al., 1979; Piau, 2007; Warburton et 

al., 1968). 

2.3 Numerical modelling 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) provides a computational approximation to the 
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mathematical equations of mass, momentum and energy conservation. The core of CFD 

is to discretise a series of partial differential equations, and to solve them within a 

numerical domain. To achieve this the domain is divided into finite elements. The 

equations are solved by inputting initial and boundary condition parameters (Ashgriz et 

al., 2002). CFD may be used for problems including chemical reactions, multiphase flows, 

free surface problems and radioactive heat transfer problems. A CFD analysis contains 

three main elements: i) A pre-processor, which enables parameter input and definition of 

initial conditions and boundary conditions; ii) A flow solver, i.e. a computational solution 

to the governing equations; iii) A post-processor which provides data output in a graphical 

and easy to read format (Ashgriz et al., 2002). 

2.3.1 Simulation Software 

Some currently used simulation CFD software includes: FLUENT, CFX, OpenFoam and 

Star-CCM. FLUENT – a leading CFD software package is widely used in industrial 

applications related to fluid, heat transfer and chemical reactions. With large numbers of 

available models, FLUENT provides a better way than most other software to solve many 

flow problems, such as the non-Newtonian flow model that best simulates the 

experiments carried out in this thesis. The numerical simulation was conducted using the 

Volume of Fluid Method (a numerical method for tracing and locating the free surface) 

in a 2D domain (Minussi et al., 2012). It focussed on use of the Couple algorithm which 

best suits uncomplicated models. 

Due to the need to deal with issues such as complex site topography, geology, extreme 

weather and tailings composition, specially developed predictive software such as 

DAMBRK, FLO-2D, FLDWAV and DAN-W better predict dam-break flows than much 

other similar software. The numerical modelling results show good agreement with back 

analysis of historic studies (Fread, 1984; Fread et al., 1998a, 1998b; Hungr, 1995). These 

simulations require detailed failure mechanisms of field cases back analyses. However, 

no accurate forward predictions can be made using such software or any other currently 

used software. 

In experiments described in this thesis, the geometry and boundary conditions of the 
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flume are relatively simple and easily idealized. ANSYS FLUENT uses fundamental 

equations such as Shallow Water Equations to simulate the dam-break flow which is good 

enough to be utilized to simulate dam-break using non-Newtonian flow at the laboratory 

scale. Therefore, the numerical modelling of dam-break flow was conducted by FLUENT 

using the Volume of Fluid method. 

2.3.2 Volume of Fluid Method 

Biscarini et al. (2010) describes the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method as a surface-tracking 

technique, designed for two or more immiscible fluids, focusing on the interface between 

the fluids. In the VOF model, each of the fluids in each computational cell is tracked 

throughout the domain. The VOF model is applied to solve problems of free-surface flow, 

motion of large bubbles in a liquid, dam-break flow and tracking of multiphase interfaces, 

etc., which are incorporated in CFD packages. Zhou et al. (2004) used the finite-volume 

method combined with a VOF method to solve dam-break water flow predictions with 

complex bed topography. The VOF model is limited to one compressible fluid, with other 

fluids being incompressible. Three conditions of volume fraction values are adopted in 

the VOF model. For the qth fluid: 

 α = 0: The cell is empty 

α = 1: The cell is full 

0 < α < 1: One or more other fluids exist in this cell 

(2-12) 

where α  = Value of the 𝑞  fluid’s volume fraction 

2.3.2.1 Reconstruction method 

Figure 2-8 shows the reconstruction for a real interface using the VOF method. Taking 

the two-phase VOF model as an example, the actual interface shape is smooth (Figure 

2-8 (a)) and the Simple Line Interface Calculation (SLIC) (Figure 2-8 (b)) at the interface 

position simply occupies each cell by a column (Ansys, 2007). After reconstructing the 

value, the interface shape moves closer to the actual interface shape (Figure 2-8 (c)). 
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(a) Actual interface shape    (b) SLIC interface shape (c) Reconstructed interface shape 

Figure 2-8 Reconstruction for a real interface using the VOF method 

2.3.3 Governing Equations 

Momentum and energy equations are built-in governing equations calculated for each 

fluid phase. A single momentum equation is adopted for the domain, while the velocity 

field is shared among the phases: 

 𝜕

𝜕𝑡
𝜌 → + ∇ ∙ 𝜌 →→ = −∇𝑝 + ∇ ∙ 𝜇 ∇ → + ∇ → +𝜌 → +→ (2-13) 

Where 𝜌  Volume-fraction-averaged density 

𝜌 = α 𝜌  

 → = Velocity field 

 𝑝 = Static pressure 

 → = Force field acting on fluids 

The energy equation is: 

 𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌 𝐸) + ∇ ∙ → (𝜌𝐸 + 𝜌) = ∇ ∙ 𝑘 ∇𝑇 + 𝑆  (2-14) 

Where 𝐸 = 
∑ α 𝜌 𝐸

∑ α 𝜌
 

 𝐸  = Based on the specific heat of each phase 

and the shared temperature 

 𝑘  = Effective thermal conductivity 

 𝑆  = Radiation heat sources and any other 

volumetric heat sources 
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2.3.4 Pressure-Velocity Coupling Method  

In FLUENT, flow problems are solved using a pressure-based solver either in a 

segregated or coupled way. A pressure-based solver is a built-in solver used for 

incompressible flows and mildly compressible flows by solving a pressure or pressure 

correction equation which is obtained by manipulating continuity and momentum 

equations. The other solver used in FLUENT is the density-based solver, which is mainly 

used for high-speed compressible flows. The pressure-velocity coupling algorithms 

include SIMPLE, SIMPLEC, PISO, Coupled and Fractional Step (Fluent, 2015). 

2.3.4.1 SIMPLE and SIMPLEC 

SIMPLE – Semi-Implicit method for Pressure-Linked Equations is a pressure correction 

approach embodied in an algorithm. The method is designed for relatively uncomplicated 

flow problems, such as laminar flows and flows when a pressure profile is estimated. 

Such a method was initially used for incompressible fluid flow and has been developed 

for compressible flows. SIMPLEC (SIMPLE-Consistent) algorithm is an updated method 

to speed up the convergence. 

2.3.4.2 PISO 

PISO – Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators algorithm is an improved version of 

the SIMPLE algorithm. In SIMPLE and SIMPLEC algorithms, the corrected velocities 

and flux do not satisfy the continuity and momentum equations completely, making 

repeated calculations until the balance is met. In this case, the neighbour correction and 

skewness correction are imported to improve the efficiency of the calculation, which 

makes the correction close to the continuity and momentum equations. It is recommended 

in Fluent that the PISO method with neighbour correction for all dynamic flow 

simulations using transient calculations is done with a large number of time steps, and 

this method with skewness corrections is recommended for highly skewed mesh systems.  

2.3.4.3 Fractional-Step Method (FSM) 

The main feature of FSM – Fractional-Step Method is that the momentum equations are 
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segregated from the continuity equation, so the order of the splitting error is controllable. 

When combining the method with VOF, it is not recommended to use such a method, as 

the results are less stable than PISO. 

2.3.4.4 Coupled Algorithm 

Different to the segregated method, the coupled algorithm solves the momentum and 

continuity equations simultaneously, which obtains a rapid and monotonic convergence 

rate. The method is used for transient flows with poor mesh quality or large time steps.  

2.3.5 Dynamic mesh layering 

Dynamic layering allows layer cells to be added or removed on a moving boundary, no 

matter whether they are prismatic, hexahedral or wedge meshes. In addition, the layer 

height is adjustable by specifying a split factor (Fluent, 2015). 

 

Figure 2-9 Sketch of dynamic mesh layering showing how the layer cells are added or 

removed on a moving boundary (Fluent, 2015) 

 

Figure 2-9 shows how the dynamic mesh layering works. If the cell height hj is increasing, 

the layer of cells adjacent to the boundary are split until the cell height reaches hj. The 

new split layer includes two parts: one layer height is hideal, the created layer height is 

αshideal. 

 ℎ > (1 + 𝛼 )ℎ  (2-15) 

Where ℎ  = Minimum cell height of layer 𝑗 

 𝛼  = Layer split factor 
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 ℎ  = Specified ideal cell height 

If the cells height hj is decreasing, layer j is merged into layer i when the cells height is 

compressed to αshideal. 

 ℎ < 𝛼 ℎ  (2-16) 

where 𝛼  = Layer collapse factor 

2.4 Image processing 

After recording flume test videos, flow profiles were captured and analysed using Matlab 

software. Matlab specializes in scientific computing, programming design, GUI image 

processing and is interactive with other computer languages. The user interactive 

functions toolboxes are highly regarded and widely used. Unlike the C or Fortran 

language, which requires writing of original coding, then translation to handled 

documents, Matlab language is interactive – giving a command, after which a result is 

generated directly. This feature is convenient and highly efficient as well. Therefore, by 

utilising built-in functions, GUI image processing has become easy to operate. 

2.5 Buckingham Pi Theorem 

Flume tests form a critical part of this thesis. Choosing the right geometrical parameters 

of flume tank is thus important. We use Buckingham Pi Theorem to find the related 

parameters affecting the dam-break problem, which provides a guide to decide the size of 

the flume tank.  

The Buckingham Pi Theorem was originally introduced by Buckingham (1914), and 

thereafter gradually developed and widely applied. The aim when applying the 

Buckingham Pi Theorem is to reduce the number of variables to simplify the relationship 

among appointed variables.  

The Buckingham Pi Theorem is stated as follows: if an equation involves n physical 

variables, (q1, q2, ⋯, qn), the relationship of these n variables can be described as F(q1, q2, 

⋯, qn) = 0. 

Among these n  variables, we set k variables (q1, q2, ⋯, qk) as primary variables. The 

remaining (n-k) variables (qk+1, qk+2, ⋯, qn) are independent dimensionless products and 
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are called Pi terms, described as Πi, i=(1,2,⋯,n-k), which is Π =  q ∙ q ∙ ⋯ ∙ q ∙ q . 

Therefore, the original relationship F(q1, q2, ⋯, qn)=0 can be written as ϕ(Π1, Π2, ⋯,Π(n-

k))=0. Finally, the pi terms can be written in relation to one another: Π1 = ϕ(Π2, Π3, ⋯,Π(n-

k)). In this case, Π1 contains the dependent variable. The function ϕ should be determined 

by experiments. Thus the number of variables solved for the function ϕ has been reduced 

to n-k terms, which simplifies the process. 

2.6 Summary 

The aim of this thesis is to study the importance of the outflow hydrograph associated 

with a tailings dam failure and the resulting runout distance using both experimental and 

numerical modelling. A literature review of already published tailings dam failures 

provides guidance on a research direction investigating parameters that affect tailings dam 

failures, such as the nature of the failure event and the rheology of the tailings, as well as 

numerical methods which have been used to simulate tailings failures. 

The review of the failure events motivates the simulation of a dam failure process in a 

step by step manner (details Section 4.6), whilst it was noted that the most widely used 

rheological model for tailings is the Herschel-Bulkley model. 

With respect to numerical models it has been shown that no single existing model has be 

found to accurately simulate all tailings dam failure problems. Therefore, this research 

intends to focus on the application of CFD with VOF method to work towards a general 

solution approach. To further investigate the practically and suitability of this choice the 

following chapter compares the CFD simulation software with a variety of analytical 

solutions. In detail, Chapter 3 evaluates the degree of agreement between theoretical and 

numerical simulations using a CFD tool. This evaluation considers some well-known 

viscous flows: Couette flow, flow induced by a pressure gradient, gravity driven flow and 

flow involving a free surface. Each flow type contains one or more features inherent in 

the dam-break simulations considered in later chapters.  
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Chapter 3 Analytical and Numerical Comparison for some 

Simple Viscous Flows 

The aim of this chapter is to conclude the suitability of ANSYS Fluent for modelling a 

dam-break problem involving a non-Newtonian fluid. In total five different viscous flow 

problems are considered analytically and numerically: Couette flow, flow induced by a 

pressure gradient (Poiseuille flow), combined Couette and Poiseuille flow, gravity driven 

flow and a free surface flow. Collectively these problems include elements inherent in the 

dam-break problem.   

Analytical solutions have been re-derived in consistent notation for each of the five 

problems and in each case for fluids having a Newtonian, Bingham and Herschel-Bulkley 

rheology. Details of the numerical solution to the same problems are given together with 

a thorough comparison between the analytical and numerical solutions. The results show 

excellent agreement between analytical and numerical simulations, illustrating CFD 

simulations can be very reliable. 

This chapter is structured into four sections. Section 3.1 reviews the previous work done 

by other researchers on the classical problems. Section 3.2 summarises and gives a set of 

complete analytical solutions with consistent nomenclature for the five classic flow types 

studied in this work. Section 3.3 introduces the CFD simulations of all five flow types 

inclusive of details describing the geometry, boundary conditions, simulated materials 

and chosen simulation schemes. Section 3.4 lists the analytical and numerical 

comparisons of all the flow types. 

3.1 Previous work 

As the Newtonian fluid model is arguably the simplest model of a viscous fluid, it has 

been studied thoroughly in the past. Recently, investigations of Newtonian fluids have 

progressed to more complex situations, like turbulent flow (Ovsyannikov et al., 2014), 

and slightly compressible Newtonian fluid (Kawahara et al., 2001). 

Research on Bingham fluids once occupied a dominant place in non-Newtonian fluid 

mechanical research. The Bingham fluid model is arguably the simplest non-Newtonian 
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fluid model, and may be used to represent many types of industrial and realistic fluids. 

Typical examples include mud and debris flows (Brunsden et al., 1984; Dent et al., 1983; 

Wan et al., 1994), snow avalanches (Dent, 1982) and lava flows (Griffiths, 2000). Exact 

analytical solutions and some CFD simulations of the five designated types of flow 

considered in this chapter, namely Couette flow, Poiseuille flow, combined Couette and 

Poiseuille flow, gravity driven flow and free surface flow, have been investigated 

(Ghemmour et al., 2008; Gjerstad et al., 2012; Susan-Resiga, 2009; Whipple, 1997). 

However, despite this earlier research, the Bingham fluid model has limitations. If a fluid 

experiences shear thinning or shear thickening, the Bingham fluid model cannot replicate 

this behaviour accurately. A more advanced rheological model, the Herschel-Bulkley 

model, has therefore been adopted and applied to many fields. The polymer industry uses 

many types of Herschel-Bulkley type fluids. The aqueous solution of Carbopol, which is 

used later in this thesis, is transparent and presents controllable non-Newtonian 

rheological properties that may be represented by a Herschel-Bulkley model when fully 

neutralized (Minussi et al., 2012). For this reason it has been applied to many experiments 

(Ancey et al., 2009; Minussi et al., 2012).  

As all the five flow types considered in this chapter are classic flow problems in fluid 

mechanics, analytical solutions have been given for Newtonian, Bingham and Herschel-

Bulkley fluids (Flumerfelt et al., 1969; Ghemmour et al., 2008; Huang et al., 1998; Wang 

et al., 1999). However, only limited viscous flow problems have been studied analytical 

and with CFD for Herschel-Bulkley fluids. Notable exceptions include the work on plane 

Poiseuille flow and plane Couette flow (Laigle et al., 1997; Xenakis et al., 2015).  

In this chapter a summary of analytical solutions and numerical modelling of all the five 

flow types for a Newtonian fluid, a Bingham fluid and a Herschel-Bulkley fluid are 

presented and compared. This provides a systematic means to determine the suitability of 

CFD to reliably simulate the dam-break problem.  

3.2 Analytical Solutions 

Although analytical solutions have previously been provided for the viscous flows 

analysed in this chapter, the solutions have not been given with a consistent notation. In 
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this section, a detailed derivation of one of the viscous flow problems is presented – 

namely free surface flow for a Herschel-Bulkley fluid. This solution is presented because 

it includes almost all of the features of a dam-break flow. Complete derivations of all the 

five flow types for the three fluids (Newtonian, Bingham and Herschel-Bulkley) are 

provided in Appendix A. For convenience the final solutions are listed with consistent 

notation in Section 3.2.2. 

3.2.1 Analytical solution of free surface flow for a Herschel-Bulkley fluid 

The free surface flow problem considered in this section describes a thin film of width ℎ, 

flowing along a vertical wall which is semi-infinite in the direction parallel to the wall. A 

body force 𝐺 is also introduced, as shown in Figure 3-1. Two phases (i.e. fluid and air) 

are present, thus leading to a free surface flow. 

 

Figure 3-1 Sketch definition of free surface flow problem studied 

 

To work towards an analytical solution for the problem sketched in Figure 3-1, a force 

balance can be developed for the fluid within a control volume of length 𝐿 shown in 

Figure 3-2. Within the control volume the interface of fluid and air is set to be the origin 

and a coordinate system (𝑥, 𝑧) is introduced as shown in Figure 3-2. The shear stress at 

the interface between the fluid and wall is denoted 𝜏 and the density of the fluid is 𝜌. 

Acceleration due to gravity is denoted 𝑔. 
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Figure 3-2 Force balance on a control volume of free surface flow using a Herschel-

Bulkley fluid 

 

Resolving forces in the z direction for the control volume leads to 

 𝜏𝐿 + 𝜌𝑔ℎ𝐿 − 𝜏 +
𝜕𝜏

𝜕𝑥
ℎ 𝐿 = 0 →  

𝜕𝜏

𝜕𝑥
= 𝜌𝑔 (3-1) 

As the shear stress τ depends neither on time t nor on the height z, the partial derivative 

can be changed to a full derivative, 

 𝑑𝜏

𝑑𝑥
= 𝜌𝑔 (3-2) 

Integrating with respect to x then gives 

 𝜏 = 𝜌𝑔𝑥 + 𝐴 (3-3) 

where 𝐴 is constant to be determined based on boundary conditions. As the steps up until 

now are for a general fluid, Equation (3-3) has no limitation on fluid type; it can be applied 

to all fluids, whether Newtonian or non-Newtonian.  

If we now focus on a Herschel-Bulkley fluid we can suppose that the velocity profile 

within the free surface flow will have a ‘plug flow region’ at some distance from the wall, 

where the shear stress becomes less than the yield stress |τ|<|τ0|.  

Since the viscosity difference between a typical Herschel-Bulkley fluid and air will be 

large (i.e. perhaps on the order of 106 magnitude or more for tailings) the shear stress at 

the interface of fluid and air will be approximately zero. Consequently the velocity profile 

for a Herschel-Bulkley fluid will lead to the velocity profile shown in Figure 3-3; i.e. the 

velocity profile varies in Region 1 and becomes a ‘plug flow’ in Region 2. 
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Figure 3-3 Velocity profile of free surface flow using a Bingham fluid and a Herschel-

Bulkley fluid 

 

Noting that 𝜏 = 𝜏 + μ  for Herschel-Bulkley fluid, Equation (3-3) can be rewritten 

as: 

 𝜌𝑔𝑥 + 𝐴 = 𝜏 + μ
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑥
 →  

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑥
=

𝜌𝑔

μ
𝑥 + 𝐵 (3-4) 

where 𝐵  is a constant. For Region 1 (−ℎ ≤ 𝑥 < −ℎ  ) integrating with respect to x 

therefore gives 

 
𝑢 = −

𝑛

𝑛 + 1

μ

𝜌𝑔
−

𝜌𝑔

μ
𝑥 − 𝐵 + 𝐶 , 

(3-5) 

where the subscript 1 represents Region 1 and 𝐶 is a constant. The constants B and C 

can now be obtained from the boundary conditions for Region 1: 

 

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

𝑢 (−ℎ) = 0

𝑢 (−ℎ ) = 0
→  

⎩
⎨

⎧ 𝐵 =
𝜌𝑔ℎ

μ

𝐶 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

μ

𝜌𝑔
(
𝜌𝑔ℎ

2μ
−

𝜌𝑔ℎ

μ
)

  , 

(3-6) 

Finally, by noting that at the interface between Region 1 and Region 2 the velocity is 

continuous, leads to the following velocity profiles for Region 1 and Region 2: 

 

⎩
⎨

⎧𝑢 = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1
(
𝜌𝑔

μ
) [(−𝑥 − ℎ ) − (ℎ − ℎ ) ]    (−ℎ ≤ 𝑥 < −ℎ )

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1
(
𝜌𝑔

μ
) (ℎ − ℎ )                        (−ℎ ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0)

 

(3-7) 
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To determine the plug thickness h1, the boundary condition of zero shear stress at the free 

surface can be used. Specially, letting 𝜏(0) = 0, leads to 𝐴 = 0 in Equation (3-3). Thus, 

since 𝜏(−ℎ ) = 𝜏  to be consistent with the start of the plug flow region, this leads to 

ℎ = 𝜏 /𝜌𝑔. The plug thickness is therefore 

 ℎ = ℎ =
𝜏

𝜌𝑔
 (3-8) 

3.2.2 Final solutions for all viscous flows 

Table 3-1 displays the final solutions (i.e. velocity profile and plug thickness) for plane 

Couette flow, plane Poiseuille flow, combined Couette and Poiseuille flow, gravity-driven 

flow between two vertical walls and free surface flow for Newtonian fluids, Bingham 

fluids and Herschel-Bulkley fluids (note that a Newtonian fluid is equivalent to a 

Bingham fluid when 𝜏 = 0). Appendix A provides detailed derivations and illustrations 

of the five flow types investigated. 
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Flow type Definition Features 

included 

Analytical solutions 

Bingham fluid 

Velocity u  Plug thickness 

𝒉𝒑  

Plane 

Couette 

flow 

Horizontal flow: upper plate moving at 𝑈, 

lower plate fixed, no pressure gradient 

(See Appendix 0.1 Plane Couette flow) 

Velocity 𝑈 
u =

𝑈

ℎ
𝑦 +

𝑈

2
 

N/A 

Plane 

Poiseuille 

flow 

Horizontal flow: upper and lower plates 

fixed, flow induced by pressure gradient 

∆𝑝 (See Appendix 0.2 Plane Poiseuille 

flow) 

Pressure 

gradient ∆𝑝 
For 𝜏 < 𝜏  = 0, For 𝜏 ≥ 𝜏   

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎧𝑢 = −

𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿
[ 𝑦 +

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
−

ℎ

2
−

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
]               (−

ℎ

2
≤ 𝑦 < −

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
)

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿

ℎ

2
−

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
                               (−

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
≤ 𝑦 ≤

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
)

𝑢 = −
𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿
[ 𝑦 −

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
−

ℎ

2
−

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
]                    (

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
< 𝑦 ≤

ℎ

2
)

 

ℎ = ℎ + ℎ

=
2𝜏

𝛥𝑝
 

Combined 

Couette and 

Poiseuille 

flow 

Horizontal flow: upper plate moving at 𝑈, 

lower plate fixed, flow induced by 

pressure gradient ∆𝑝 (See Appendix 0.3 

Combined Couette and Poiseuille flow) 

Velocity 𝑈 

Pressure 

gradient ∆𝑝 

For 𝜏 < 𝜏  = 0, For 𝜏 ≥ 𝜏  

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎧ 𝑢 = −

𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿
[(𝑦 + ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ ]                 (−

ℎ

2
≤ 𝑦 < ℎ )

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿

ℎ

2
− ℎ + 𝑈                         (−ℎ ≤ 𝑦 ≤ ℎ )

𝑢 = −
𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿
[(𝑦 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ ] + 𝑈                 (ℎ < 𝑦 ≤

ℎ

2
)

 

ℎ = ℎ + ℎ

=
2𝜏

𝛥𝑝
 

Continued 
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Flow type Definition Features 

included 

Analytical solutions 

Bingham fluid 

Velocity u  Plug thickness 

𝒉𝒑  

Gravity-

driven flow 

between 

two vertical 

walls 

Vertical flow: left and right walls fixed, 

flow induced by gravity (See Appendix 

0.4 Gravity driven flow between two 

vertical walls) 

Velocity 𝑈 

Gravity 
For 𝜏 < 𝜏  = 0, For 𝜏 ≥ 𝜏  

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎧𝑢 = −

𝜌𝑔

2μ
[(𝑥 + ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ ]     (−

ℎ

2
≤ 𝑥 < ℎ )

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝜌𝑔

2μ

ℎ

2
− ℎ                (−ℎ ≤ 𝑥 ≤ ℎ )

𝑢 = −
𝜌𝑔

2μ
[(𝑥 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ ]      (ℎ < 𝑥 ≤

ℎ

2
)

 

ℎ = ℎ + ℎ

=
2𝜏

𝜌𝑔
 

Free surface 

flow 

Vertical flow: fluid flows along left wall, 

flow induced by gravity (See Appendix 

0.5 Free surface flow) 

Velocity 𝑈 

Gravity 

Two phases 

Free surface 

For 𝜏 < 𝜏  = 0, For 𝜏 ≥ 𝜏  

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝑢 = −

𝜌𝑔

2μ
[(𝑥 + ℎ ) − (ℎ − ℎ ) ] (−ℎ ≤ 𝑥 < −ℎ )

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝜌𝑔

2μ
(ℎ − ℎ )                         (ℎ ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0)

𝑢 = −
𝜌𝑔

2μ
[(𝑥 − ℎ ) − (ℎ − ℎ ) ]            (0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ ℎ )

 

ℎ = ℎ + ℎ

=
2𝜏

𝜌𝑔
 

Dam-break 

problem 

Horizontal flow: bottom wall fixed, flow 

induced by gravity 

Velocity 𝑈 

Gravity 

Two phases 

Free surface 
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Flow types Analytical solutions 

Newtonian fluid Herschel-Bulkley fluid 

Velocity u (m/s) Plug 

thickness 𝒉𝒑 

Velocity u Plug 

thickness 𝒉𝒑 

Plane Couette flow 
u =

𝑈

ℎ
𝑦 +

𝑈

2
 

N/A 
For 𝜏 ≥ 𝜏   u = 𝑦 +  

For 𝜏 < 𝜏  = 0 

N/A 

Plane Poiseuille flow 𝑢

= −
𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿
𝑦 +

𝛥𝑝ℎ

8μ𝐿
 

N/A 

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎧

𝑢 = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿
(−𝑦 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ   (−

ℎ

2
< 𝑦 ≤ −ℎ )

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿

ℎ

2
− ℎ                            (−ℎ ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 0)

𝑢 = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿
[(𝑦 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ   ]    (ℎ < 𝑦 ≤

ℎ

2
)

 

ℎ = ℎ + ℎ

=
2𝜏

𝛥𝑝
 

Combined Couette and 

Poiseuille flow 

𝑢

= −
𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿
𝑦 +

𝑈

ℎ
𝑦

+
𝑈

2
+

𝛥𝑝ℎ

8μ𝐿
 

N/A 

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎧

𝑢 = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿
[(−𝑦 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ   ](−

ℎ

2
< 𝑦 ≤ −ℎ )

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿

ℎ

2
− ℎ                        (−ℎ ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 0)

𝑢 = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿
(𝑦 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ   + 𝑈  (ℎ < 𝑦 ≤

ℎ

2
)

 

ℎ = ℎ + ℎ

=
2𝜏

𝛥𝑝
 

Continued 
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Flow types Analytical solutions 

Newtonian fluid Herschel-Bulkley fluid 

Velocity u (m/s) Plug 

thickness 𝒉𝒑 

Velocity u Plug 

thickness 𝒉𝒑 

Gravity-driven flow 

between two vertical 

walls 

𝑢 = −
𝜌𝑔

2μ
𝑥 +

𝜌𝑔ℎ

8μ
 

N/A 

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎧

𝑢 = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1
(
𝜌𝑔

μ
) [(−𝑥 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ ]    (−

ℎ

2
≤ 𝑥 < ℎ )

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1
(
𝜌𝑔

μ
)

ℎ

2
− ℎ                        (−ℎ ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0)

𝑢 = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1
(
𝜌𝑔

μ
) [(𝑥 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ ] ℎ < 𝑥 ≤

ℎ

2

 

ℎ = ℎ + ℎ

=
2𝜏

𝜌𝑔
 

Free surface flow 
𝑢 = −

𝜌𝑔

2μ
𝑥 +

𝜌𝑔ℎ

2μ
 

N/A 

⎩
⎪⎪
⎨

⎪⎪
⎧𝑢 = −

𝑛

𝑛 + 1
(
𝜌𝑔

μ
) [(−𝑥 − ℎ ) − (ℎ − ℎ ) ]    (−ℎ ≤ 𝑥 < −ℎ )

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1
(
𝜌𝑔

μ
) (ℎ − ℎ )                        (−ℎ ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0)

𝑢 = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1
(
𝜌𝑔

μ
) [(𝑥 − ℎ ) − (ℎ − ℎ ) ] ℎ < 𝑥 ≤

ℎ

2

 

ℎ = ℎ + ℎ

=
2𝜏

𝜌𝑔
 

Table 3-1 Analytical solutions of plane Couette flow, plane Poiseuille flow, combined Couette and Poiseuille flow, gravity-driven flow between two 

vertical walls, free surface flow for a Newtonian fluid, a Bingham fluid and a Herschel-Bulkley fluid 

NOTES: (1) ρ – Density, µ - Plastic Viscosity, τ – Shear stress, τ0 – yield stress, du/dy – Shear strain rate, u – Velocity along fluid direction, umax – Maximum velocity,  

U – Constant plate moving velocity, Δp – Pressure gradient, hp – Plug thickness, h1 – Plug thickness of Region 1, h3 – Plug thickness of Region 3, N/A – Not Applicable 
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3.3 Numerical modelling 

Numerical simulations were run using the software ANSYS FLUENT 15.0 Academic 

Version. In this Chapter, forty-seven simulations were carried out. Forty-five simulations 

consisted of the three fluid types, five viscous flow problems and three different Reynolds 

numbers. An additional two simulations with critical shear rate of 𝛾̇ = 0.005 were also 

carried out for comparing to the cases of 𝛾̇ = 0.01 (used in all other simulations). The 

critical shear rate is defined in Section 3.1.1. 

In ANSYS FLUENT the Herschel-Bulkley model cannot be simulated directly due to the 

discontinuity of viscosity at �̇� = 0 . In the next sections, a bi-viscosity model for 

Herschel-Bulkley fluids is introduced, together with the associated numerical setup and 

parameters. 

3.3.1 Bi-viscosity model for Herschel-Bulkley fluid 

As mentioned above, in order to simulate the Herschel-Bulkley model in ANSYS 

FLUENT a bi-viscosity model has been adopted, as shown in Figure 3-4. A parameter 

denoted as the critical shear rate �̇�  is introduced. This critical shear rate does not exist 

in pure rheological models, such as the Herschel-Bulkley or Bingham fluid models. It 

only exists in this bi-viscosity model to divide the bi-viscosity model into two parts: (i) 

when�̇� < �̇� , the apparent viscosity µ is linear, until it reaches the yielding point, with an 

un-yielded viscosity µr, and (ii) when �̇� ≥ �̇�  the apparent viscosity acts the same as the 

original Herschel-Bulkley model, as per Equation (2-1). The shear stress is thus 

dependent on the critical shear rate �̇�  (Jeong, 2013). Figure 3-4 and Equations (3-8), 

(3-9) illustrate the situation. 

For �̇� ≥ �̇� , 

  𝜂 =
𝜏

�̇�
+ 𝑘(

�̇�

�̇�
)  (3-8) 

For �̇� < �̇� , 

 μ = 𝜏
(2 − �̇�/�̇� )

�̇�
+ 𝑘[(2 − 𝑛) + (𝑛 − 1)

�̇�

�̇�
] (3-9) 

 μ = Apparent viscosity 
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 𝑘 = Consistency factor 

 𝑛 = Power-law index 

Variations can be made to Equation (3-8) and (3-9) by multiplying by shear rate �̇� , 

resulting in the shear stress expression as per Equation (3-10) and (3-11). 

For�̇� ≥ �̇� , 

  𝜏 = 𝜏 + 𝑘�̇� �̇�  (3-10) 

For �̇� < �̇� , 

 𝜏 = 𝜏 �̇�
(2 − �̇�/�̇� )

�̇�
+ 𝑘�̇�[(2 − 𝑛) + (𝑛 − 1)

�̇�

�̇�
] (3-11) 

 

 

Figure 3-4 Bi-viscosity model for a Herschel-Bulkley fluid used in ANSYS FLUENT. 

 

To check the compatibility of this bi-viscosity model, a comparison between the 

theoretical and bi-viscosity results was carried out. Figure 3-5 shows the comparison of 

theoretical and bi-viscosity model in terms of τ and �̇�  for material with a yield stress of 

4.4 Pa and viscosity of 25.5 Pas (representative of the 0.14% Carbopol 940 solutions used 

later in the thesis). Equation (2-1) defines the theoretical rheology of Herschel-Bulkley 

model and the bi-viscosity model of shear stress, shear rate relationship are described in 

Equations (3-10) and Equation (3-11). 

As shown in Figure 3-5, the theoretical and bi-viscosity model comparison have a very 

good agreement when the shear rate is larger than the critical shear rate �̇� ≥ �̇�  for the 

0.14% Carbopol 940 solutions ( 𝜏 = 4.4 𝑃𝑎, μ = 25.5 𝑃𝑎. 𝑠, �̇� = 0.01 ) that are 
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discussed later in the thesis. When �̇� < �̇� , the difference is obvious. Therefore, if the 

critical shear rate �̇�   is sufficiently small, the difference between theoretical and bi-

viscosity shear stress is also small. 

 

Figure 3-5 Theoretical and bi-viscosity model comparison for Herschel-Bulkley model 

3.3.2 Numerical simulation setups for five flow types  

To accurately simulate the viscous flows, numerical setup must be selected carefully, 

including problem geometry, mesh size, simulations scheme and the length of time steps. 

Investigations have been made into these setup choices for all the five flow types and 

fluid types considered in this Chapter. The resulting setup parameters are documented in 

Table 3-2. The following sections give reasons for choosing these setup parameters. 

3.3.2.1 Geometry 

Theoretically, the larger the ratio of domain length to width, the better the simulation of 

the semi-infinite viscous flow problems introduced in Section 3.2. Thus the domain was 

set be 10 meters long and 0.1 m wide, with a resulting ratio of 100. 

3.3.2.2 Mesh size 

The mesh shape was rectangular, simply because the domain was rectangular. The mesh 

cell size was set to 2×10-4 m2, and 5000 cells in total. The domain length of 10 m was 

divided into 100 units, with each division 0.1 m and the width 0.1m was divided into 50 
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units, with each division 0.002 m. The reason for using a large mesh size difference in the 

length and width directions was because fluid flowed in the length direction, but not the 

width direction. The mesh quality was therefore less important in the length direction, but 

high quality meshes were needed for the width direction. The mesh setup was adaptable 

for all the studied flow types except for the free surface flow; see Table 3-2. 

A special mesh setup was made for the free surface flow. The length was also divided into 

100 units, with each division 0.1 m, while the width of fluid side was divided into 25 

units, with each division 0.002 m and the air side was divided into 30 units. For analysis 

involving free surface flow, refinement of the mesh was required at the interface. 

Therefore, a bias factor of 10 was applied to the air side of the interface, i.e. the mesh at 

the interface was 10 times finer than the mesh further away, increasing from 0.001 m to 

0.01 m for each division. The number of elements was 5000 on the fluid side and 3000 

on the air side, see Table 3-2. 

3.3.2.3 Simulation Scheme 

The SIMPLE scheme was chosen for all the simulations as the flows were laminar steady 

flows. Note that for the free surface flow simulation, a VOF (Volume of Fluid) method 

was used for this type of flow. The LAMINAR method was adopted for all the other flow 

types, detailed in Table 3-2. 

3.3.2.4 Time steps 

The computing time steps required depends on the fluid types. Generally, about 103 to 104 

time steps were required for Newtonian fluids to achieve convergence, about 103 to 105 

time steps for Bingham fluids and Herschel-Bulkley fluids depending on different fluid 

and flow types; see Table 3-2. 
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Flow type Fluid type Geometry Mesh size (m2) and 

amount 

Simulated scheme Time steps 

Plane 

Couette flow 

Newtonian fluid 

 

Mesh size: 0.0002 

Mesh amount: 5000 

SIMPLE velocity 

coupling scheme 

103 

Bingham fluid 103 - 104 

Herschel-Bulkley 

fluid 

104 

Plane 

Poiseuille 

flow 

Newtonian fluid 

 

Mesh size: 0.0002 

Mesh amount: 5000 

SIMPLE velocity 

coupling scheme 

103 

Bingham fluid 103 – 105 

Herschel-Bulkley 

fluid 

105 

Combined 

Couette and 

Poiseuille 

flow 

Newtonian fluid 

 

Mesh size: 0.0002 

Mesh amount: 5000 

SIMPLE velocity 

coupling scheme 

103 

Bingham fluid 105 

Herschel-Bulkley 

fluid 

103 – 105 
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Flow type Fluid type Geometry Mesh size (m2) and 

amount 

Simulated scheme Time steps 

Gravity-

driven flow 

between two 

vertical walls 

Newtonian fluid 

 

Mesh size: 0.0002 

Mesh amount: 5000 

SIMPLE velocity 

coupling scheme 

103 

Bingham fluid 103 – 105 

Herschel-Bulkley 

fluid 

104 – 105 

Free surface 

flow 

Newtonian fluid 

 

Mesh size: 0.0002 at 

the fluid side; from 

0.0001 to 0.001 at 

air side 

Mesh amount: 5000 

at fluid side; 3000 at 

air side 

VOF method 

SIMPLE velocity 

coupling scheme 

First order upwind 

differencing 

PRESTO! Pressure 

interpolation scheme 

104 

Bingham fluid 105 

Herschel-Bulkley 

fluid 

104 – 105 

Table 3-2 Numerical simulation setup for plane Couette flow, plane Poiseuille flow, combined Couette and Poiseuille flow, gravity driven flow between 

two vertical walls and free surface flow 
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3.3.3 Numerical modelling input parameters 

The numerical simulation input parameters depend on the specific flow types. Different 

flow types include different flow patterns and features, thus different input parameters are 

required. For example, for plane Couette flow, the upper plate is moving, u=U, but for 

plane Poiseuille Flow, the upper plate is fixed, with u=0 comparably. Table 3-4 

summarises the numerical modelling input parameters including boundary condition 

parameters, simulated material parameters and other parameters for each flow and fluid 

type. The following sections give definitions and reasons of choosing such parameters, 

including boundary condition parameters, simulated material parameters and other 

parameters. 

3.3.3.1 Boundary condition parameters 

The boundary condition parameters include upper plate moving velocity U, pressure at 

fluid inlet p1, pressure at fluid outlet p2 and gravity G. In this thesis, the pressure at fluid 

outlet p2=0, the pressure gradient Δp = p1-p2 = p1. Therefore, Table 3-4 only lists the 

pressure at fluid inlet p1. 

3.3.3.2 Simulated materials parameters 

The aim of the analytical and simulation work on all five flow problems is to 

incrementally address the ability of CFD to reproduce aspects of the designated dam-

break problem. Therefore, the simulated materials should be the same or similar to the 

materials used in the experiments – a solid concentration of 0.14% Carbopol 940 solution, 

with a yield stress of τ0=4.4 Pa, plastic viscosity of µ=25.5 Pa.s, density of ⍴=1000 kg/m3 

and a power index of n=0.37. Due to the limitations of some fluid types, some parameters 

are constrained, such as the Newtonian fluid, where yield stress and power index were set 

to be zero and thus water was chosen as for the Bingham fluid. However, in some 

circumstances, to achieve a relatively low Reynold’s number, some adjustments needed 

to be made. For example, some adjustments were made to density or plastic viscosity (i.e. 

Case 2 of gravity-driven flow between two vertical walls using a Bingham fluid of 
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⍴=1639 kg/m3 or a Newtonian fluid µ=0.16 Pa.s in Table 3-4). 

3.3.3.3 Other parameters 

Other parameters include Reynold’s number Re, critical shear rate Υ̇  and operating 

density. 

 

Reynolds number 

Reynolds number is the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces. When Reynolds number 

is relatively small (Re < ~2300), the influence of viscous forces is greater than the inertial 

forces, and the flow can be stable and regarded as laminar flow. When the Reynolds 

number is large (Re > ~2300), the flow is unstable. Reynolds number scaling is used in 

situations where viscous forces dominate. In this study, the adopted fluid has significant 

viscosity. Therefore, Reynolds number is also important. 

 Re =
𝜌𝑣𝐷

𝜇
=

𝑣𝐷

𝜈
   (3-12) 

where 𝜌 =   Density (𝑘𝑔/𝑚 ) 

 𝐷  =   Hydraulic diameter (𝑚) 

 𝜇 =   Dynamic viscosity (𝑃𝑎 𝑠) 

 𝜈 =   Kinematic viscosity (𝑚 /𝑠) 

To determine the hydraulic diameter D , the Manning formula is used for non-circular 

tubes and channels: 

 𝐷 =
4𝐴

𝑃
 (3-13) 

where 𝐴 is the cross-sectional area of the flow (𝑚 ) 

 𝑃 = wetted perimeter of the cross-section (𝑚) 

For flow between two infinite plates, with width h, length L and depth d, where d ≫ h, 

 𝐷 =
4𝐴

𝑃
=

4ℎ𝑑

2(ℎ + 𝑑)
≈ 2ℎ (3-14) 

For free surface flow along an infinite wall, with width h, length L and depth d, where 

d ≫ h, 

 𝐷 =
4𝐴

𝑃
=

4ℎ𝑑

2ℎ + 𝑑
≈ 4ℎ (3-15) 
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For an open channel flow, in this thesis, the dam-break flow, with width h length L and 

depth d,  

 𝐷 =
4𝐴

𝑃
=

4ℎ𝑑

2ℎ + 𝑑
 (3-16) 

 

To determine a practical range of Reynolds number, the Reynolds number for four typical 

flume tests in four groups are summarized in Table 3-3 (these flume tests are described in 

more detail in later Chapters).  

 

Group Test Reynolds 

number 

Re 

Maximum 

velocity 

vmax (m/s) 

Flow 

height 

h (m) 

Flow 

width 

w (m) 

Hydraulic 

diameter 

DH (m) 

Time 

t (s) 

Group1 400-0 9.5 1 0.08 0.5 0.242 1 

Group2 300-0 9.41 0.84 0.1 0.5 0.286 1 

Group3 200-150-

100-0 

3.04 0.4 0.06 0.5 0.194 1 

Group4 100-0 3.04 0.4 0.06 0.5 0.194 0.7 

Table 3-3 Dam-break flume tests Reynolds number calculation 

 

As shown in Table 3-3, the range of Reynolds number is from 3.04 to 9.5. Therefore, 

Reynolds numbers chosen for the viscous flow simulations in this Chapter were chosen 

to at least cover this range. The analyses summarised in Table 3-4 in fact cover a much 

greater range. For plane Poiseuille flow and combined Couette and Poiseuille flow, the 

pressure gradient Δp can be adjusted to cater for the chosen Reynolds number. However, 

for gravity-driven flow and free surface flow, gravity was not changeable, and so 

adjustments were made to the density and viscosity of the fluid to satisfy the pre-set 

Reynolds numbers. 

 

 

Critical shear rate 
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The definition of critical shear rate �̇�  was explained in Section 3.3.1. Trials using 

different critical shear rates of �̇� = 0.01 and �̇� = 0.005 were made to investigate the 

effect of critical shear rate. Case4 of plane Poiseuille flow using a Bingham fluid and a 

Herschel-Bulkley fluid in Table 3-4 shows a different critical shear rate of �̇� = 0.005 

results compared to Case1 of �̇� = 0.01. 

 

Operating density 

When two or more phases of fluids are involved in a calculation, the smaller density is 

chosen as the operating density. In this thesis, the gravity-driven flow was inclusive of 

gravity, and the operating density was set to be the air density by default. However, the 

simulations using Newtonian fluids (⍴=10 kg/m3 ) were of the same order as the air 

density ⍴=1.225 kg/m3, the operating density was set to be 0 kg/m3, see Cases1 to Cases3 

in Table 3-4. Otherwise, the effective fluid gravity (defined as the effective force acting 

on the fluid and calculated as G = (⍴ − ⍴ )g) involved was much smaller than the 

fluid’s original gravity stress. For other simulated materials using Bingham fluids and 

Herschel-Bulkley fluids, the default operating density was used, which was 1.225 kg/m3. 

This is because, compared to the Bingham or Herschel-Bulkley fluids density of 102 or 

103 kg/m3, the air density is relatively too small, and the effect on the effective fluid 

gravity is thus negligible. 
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Flow type Fluid type Cases Velocity 

U (m/s) 

Maximum 

velocity 

vmax (m/s) 

Boundary 

conditions 

p1 or G 

(Pa) 

Reynolds 

number 

Re 

Power 

index 

n 

Density 

⍴ 

(kg/m3) 

Yield 

stress 

τ0 (Pa) 

Plastic 

viscosity 

µ (Pa s) 

Critical 

Shear 

Rate 𝜰  

(s-1) 

Operating 

density ⍴o 

(kg/m3) 

Plane 

Couette 

flow 

Newtonian 

fluid 

Case 1 1.5×10-5 1.5×10-5 0 3 1 1000 0 0.001 N/A N/A 

Case 2 5×10-5 5×10-5 0 10 1 1000 0 0.001 N/A N/A 

Case 3 3×10-7 3×10-7 0 0.06 1 1000 0 0.001 N/A N/A 

Bingham 

fluid 

Case 1 0.38 0.38 0 3 1 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Case 2 1.28 1.28 0 10 1 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Case 3 0.0064 0.0064 0 0.05 1 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Herschel-

Bulkley 

fluid 

Case 1 0.38 0.38 0 3 0.37 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Case 2 1.28 1.28 0 10 0.37 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Case 3 0.0064 0.0064 0 0.05 0.37 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Plane 

Poiseuille 

flow 

Newtonian 

fluid 

Case 1 0 1.5×10-5 1.2×10-4 3 1 1000 0 0.001 N/A N/A 

Case 2 0 5×10-5 4×10-4 10 1 1000 0 0.001 N/A N/A 

Case 3 0 2.5×10-7 2×10-6 0.05 1 1000 0 0.001 N/A N/A 
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Flow type Fluid type Cases Velocity 

U (m/s) 

Maximum 

velocity 

vmax (m/s) 

Boundary 

conditions 

p1 or G 

(Pa) 

Reynolds 

number 

Re 

Power 

index 

n 

Density 

⍴ 

(kg/m3) 

Yield 

stress 

τ0 (Pa) 

Plastic 

viscosity 

µ (Pa s) 

Critical 

Shear 

Rate 𝜰  

(s-1) 

Operating 

density ⍴o 

(kg/m3) 

Plane 

Poiseuille 

flow 

Bingham 

fluid 

Case 1 0 0.38 79882 3 1 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Case 2 0 1.28 262037 10 1 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Case 3 0 0.0064 2790.6 0.05 1 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Case 4 0 0.38 79882 3 1 1000 4.4 25.5 0.005 N/A 

Herschel-

Bulkley 

fluid 

Case 1 0 0.38 18776 3 0.37 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Case 2 0 1.28 28632 10 0.37 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Case 3 0 0.0028 4000 0.02 0.37 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Case 4 0 0.38 18776 3 0.37 1000 4.4 25.5 0.005 N/A 

Combined 

Couette & 

Poiseuille 

flow 

Newtonian 

fluid 

Case 1 10-5 1.5×10-5 7.5×10-5 3 1 1000 0 0.001 N/A N/A 

Case 2 4×10-5 5.01×10-5 2.1×10-4 10 1 1000 0 0.001 N/A N/A 

Case 3 1.5×10-6 2.52×10-6 1.35×10-5 0.5 1 1000 0 0.001 N/A N/A 
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Flow type Fluid type Cases Velocity 

U (m/s) 

Maximum 

velocity 

vmax (m/s) 

Boundary 

conditions 

p1 or G 

(Pa) 

Reynolds 

number 

Re 

Power 

index 

n 

Density 

⍴ 

(kg/m3) 

Yield 

stress 

τ0 (Pa) 

Plastic 

viscosity 

µ (Pa s) 

Critical 

Shear 

Rate 𝜰  

(s-1) 

Operating 

density ⍴o 

(kg/m3) 

Combined 

Couette & 

Poiseuille 

flow 

Bingham 

fluid 

Case 1 0.01 0.38 78890 3 1 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Case 2 0.005 1.28 261770 10 1 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Case 3 0.01 0.013 2896 0.1 1 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Herschel-

Bulkley 

fluid 

Case 1 0.01 0.4 19000 3.1 0.37 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Case 2 0.01 1.28 28560 10 0.37 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Case 3 0.005 0.009 5000 0.07 0.37 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 N/A 

Gravity-

driven flow  

Newtonian 

fluid 

Case 1 0 0.43 98.1 3 1 10 0 0.29 N/A 0 

Case 2 0 0.78 98.1 10 1 10 0 0.16 N/A 0 

Case 3 0 0.18 98.1 0.5 1 10 0 0.7 N/A 0 

Bingham 

fluid 

Case 1 0 0.47 9810 3.7 1 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 1.125 

Case 2 0 0.78 16079 10 1 1639 4.4 25.5 0.01 1.125 

Case 3 0 0.03 785 0.02 1 80 4.4 25.5 0.01 1.125 
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Flow type Fluid type Cases Velocity 

U (m/s) 

Maximum 

velocity 

vmax (m/s) 

Boundary 

conditions 

p1 or G 

(Pa) 

Reynolds 

number 

Re 

Power 

index 

n 

Density 

⍴ 

(kg/m3) 

Yield 

stress 

τ0 (Pa) 

Plastic 

viscosity 

µ (Pa s) 

Critical 

Shear 

Rate 𝜰  

(s-1) 

Operating 

density ⍴o 

(kg/m3) 

Gravity-

driven flow 

Herschel-

Bulkley 

fluid 

Case 1 0 1.3 2884 3 0.37 294 4.4 25.5 0.01 1.125 

Case 2 0 3.18 3963 10 0.37 404 4.4 25.5 0.01 1.125 

Case 3 0 0.28 785 0.02 0.37 80 4.4 25.5 0.01 1.125 

Free 

surface 

flow 

Newtonian 

fluid 

Case 1 0 0.43 98.1 3 1 10 4.4 0.29 0.01 0 

Case 2 0 0.74 98.1 9.4 1 10 4.4 0.16 0.01 0 

Case 3 0 0.19 98.1 0.5 1 10 4.4 0.7 0.01 0 

Bingham 

fluid 

Case 1 0 0.46 9810 3.6 1 1000 4.4 25.5 0.01 1.125 

Case 2 0 0.72 17167 10 1 1750 4.4 25.5 0.01 1.125 

Case 3 0 0.03 785 0.02 1 80 4.4 25.5 0.01 1.125 

Herschel-

Bulkley 

fluid 

Case 1 0 0.86 3100 2.1 0.37 316 4.4 25.5 0.01 1.125 

Case 2 0 1.87 6376 9.5 0.37 650 4.4 25.5 0.01 1.125 

Case 3 0 0.69 2747 1.5 0.37 280 4.4 25.5 0.01 1.125 

Table 3-4 Numerical input parameters of plane Couette flow, plane Poiseuille flow, generalized flow, gravity-driven flow and free surface flow
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3.4 Comparison of analytical solutions and numerical simulations 

The velocity profile comparisons between analytical solutions and numerical simulations 

at the outlet L=10 m are presented, as the flows at the outlets were considered as fully 

developed. 

Figure 3-6 (a) to (x) shows the analytical and numerical velocity comparisons for plane 

Couette flow ((a) to (c)), plane Poiseuille flow ((d) to (f)), combined Couette and 

Poiseuille flow ((g) to (i)), gravity-driven flow ((j) to (m)), free surface flow ((n) to (q)) 

using Newtonian fluids, Bingham fluids and Herschel-Bulkley fluids constituting a 

comprehensive comparison between analytical solutions and numerical simulations. 
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(a) Plane Couette flow - Newtonian fluid
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(b) Plane Couette flow - Bingham fluid
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(c) Plane Couette flow - HB fluid
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(d) Plane Poiseuille flow - Newtonian fluid
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(e) Plane Poiseuille flow - Bingham fluid
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(f) Plane Poiseuille flow - HB fluid
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(g) Generalized Couette flow - Newtonian fluid
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(h) Generalized Couette flow - Bingham fluid
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(i) Generalized Couette flow - HB fluid
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(j) Gravity-driven flow - Newtonian fluid
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(k) Gravity-driven flow - Bingham fluid
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(m) Gravity-driven flow - HB fluid
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(n) Free surface flow - Newtonian fluid
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(p) Free surface flow - Bingham fluid
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(q) Free surface flow - HB fluid
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(r) Plane Poiseuille flow - Bingham fluid
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(s) Plane Poiseuille flow - HB fluid
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(t) Generalized Couette flow - Bingham fluid
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(u) Generalized Couette flow - HB fluid
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Figure 3-6 Analytical and numerical comparisons of velocity profiles for plane Couette 

flow, plane Poiseuille flow, combined Couette and Poiseuille flow, gravity-driven flow, 

free surface flow using Newtonian fluids, Bingham fluids and Herschel-Bulkley fluids 

 

Velocity profiles of all five flow types 

The shape of velocity profiles of plane Couette flow were linear for all fluid types as 

shown in Figure 3-6 (a) to (c). The velocity profile of plane Poiseuille flow and gravity 

flow between two vertical walls for Newtonian fluids were parabolic as shown in Figure 

3-6 (d) and (j), and partially parabolic with a ‘plug flow region’ using Bingham fluids and 

Herschel-Bulkley fluids, see Figure 3-6 (e), (f) and (k) (m). For combined Couette and 

Poiseuille flow, the velocity profiles using Newtonian fluids were a part parabola as 

shown in Figure 3-6 (g), and partially parabolic with a ‘plug flow region’ using Bingham 

fluids and Herschel-Bulkley fluids, see Figure 3-6 (h) and (i). The velocity profiles for 

free surface flow using Newtonian fluids were half parabolic as per Figure 3-6 (n), and a 

half parabolic shape with a ‘plug flow region’, see Figure 3-6 (p) and (q). 

The ‘plug thickness’ was determined by the yield stress and the pressure gradient or 

gravity h =
∆

 or h =
⍴

. Due to the difference of Reynolds numbers in the same 

plot, some plots may not clearly show the ‘plug flow region’. For example, as shown in 

Figure 3-6 (f), the Reynolds number of Case3 was 0.02, much smaller than Case1 Re=3 

and Case2 Re=10, so the plot of Re=0.02 was not clearly shown. Figure 3-6 (r) to (x) 

present the relatively smaller velocity plots where the ‘plug flow region’ can be clearly 

observed. 

 

Degree of agreement between analytical solutions and numerical simulations 
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As seen from Figure 3-6, generally good agreement between analytical solutions and 

numerical simulations were achieved, although the degree of agreement varied depending 

on the fluid and flow types. Newtonian fluids showed very good agreements between 

analytical and numerical velocity comparisons, see Figure 3-6 (a), (d), (g), (j) and (n). 

This may be due to the simplicity of its rheology. The comparisons of Bingham fluids 

were not quite as good as Newtonian fluids, see Figure 3-6 (b), (e), (h), (k) and (p). The 

rheology of Herschel-Bulkley fluids were the most complex among the three fluid types 

studies, and the velocity comparisons accordingly showed the lowest agreement, see 

Figure 3-6 (c), (f), (i), (m) and (q). Lesser agreement between analytical solutions and 

numerical simulations was achieved as the complexity of the fluid’s rheological 

properties increased. 

The degree of agreement decreased as the flow features increased, i.e. the free surface 

flows showed less agreement than the gravity-driven flow between two vertical walls as 

per Figure 3-6 (n) to (p) versus. Figure 3-6 (j) to (m), and the plane Poiseuille flow showed 

less agreement than the most constrained plane Couette flow, see Figure 3-6 (d) to (e) 

versus Figure 3-6 (a) to (c). 

The degree of agreement also varied depending upon the Reynolds number, even for the 

same flow type using the same fluid type. The larger the Reynolds number, the less the 

agreement, as shown in each plot of Figure 3-6 (a) to (q). This may be because the larger 

the Reynolds numbers, the less steady the flows were. 

 

Determining the critical shear rate 𝜰𝒄
̇  

Figure 3-7 shows the effect of different critical shear rate values (𝛶 = 0.005 and 𝛶 =

0.01 ) on the velocity profile for plane Poiseuille flow using a Bingham fluid and a 

Herschel-Bulkley fluid. 
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Figure 3-7 Effect of different critical shear rate (𝛶 = 0.005 and 𝛶 = 0.01) on velocity 

profile of plane Poiseuille flow using a Bingham fluid and a Herschel-Bulkley fluid 

 

The results of Figure 3-7 show no obvious difference of the velocity profile when 

adopting a different critical shear rate (within the range of values studied). Together with 

Case4 of plane Poiseuille flow using a Bingham fluid and a Herschel-Bulkley fluid shown 

in Table 3-4, the velocity results also showed no obvious difference, although the 

computing time steps required were larger (i.e. 105) when Υ = 0.005 compared to 104 

when Υ = 0.01 , which demonstrates the critical shear rate Υ = 0.01  was sufficiently 

small and applicable. Therefore, the critical shear rate of Υ = 0.01 was adopted for the 

numerical simulations in all five flow types and in the dam-break problem. 

Although results show that the theoretical and numerical comparisons have good 

agreement, the question is, how good? To what degree can we measure them to regard 

them as acceptable? The next section answers this question and gives an explanation on 

how reliable ANSYS FLUENT is. 

3.5 Vector norms and error analysis 

As the analytical solutions and numerical simulation results were not 100% in agreement, 

the difference between the analytical and numerical results were defined as ‘errors’. To 

measure the ‘size’ of the errors, the vector norms and error analysis are introduced. 
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3.5.1 Definition 

The vector norms and error analysis is defined as follows: 

Given 𝒙 is a vector space, if its non-negative real numbers ||𝒙||, satisfy  

1) ||𝒙|| ≥ 0, if and only if 𝒙 = 0, ||𝒙|| = 0; 

2) Given any real number 𝑎, satisfies ||𝑎𝒙|| = |𝑎| × |𝒙|; 

3) Given any 𝑛 vectors 𝑥 and 𝑦, ||𝒙 + 𝒚|| ≤ ||𝒙|| + ||𝒚||. 

||𝒙|| is the norm of vector 𝑥, 

 𝒙 = (𝑥 , 𝑥 , … , 𝑥 )  (3-17) 

For common norms: 

First norm - 𝑝  

 ||𝒙|| = |𝑥 | + |𝑥 | + ⋯ + |𝑥 | (3-18) 

Second norm - 𝑝 , also called Euclidean vector norm 

 ||𝒙|| = |𝑥 | + |𝑥 | + ⋯ + |𝑥 |  (3-19) 

Infinite norm - 𝑝  

 ||𝒙|| = max|𝑥 |             (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛) (3-20) 

Velocity is chosen to be the targeted vector to do an error analysis in this thesis. The 

definition and residuals of analytical and numerical results can be calculated as the 

following three kinds of norms: 

First norms - ||𝒗||  

 
||𝒗|| =

|𝑣 − 𝑣 | + |𝑣 − 𝑣 | + ⋯ + |𝑣 − 𝑣 |

n
 (3-21) 

Second norms - ||𝒗||  

 
||𝒗|| =

|𝑣 − 𝑣 | + |𝑣 − 𝑣 | + ⋯ + |𝑣 − 𝑣 |

𝑛
 

(3-22) 

Infinite norms - |𝒗|  

 |𝒗| = max|𝑣 − 𝑣 | (3-23) 

Where 𝒗𝑵 is Velocity from numerical result 

 𝒗𝑨 is Velocity from analytical result 

 𝒏 is Number of points abstracted 
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3.5.2 Norm analysis  

Table 3-5 summarises the norms analyses of plane Couette flow, plane Poiseuille flow, 

combined Couette and Poiseuille flow, gravity-driven flow between two vertical walls, 

free surface flow using Newtonian fluids, Bingham fluids, Herschel-Bulkley fluids 

including infinite norm, first norm, second norm and the percentage errors between the 

analytical solutions and numerical simulations. 

For plane Couette flow, plane Poiseuille flow, combined Couette and Poiseuille flow and 

gravity-driven flow between two vertical walls, n=51 points (at an interval of 0.002 m) at 

the outlet (l=10 m) were adopted. For free surface flow, as the fluid tended to shrink at 

the fluid-air interface, the number of points varied depending upon different types of 

fluid: Newtonian fluid n=25; Bingham fluid, n=51; Herschel-Bulkley fluid, n=24 for 

Re=2.1, n=17 for Re=9.5 and n=25 for Re=1.5.  

Similar conclusions were drawn regarding the degree of agreement as were noted in 

Section 3.4, which were based on visual inspections. The degree of agreement varied 

depending on the fluid types, with less agreement between analytical solutions and 

numerical simulations for more complex rheological properties. Newtonian fluids 

(maximum 4.64% error) showed better agreements than Bingham fluids (maximum 6.28% 

error) and Herschel-Bulkley fluids (maximum 10.31% error), detailed in Table 3-5. 

The more features the flow problem contained, the less the agreement achieved. For 

example, the error percentages in plane Poiseuille flow (maximum 6.16%) were larger 

than plane Couette flow (maximum 0.19%). Another example is the error percentages in 

gravity-driven flow (maximum 10.31%), which were larger than combined Couette and 

Poiseuille flow (maximum 6.53%), see Table 3-5. 

The degree of agreement decreased as the Reynolds number increased, shown in each 

type of flow using the same fluid in Table 3-5, i.e. the plane Poiseuille flow using 

Newtonian fluids (0.52% for Re=10 versus 0.31% for Re=0.05). 
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Flow type Fluid type Case Reynolds 

number 

Re 

Infinite 

norm 

|𝒗|  

Infinite 

norm errors 

(%) 

First norm 

||𝒗||𝟏 

First norm 

errors (%) 

Second 

norm 

||𝒗||𝟐 

Second 

norm 

errors (%) 

Original 

magnitude 

Plane Couette 

flow 

Newtonian 

fluid 

Case 1 3 4.23E-09 0.03% 2.77E-09 0.02% 4.29E-10 0.00% 1.50E-05 

Case 2 10 4.78E-08 0.10% 3.12E-08 0.06% 4.84E-09 0.01% 5.00E-05 

Case 3 0.06 2.00E-12 0.00% 1.18E-12 0.00% 1.90E-13 0.00% 3.00E-07 

Bingham 

fluid 

Case 1 3 1.09E-04 0.03% 7.09E-05 0.02% 1.10E-05 0.00% 3.83E-01 

Case 2 10 1.23E-03 0.10% 8.01E-04 0.06% 1.24E-04 0.01% 1.28E+00 

Case 3 0.05 3.02E-08 0.00% 1.97E-08 0.00% 3.05E-09 0.00% 6.38E-03 

Herschel-

Bulkley 

fluid 

Case 1 3 7.10E-04 0.19% 4.63E-04 0.12% 7.18E-05 0.02% 3.83E-01 

Case 2 10 1.23E-03 0.10% 8.01E-04 0.06% 1.24E-04 0.01% 1.28E+00 

Case 3 0.05 1.40E-08 0.00% 1.20E-09 0.00% 4.98E-10 0.00% 6.38E-03 

Plane 

Poiseuille flow 

Newtonian 

fluid 

Case 1 3 5.53E-08 0.37% 3.56E-08 0.24% 5.55E-09 0.04% 1.50E-05 

Case 2 10 2.59E-07 0.52% 1.67E-07 0.33% 2.61E-08 0.05% 5.00E-05 

Case 3 0.05 7.65E-10 0.31% 4.91E-10 0.20% 7.67E-11 0.03% 2.50E-07 

Continued 
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Flow type Fluid type Case Reynolds 

number 

Re 

Infinite 

norm 

|𝒗|  

Infinite 

norm errors 

(%) 

First norm 

||𝒗||𝟏 

First norm 

errors (%) 

Second 

norm 

||𝒗||𝟐 

Second 

norm 

errors (%) 

Original 

magnitude 

Plane 

Poiseuille flow 

Bingham 

fluid 

Case 1 3 5.41E-04 0.14% 1.81E-04 0.05% 3.06E-05 0.01% 3.82E-01 

Case 2 10 4.52E-03 0.35% 1.86E-03 0.15% 2.96E-04 0.02% 1.28E+00 

Case 3 0.05 2.31E-05 0.36% 6.43E-06 0.10% 1.27E-06 0.02% 6.37E-03 

Case 4 3 5.41E-04 0.14% 1.81E-04 0.05% 3.06E-05 0.01% 3.82E-01 

Herschel-

Bulkley 

fluid 

Case 1 3 4.40E-03 1.15% 3.31E-03 0.86% 4.94E-04 0.13% 3.83E-01 

Case 2 10 7.86E-02 6.16% 6.07E-02 4.76% 9.08E-03 0.71% 1.28E+00 

Case 3 0.02 3.89E-05 1.41% 2.12E-05 0.77% 3.41E-06 0.12% 2.76E-03 

Case 4 3 4.40E-03 1.15% 3.31E-03 0.86% 4.94E-04 0.13% 3.83E-01 

Combined 

Couette and 

Poiseuille flow 

Newtonian 

fluid 

Case 1 3 4.66E-08 0.31% 2.99E-08 0.20% 4.66E-09 0.03% 1.50E-05 

Case 2 10 2.04E-07 0.41% 1.32E-07 0.26% 2.06E-08 0.04% 5.01E-05 

Case 3 0.5 5.88E-09 0.23% 3.76E-09 0.15% 5.89E-10 0.02% 2.52E-06 

Continued 
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Flow type Fluid type Case Reynolds 

number 

Re 

Infinite 

norm 

|𝒗|  

Infinite 

norm errors 

(%) 

First norm 

||𝒗||𝟏 

First norm 

errors (%) 

Second 

norm 

||𝒗||𝟐 

Second 

norm 

errors (%) 

Original 

magnitude 

Combined 

Couette and 

Poiseuille flow 

Bingham 

fluid 

Case 1 3 5.47E-04 0.14% 1.84E-04 0.05% 3.08E-05 0.01% 3.83E-01 

Case 2 10 5.85E-03 0.46% 4.29E-03 0.34% 6.49E-04 0.05% 1.28E+00 

Case 3 0.1 3.45E-05 0.27% 9.14E-06 0.07% 1.80E-06 0.01% 1.28E-02 

Herschel-

Bulkley 

fluid 

Case 1 3.1 5.52E-03 1.37% 4.16E-03 1.04% 6.23E-04 0.16% 4.01E-01 

Case 2 10 8.30E-02 6.53% 6.38E-02 5.01% 9.55E-03 0.75% 1.27E+00 

Case 3 0.07 2.66E-05 0.29% 1.47E-05 0.16% 2.29E-06 0.03% 9.06E-03 

Gravity-driven 

flow 

Newtonian 

fluid 

Case 1 3 2.83E-04 0.07% 1.85E-04 0.04% 2.87E-05 0.01% 4.29E-01 

Case 2 10 1.69E-03 0.22% 1.10E-03 0.14% 1.71E-04 0.02% 7.83E-01 

Case 3 0.5 9.54E-05 0.05% 6.21E-05 0.04% 9.64E-06 0.01% 1.75E-01 

Bingham 

fluid 

Case 1 3.7 8.48E-04 0.18% 2.77E-04 0.06% 4.57E-05 0.01% 4.72E-01 

Case 2 10 2.94E-03 0.38% 1.49E-03 0.19% 2.34E-04 0.03% 7.79E-01 

Case 3 0.02 5.83E-04 1.93% 3.64E-04 1.20% 5.66E-05 0.19% 3.03E-02 

Continued 
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Flow type Fluid type Case Reynolds 

number 

Re 

Infinite 

norm 

|𝒗|  

Infinite 

norm errors 

(%) 

First norm 

||𝒗||𝟏 

First norm 

errors (%) 

Second 

norm 

||𝒗||𝟐 

Second 

norm 

errors (%) 

Original 

magnitude 

Gravity-driven 

flow 

Herschel-

Bulkley 

fluid 

Case 1 3 2.90E-02 2.23% 2.22E-02 1.71% 3.32E-03 0.26% 1.30E+00 

Case 2 10 3.28E-01 10.31% 2.52E-01 7.93% 3.77E-02 1.19% 3.18E+00 

Case 3 0.02 4.89E-05 0.18% 2.03E-05 0.07% 3.25E-06 0.01% 2.77E-02 

Free surface 

flow 

Newtonian 

fluid 

Case 1 3 1.92E-02 4.64% 9.95E-03 2.40% 2.29E-03 0.55% 4.14E-01 

Case 2 9.4 1.59E-02 2.20% 5.41E-03 0.75% 1.45E-03 0.20% 7.22E-01 

Case 3 0.5 6.96E-03 3.90% 2.78E-03 1.56% 6.54E-04 0.37% 1.79E-01 

Bingham 

fluid 

Case 1 3.6 1.43E-02 3.14% 5.81E-03 1.27% 1.44E-03 0.31% 4.57E-01 

Case 2 10 1.42E-02 1.98% 9.09E-03 1.26% 1.97E-03 0.27% 7.20E-01 

Case 3 0.02 1.90E-03 6.28% 9.91E-04 3.28% 2.29E-04 0.76% 3.03E-02 

Herschel-

Bulkley 

fluid 

Case 1 2.1 2.81E-02 3.25% 2.12E-02 2.45% 4.64E-03 0.54% 8.64E-01 

Case 2 9.5 3.89E-02 2.12% 1.82E-02 1.00% 5.51E-03 0.30% 1.83E+00 

Case 3 1.5 2.85E-02 4.12% 1.97E-02 2.85% 4.41E-03 0.64% 6.92E-01 

Table 3-5 Norm analysis for plane Couette flow, plane Poiseuille flow, combined flows, gravity driven flow and free surface flow 
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3.6 Conclusions 

This chapter summarised some classic viscous flow problems using Newtonian fluids, 

Bingham fluids and Herschel-Bulkley fluids. Both analytical and numerical solutions 

were obtained. The almost ubiquitously excellent agreement that has been demonstrated 

in this chapter shows the CFD technique to be an accurate and reliable method for 

simulating much of the physics inherent in the dam-break problem. The next step is to 

compare CFD with the more complex and realistic scenario of dam-break problems.  

The following three chapters thus detail an experimental and numerical study of the 

escape of a non-Newtonian fluid from a reservoir, representing a dam-break type problem.
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Chapter 4 Experimental work using newly designed 

laboratory flume 

The aim of conducting flume tests was to study the flow pattern after release of fluid from 

a reservoir, using various fluid release strategies. In this chapter, tests to characterise fluid 

rheology and details of experimental procedure are presented. 

In this chapter, experimental facilities including the main experimental flume chute, 

weighing scales, rheological property characterisation, cameras, etc. are introduced. 

Procedures of flume tests and all other preparation works prior to conducting flume tests 

are also presented, as well as introducing the image processing and scaling methods used. 

4.1 Experimental facilities 

All the experiments were conducted at the Hydrodynamics Laboratory & Soils 

Laboratory of the School of Civil, Environmental & Mining Engineering, University of 

Western Australia. Rheological tests were carried out on Carbopol 940 solutions. 

Viscosity and yield stress were tested using a HAAKE viscometer 550 supplied by 

Thermo Electron Corporation. 

A laboratory flume was designed using input from the dimensional analysis discussed in 

Section 4.6. Dimensions of this new laboratory facility were based on the results of these 

analyses.  

Figure 4-1 displays a sketch of the experimental flume and the camera positions. The 

main facility is a flume chute having two parts: a reservoir area which is 0.3 m wide, 0.4 

m high, 0.5 m deep and a flow area which is 2.5 m long, 0.3 m high, 0.5 m deep (see 

Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2). The sidewalls were made of 10 mm thick, 2.8 m long 

tempered glass panels. The flume floor was constructed with two parts, one made of 10 

mm thick, 0.3 m long tempered glass to form a reservoir, while the other was made of 10 

mm thick, 2.5 m long tempered glass. 
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Figure 4-1 Sketch of experimental flume (dimensions in mm) 

 

A 15 mm tempered glass gate (simulating a dam wall) was machined to move smoothly 

in the cavity between the two floor panels. The glass gate was moved using an actuator 

via a control panel which controlled the opening rate and extent of the gate (representing 

the height of a reservoir wall). The gate was guided by U-shaped aluminium groves. All 

experiments were conducted on a support frame on a horizontal bed. 

 

 
(A) Experimental facility with Carbopol solution – Front view 

 
(B) Operating panel 
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(C) Experimental facility showing front loke of a Carbopol solution that was released from the 

reservoir 

Figure 4-2 Flume test experimental facilities 

4.2 Preparation of Carbopol solutions 

As stated in Chapter 2, in order to achieve the highest viscosity, Carbopol 940 solutions 

needed to be fully neutralized (pH≈7). Sodium hydroxide NaOH was added as a 

neutralizer. The concentration of a solution was defined as follows: 

 C =
𝑚

𝑚 + 𝑚 + 𝑚
 (4-1) 

where 𝐶 = Solid concentration (%) 

 𝑚  = Mass of Carbopol power (g) 

 𝑚  = Mass of water added (g) 

 𝑚  = Mass of sodium dioxide NaOH (g) 

To fully neutralize the solution, 3.2 parts Carbopol versus one part of NaOH was required, 

illustrated as: 

 𝑚

𝑚
= 3.2 (4-2) 

Carbopol 940 solution with solid concentration of C=0.14% was the test fluid. Great care 

was taken to prepare reproducible test fluids. As the Carbopol concentration was small, 

the mass of NaOH needed was also small. After preparation of Carbopol powder and 

NaOH, deionized water was measured and stored in a clean bucket. Carbopol powder was 

gently sprayed on the surface and allowed to stand for 48 hours until dissolved. After full 
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dissolution, NaOH was added until the solution was homogeneous.  

4.3 Instrumentation 

A HAAKE 550 viscometer was used to test the rheological properties. Large quantities 

of samples were weighed with an Avery Berkel HL122 balance with a range of 0.4 kg to 

60 kg, e=0.02 kg. Samples for rheological tests were weighed using a AND GX-600 with 

maximum 610 g, minimum 0.02 g, e=0.01g. 

The pH values for Carbopol solutions were tested using a WP-81 pH-conductivity-salinity 

pH meter as a Carbopol 940 solution only exhibits the desired rheological properties when 

fully neutralized. 

Flow visualizations were performed using a digital video camera CANON VIXIA HF 

M52. This camera captures images with pixels of 1920×1080 and the frame rate of 25 

frame/second, which gives a time of 0.04 s per frame. 

4.4 Testing Fluid Properties 

Basic rheological property tests included yield point τ0, thixotropy test, Herschel-Bulkley 

consistency k and power index n. All testing jobs were controlled using RheoWin control 

software – Job Manager and the associated evaluation program – Data Manager. This 

software was connected to the VT550 device to control the rheological tests. Normally, 

one test consisted of two main elements: measuring elements and evaluation elements. 

Five methods can be used to test the yield point using a VT550. The most common 

method was adopted: CR ramp to measure the yield point. By running a Controlled Shear 

Rate ramp (CR ramp) and using a mathematically linear regression, the yield point was 

found to be the intercept with the stress axis of the Shear stress/Shear Rate graph. Figure 

4-3 shows the CR ramp setup and results on RheoWin for testing fluid sample rheological 

parameters. All tests were completed within 5 minutes, for the shear rate ramp from 0 s-1 

to 50 s-1, with 300 points recorded as per Figure 4-3. 

This method conducts a regression analysis and thus provides rheological parameters for 

a particular model. Available common regression models include Newtonian, Ostwald, 

Bingham, Casson and Herschel – Bulkley models, as shown in Figure 4-4. 
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To check for thixotropy, the CR ramp shear rate was increased from 0 s-1 to 50 s-1 for 5 

minutes, followed by a pause for 1 minute, then the shear rate was decreased from 50 s-1 

to 0 s-1. Figure 4-5 shows the thixotropic loop for the test fluid, which indicates the 

thixotropy is small and can thus be neglected. 

As the fluid properties may change with temperature, all measurements were conducted 

in an air conditioned environment (20 ± 1.0  𝐶). 

 

 
Figure 4-3 CR ramp setup and results on RheoWin for testing fluid sample for rheological 

parameters 
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Figure 4-4 Regression for a Herschel-Bulkley model 

 

Figure 4-5 Typical test of thixotropic loop for a Herschel-Bulkley model 

 

All specimens were pre-sheared at a constant shear rate of 50 s-1 for 1 minute. Then the 

specimens were rested for 10 minutes before loading. Samples were tested before and 

after each flume test. Ten test results of rheological properties modelled by Herschel-
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Bulkley regression were used to obtain an average value, as shown in Figure 4-6 and 

Table 4-1. 

C = 0.14% ± 0.0002%, T = 20 ± 0.5℃, 𝑝𝐻 = 6.998 ± 0.0002 

 
Figure 4-6 Ten tests of shear stress and shear rate for 0.14% Carbopol solution 

 

Fluid Property Test 𝝉𝟎 (Pa) 𝒌 (Pa.sn) 𝒏 

1 4.738 25.15 0.3814 

2 3.34 24.64 0.3632 

3 4.815 25.26 0.3732 

4 4.223 27.64 0.3507 

5 4.303 28.14 0.3714 

6 3.589 23.96 0.3703 

7 4.524 22.61 0.3714 

8 3.212 23.43 0.3651 

9 6.039 26.7 0.3725 

10 5.47 27.66 0.3767 

Mean value 4.4 25.5 0.37 

Standard deviation (𝑆)  0.904 1.832 0.008 

Coefficient of variation (𝐶 ) 0.204 0.0712 0.0216 

Table 4-1 Rheological properties of 0.14% Carbopol 940 solutions 
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4.5 Image processing 

This section introduces the image processing principles on how to calculate the flow rate, 

in Section 4.5.1. Matlab software written to generate the flow surface profiles is also 

presented in Section 4.5.2. 

Two cameras were positioned to record the flow profiles: one placed close to the reservoir 

– called Camera 1 focusing on the reservoir area, the other further back to view the entire 

flume tank – Camera 2 to capture the whole flow scenario, as shown in Figure 4-1. 

4.5.1 Calculating flow rate based on flow surface profile 

Figure 4-7 presents a sketch of the procedure adopted for calculating flow rate. As shown 

in Figure 4-7(a), the total volume of fluid remaining in the reservoir is: 

 
𝑉(𝑡) = ℎ(𝑥, 𝑡) ∙ 𝑊𝑑𝑥 

(4-3) 

where 𝑉(𝑡) = Remaining fluid volume (m3/s) 

 𝐿 = Reservoir width (m) 

 ℎ(𝑥, 𝑡) = Flow profile (m) 

 𝑊 = Reservoir depth (m) 

For a time dt, the flux rate Q(t) is: 

 
𝑄(𝑡) =

𝑉(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
ℎ(𝑥, 𝑡) ∙ 𝑊𝑑𝑥 

(4-4) 

The flow rate q(t) in one plane is simplified as: 

 
𝑞(𝑡) =

𝑄(𝑡)

𝑊
=

𝑑ℎ(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑥 

(4-5) 

Equation (4-5) is an integration of the one-dimensional continuity equation: 

 𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑡
= −

𝜕𝑞

𝜕𝑥
 (4-6) 

In Equation (4-6), the remaining reservoir volume is reducing, ∂q is always negative. 

As interpreted in Figure 4-7 (b), at t=tj and t=tk, the volume per unit width Vj and Vk are: 

 
𝑉  = ℎ (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 
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𝑉  = ℎ (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 

The flow rate q (m2/s) for the time span ∆t= tk – tj is: 

 
𝑞 = −

∫ (ℎ (𝑥) − ℎ (𝑥))𝑑𝑥

𝑡 − 𝑡
 

(4-7) 

 

 

Figure 4-7 Sketch of procedure adopted for calculating flow rate

4.5.2 Image analysis to determine the flow profile 

Draper (2015) provided an image analysis technique to capture the flow profiles and 

compute the outflow hydrograph both in the reservoir and downstream of the reservoir 

using Matlab. 

The frame rate of the laboratory cameras were 25 frames/second and the pixel resolution 

1920 × 1080. Before each test, a uniform grid paper was placed on the front wall of the 

flume tank. After fully zooming and aligning the camera and, without moving it, the grid 

paper was removed and the recording process started. This step provided a reference grid 

for correction of image distortion. After extracting images from an experiment video, the 

image with the initial gate movement was defined as the first image, which is t=0 s. Firstly, 

on each selected image, the image was cropped to show only the reservoir window in 

pixel coordinates (see Figure 4-8 (a)). In Matlab, a coloured image was expressed as a 

matrix of intensity. In the pixel coordinate system, each point has a value of red (R), green 

(G) and blue (B). The clearest contrast was found when using green and was used 
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throughout. A threshold of green colour intensity was chosen after numerous attempts to 

distinguish the flow area from the empty reservoir area (Figure 4-8 (b)). Figure 4-8 (c) 

shows the smoothed flow surface profile placed back on the original image. The final step 

was to convert the pixels (unit in pixels) to Cartesian coordinates (unit in metres) by 

calculating how many pixels there were in a designated distance (Figure 4-8 (d)) (Matlab 

codes provided in Appendix B). 

Using the method to get data every 2 frames – 0.08 s, outflow hydrographs q=f(t) were 

generated by choosing images taken by Camera 1. 

 
(a) Original reservoir image (axis in pixels) 

 
(b) Contrast of flow and background by 

thresholding (axis in pixels) 

 
(c) Extracted flow curve on the original image 

(axis in pixels) 

 
(d)  Curve plot (axis in metres) 

 

Figure 4-8 Image analysis steps (example from Test 1 at t=0.8 s) 
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4.6 Dimensional analysis 

How to decide a flume tank size? How do these parameters affect the run-out distance? It 

is important to choose suitable sizes for the flume at the outset. In this section, a 

dimensional analysis was carried out to study the parameters affecting run-out distance 

and help with flume geometry selection, by applying a Buckingham Pi Theorem.  

4.6.1 Buckingham Pi Theorem 

The definition of Buckingham Pi Theorem was introduced in Section 2.5. The parameters 

affecting the dam-break problems are considered to be: run-out distance x, dam height H, 

dam width W, tailings density ⍴, flow velocity v, apparent viscosity µ, yield stress τ0 and 

gravitational acceleration g. In this thesis, because the flume tests involved instantaneous 

release of fluids, the potential energy (Ep) was assumed to be fully converted to kinetic 

energy (Ek), i.e. neglecting friction losses (Sofrá et al., 2002): 

 𝐸 = 𝐸  (4-8) 

 ⍴gH =
1

2
⍴𝑣  (4-9) 

where 𝐸  = Potential energy (𝑘𝑔. 𝑚 /𝑠 ) 

 𝐸  = Kinetic energy (𝑘𝑔. 𝑚 /𝑠 ) 

 𝐻 = Dam height (m) 

 𝑣 = Initial velocity (𝑚/𝑠) 

Therefore, we have 

 v = 2𝑔𝐻 (4-10) 

As the flume tests conducted in this thesis were all on flat plane, the angle of repose (Ɵ) 

is shown in Figure 4-9 and is expressed as: 

 Ɵ = tan
𝐻

𝑥
 (4-11) 

where 𝐻 = Dam height (𝑚) 

 x = Run-out distance of fluid (𝑚) 

The dimensional analysis parameters of run-out distance x and H has the relationship of 

Equation (4-11) when introducing the angle of repose Ɵ.  
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Figure 4-9 Sketch of angle of repose (Ɵ) of stationary fluid on a flat plane (Sofrá et al., 

2002)  

 

Therefore, the variables and parameters considered in the dimensional analysis are shown 

in Table 4-2. 

Parameter Symbol Index Units Dimensions 

Angle of repose Ɵ set Degree 1 

Plane width W a m 𝐿 

Tailings density ⍴ b kg·m-3 𝑀𝐿  

Flow velocity v c m·s-1 𝐿𝑇  

Viscosity µ set Pa·s·(kg·m-1 s-1) 𝑀𝐿 𝑇  

Yield stress τ0 set Pa·(kg·m-1 s-2) 𝑀𝐿 𝑇  

Gravitational acceleration g set m s-2 𝐿𝑇  

Table 4-2 Parameters considered in dimensional analysis 

 

From Table 4-2, seven physical variables (n=7) contain three dimensions (k=3): length L, 

time T and mass M, which belongs to a MLT system. Setting the dam width W, density ⍴ 

and velocity v as the primary variables, the remaining dimensional products are angle of 

repose Ɵ, viscosity µ, yield stress τ0 and gravitational acceleration g. The procedure 

requires defining the dimensionless numbers by grouping the variables into n - k groups 

so that each group has all the three primary variables and one dimensionless product. 

Thus for the problem considered, the four dimensionless products are: 
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 Π = 𝑓(Ɵ, 𝑊, ⍴, 𝑣) 

Π = 𝑓(μ, 𝑊, ⍴, 𝑣) 

Π = 𝑓(𝜏 , 𝑊, ⍴, 𝑣) 

Π = 𝑓(𝑔, 𝑊, ⍴, 𝑣) 

(4-12) 

Let:  

 Π = Ɵ𝑊 ⍴ 𝑣  

Π = μ𝑊 ⍴ 𝑣  

Π = 𝜏 𝑊 ⍴ 𝑣  

Π = 𝑔𝑊 ⍴ 𝑣  

(4-13) 

Substituting these dimensionless products into Equation (4-12), 

 Π = 𝐿 (𝑀𝐿 ) (𝐿𝑇 ) = 𝑀 𝐿 𝑇  

Π = 𝑀𝐿 𝑇 𝐿 (𝑀𝐿 ) (𝐿𝑇 ) = 𝑀 𝐿 𝑇  

Π = 𝑀𝐿 𝑇 𝐿 (𝑀𝐿 ) (𝐿𝑇 ) = 𝑀 𝐿 𝑇  

Π = 𝐿𝑇 𝐿 (𝑀𝐿 ) (𝐿𝑇 ) = 𝑀 𝐿 𝑇  

(4-14) 

 Π = 𝑀 𝐿 𝑇 = 𝑀 𝐿 𝑇  → 𝑎 = 0, 𝑏 = 0, 𝑐 = 0 

Π = 𝑀 𝐿 𝑇 = 𝑀 𝐿 𝑇  → 𝑎 = −1, 𝑏 = −1, 𝑐 = −1 

Π = 𝑀 𝐿 𝑇 = 𝑀 𝐿 𝑇 → 𝑎 = 0, 𝑏 = −1, 𝑐 = −2 

Π = 𝑀 𝐿 𝑇 = 𝑀 𝐿 𝑇  → 𝑎 = 1, 𝑏 = 0, 𝑐 = −2 

(4-15) 

The Pi terms are: 

 Π = Ɵ 

Π =
μ

𝑊⍴𝑣
=

1

𝑅𝑒
 

Π =
𝜏

⍴𝑣
 

Π =
𝑔𝑊

𝑣
=

1

𝐹𝑟
 

(4-16) 

Thus the function of dimensionless products and primary variables is 

 Ɵ = 𝑓
μ

𝑊⍴𝑣
,

𝜏

⍴𝑣
,
𝑔𝑊

𝑣
= 𝑓 𝑅𝑒,

𝜏

⍴𝑣
, 𝐹𝑟 = 𝑓 𝑅𝑒, 𝜏 , 𝐹𝑟  (4-17) 

The relationship of Equation (4-17) was similar to what Sofrá et al. (2002) had derived in 

their paper. Therefore, similar flume tank geometrical sizes were chosen, both being a 

rectangular flume tank with a gate simulating the dam. However, Sofrá et al. (2002)’s 

work focused on instantaneously full releases of fluids from a reservoir, which is different 
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to the work done in this thesis, a staged release of fluids from a reservoir. The flume 

reservoir was therefore made deeper and higher to cater for different staged releases, 

varying from 0.4 m to 0 m. A large number of flume tests were carried out in (Sofrá et al., 

2002)’s work, which gave a strong data support to the relationships between the three 

dimensionless groups and angle of repose, see Figure 4-10. A 0.95 confidence of the 

correlation coefficient provided an empirical way to predict the slope in field cases in her 

work. 

However, in this thesis, only 4 full releases of fluids from the flume reservoir were 

conducted, which made similar analyses especially difficult due to lack of data. 

Recommendations for future work thus include evaluating different rheological 

properties (perhaps just through varying the Carbopol concentration) and different 

reservoir heights for correlations, which might then be extrapolated to full-scale dam-

break problems. 

 

Figure 4-10 Dimensional analysis results. Angle of repose vs (τy’.Fr)/Re (Sofrá et al., 

2002). 

4.7 Conclusions 

This chapter described the experiments of the dam-break problem that were carried out 

in the laboratory, including introduction to the newly designed flume facility, preparation 
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of samples, image processing after video was obtained from experiments and choosing 

the right flume geometrical sizes using the Buckingham Pi Theorem. The next chapters 

describe and discuss the experimental results and the numerical simulations of the 

experiments. 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulations 

CFD simulations were conducted using package ANSYS FLUENT 15.0 to simulate the 

flume tests. Introductions and reasons for choosing FLUENT were clarified in Section 

2.3.  

In this chapter, detailed simulation setup including the guiding theory of solving equations, 

choosing the right simulation method, choosing geometric and input parameters, simple 

validation and mesh dependence tests based on Kohnme (2003)’s theory, are presented. 

5.1 Solving the Governing Equations 

The Navier-Stokes’ equations and the continuity equation are the governing equations for 

viscous fluid flow. Such equations for a dynamic, three-dimensional, compressible, 

viscous flow are presented as follows: 

-Conservation of Mass: 

 ∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇(ρV) = 0 (5-1) 

where 𝜌 = Density 

 𝑉 = Velocity 

-Conservation of Momentum: 

 ∂(ρu)

∂t
+ ∇(ρuV) = −

∂P

∂x
+

∂τ

∂x
+

∂τ

∂y
+

∂τ

∂z
+ ρ𝑏  (5-2) 

 ∂(ρv)

∂t
+ ∇(ρvV) = −

∂P

∂y
+

∂τ

∂x
+

∂τ

∂y
+

∂τ

∂z
+ ρ𝑏  (5-3) 

 ∂(ρw)

∂t
+ ∇(ρwV) = −

∂P

∂z
+

∂τ

∂x
+

∂τ

∂y
+

∂τ

∂z
+ ρ𝑏  (5-4) 

Where 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤 = Velocity components in x, y and z directions 

 𝑃 = Pressure 

 ℎ = Flow depth 

 𝜏  = Stress in the j direction exerted on a plane 

perpendicular to the i axis 

 𝑏  = i component of the body force per unit mass 

Simply keeping the density constant, we can obtain the incompressible Navier-Stokes 
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equations. These three conservation equations form the theoretical foundation of 

FLUENT for solving open channel viscous flow problems. 

5.2 Choosing the right simulation method 

In FLUENT, two approaches are available to model multiphase flow: the Euler-Lagrange 

method and Euler-Euler method. The main difference between these two approaches is 

that the Euler-Lagrange method solves a continuous fluid phase based on the time-

averaged Navier-Stokes equations, and the dispersed phase is simulated by tracking a 

large number of particles through the flow field. Alternatively, the Euler-Euler method 

solves multiple phases interacting with each other. In the Euler-Euler approach, the phase 

volume fractions are considered to be functions of space and time, and their sum equals 

to one – c.f. Equation (2-14).  

The Volume of Fluid (VOF) method is the typical Euler-Euler model adopted in this 

research. Apart from choosing the right simulation method, choosing a suitable algorithm 

is also of great importance. In FLUENT, to deal with transient two-phase flow, the 

Coupled Level set or PISO are the most popular algorithms, as discussed in the following 

section 

5.2.1 Coupled level set + VOF 

The level-set method, which is also an interface-tracking method, is especially useful for 

computing two-phase flows. The interface is calculated by a level set function, which is 

a signed distance function. Also, the moving process is governed by a differential equation, 

which gives an accurate spatial gradient. One major limitation of the level-set method is 

the volume conservation problem. To improve volume conservation, the VOF method 

was introduced. The combination of level-set and VOF method greatly enhances the 

volume conservation problem. However, one drawback of the VOF method is the 

calculation of its spatial derivatives: as introduced in Fluent (2015), the VOF function is 

discontinuous. As noted in Chapter 2, a coupled algorithm combines momentum and 

pressure-based continuity equations together to solve poor quality mesh problems. By 

using the Coupled level set + VOF model together, the two main deficiencies noted above 
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are solved (Fluent, 2015; Gao et al., 2015b; Olsson et al., 2005; Olsson et al., 2007). 

The level set function φ is defined to be a signed distance function: 

 
φ(x, t) =

+|𝑑|  𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∈ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
0                               𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∈ Г

−|𝑑| 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∈ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
 

(5-5) 

where 𝑑 = the distance from the interface 

The evolution of the level-set function: 

 ∂φ

∂t
= ∇ ∙ (uφ) = 0 (5-6) 

where 𝑢 = the underlying velocity field 

The momentum equation is: 

 ∂(ρu)

∂t
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌uu) = −∇p + ∇ ∙ 𝜇[∇u + (∇u) ] − 𝜎𝑘𝛿(𝜑)∇𝜑 + 𝜌g (5-7) 

where   𝛿(𝜑) =
1 + cos(𝜋𝜑)

2𝑎
  𝑖𝑓|𝜑| < 𝑎 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎 = 1.5ℎ 

𝛿(𝜑) = 0
  

 𝜎 = surface tension coefficient 

Figure 5-1 shows the simulation formulation and criterion setup of the Coupled level set 

method. In the simulations, the explicit geometric reconstruction scheme was used, 

setting the volume fraction cut-off sufficiently small (to 10-6) and Courant number 0.25 

for VOF model. For spatial discretization, the gradients are calculated using the Least 

Squares Cell Based method, which is recommended by Gao et al. (2015b). For pressure 

interpolation, the default Pressure Staggering Option (PRESTO!) was adopted. Second-

order upwind discretization scheme was applied for both momentum and level-set 

equations. First order implicit time discretization formulation was adopted when the flow 

is transient, which is the only formulation studied (Fluent, 2015). 
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Figure 5-1 Simulation formulation and criterion setup for Coupled level set method 

5.2.2 PISO + VOF 

The PISO algorithm with neighbour correction has been widely used in transient flow 

calculations (Gao et al., 2015a; Huang et al., 2012). It is highly recommended for large 

calculation time steps. In the simulations, the PISO + VOF method was also applied as a 
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comparison to the Coupled level set + VOF method. Figure 5-2 outlines the simulation 

formulation and criterion setup of PISO method. In Figure 5-2, the default parameters, 

Skewness correction and Neighbour correction factors = 1 were set. Other spatial 

discretization schemes and transient formulations were the same as the Coupled method. 

 

Figure 5-2 Simulation formulation and criterion setup for PISO method 

5.2.3 Judging convergence 

The major criterion to determine the preferred numerical simulation method is the 

calculation of whether the solution has converged or not, while judging convergence 

depends on the residual value (Fluent, 2015). The ‘unscaled’ residual Rϕ is defined as: 

 
𝑅 = 𝑎 𝜙 + 𝑏 − 𝑎 𝜙

 

 
(5-8) 

where 𝑎  = influence coefficient for the neighbouring 
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cells 

 𝑏 = contribution of the constant part of the 

source term 𝑆  

 𝑎  = centre coefficient 

 𝜙 = a general variable at cell 𝑃 

In Equation (5-8), no scaling is employed. In FLUENT, two kinds of scaling factors: 

global scaling and local scaling are imported (Fluent, 2015). The definition of the global 

scaled residual is: 

 𝑅 =
∑ |∑ 𝑎 𝜙 + 𝑏 − 𝑎 𝜙 | 

∑ 𝑎 𝜙 
 (5-9) 

The locally scaled residual is defined as: 

 

𝑅 =

∑ (
1
𝑛

)
∑ 𝑎 𝜙 + 𝑏 − 𝑎 𝜙

𝑎

(𝜙 − 𝜙 )
 

(5-10) 

For the momentum equations, ϕ is replaced by velocity v of the cell. 

The global scaled residual of the continuity equation is: 

 𝑅 𝑁

𝑅 5
 

(5-11) 

where 𝑅 5 = largest absolute value of the continuity 

residual in the first five iterations 

When the globally scaled residuals drop to sufficiently small (10-6) or locally scaled 

residuals reduce to 10-5, the calculation is considered to have converged (Fluent, 2015). 

Figure 5-3 displays the globally scaled residuals of PISO + VOF (Figure 5-3a) and 

Coupled level set + VOF (below Figure 5-3b) methods. The continuity convergence 

residual of the Coupled level set + VOF method reaches the magnitude of 10-6, compared 

to the PISO + VOF model, which is only 10-3. Therefore, the Coupled model was regarded 

as having converged. 

In Chapter 6, experimental results and numerical simulations are compared using both 

PISO+VOF model and Coupled Level set + VOF method. Those results indicate that the 

Coupled level set + VOF model is more accurate and reliable. 
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a) PISO + VOF 

 
b) Coupled level set + VOF 

Figure 5-3 Globally scaled residuals of PISO + VOF and Coupled level set + VOF 

methods 

5.3 Validation 

Chapter 3 described the validation process showing the velocity comparisons between 

analytical solutions and numerical modelling using Herschel-Bulkley fluids. In this 

section, the implementation of the Herschel-Bulkley model in ANSYS FLUENT was 

verified against the analytical solution for the plane Poiseuille flow – flow between two 

parallel plates for the fluid used in the dam-break experiments. The simulated materials 

used was 0.14% Carbopol 940 solutions with the rheological properties of n=0.37, µ=25.5 
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Pa.s, τ0=4.4 Pa, ρ=1000 kg/m3. Figure 5-4 shows the analytical and numerical comparison 

for plane Poiseuille flow using a Herschel-Bulkley fluid at the outlet along the y direction 

for Re=0.01, which demonstrates good agreement. The agreement indicates that the 

numerical model is correctly implemented in ANSYS FLUENT and the value of 0.01 s-1 

for critical shear rate γ ̇  is appropriate and applicable. 
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Figure 5-4 Analytical and numerical comparison of plane Poiseuille flow using a 

Herschel-Bulkley fluid model applied to a Carbopol 940 solution. 

5.4 Simulation of experimental setup 

To better investigate the numerical simulation results and compare them, four types of 

simulations were performed using ANSYS FLUENT 15.0 including: 

1. two-dimensional dam-break ‘slump’ simulation; 

2. two-dimensional dynamic mesh simulation using PISO + VOF method; 

3. two-dimensional dynamic mesh simulation using Coupled level set + VOF method; 

4. three-dimensional dynamic mesh simulation using Coupled level set + VOF method. 

The domain was 2815 mm in length, 400 mm in height and 500 mm in depth, as per 

Figure 4-1. Detailed geometric and input parameters setup for each type are introduced 

in the following sections. 
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5.4.1 Two-dimensional slump test 

The dam-break study at a laboratory scale was simulated using a rapidly moving gate, 

which is regarded as simulating the sudden release of fluid from a reservoir. Minussi et 

al. (2012), Ozmen-Cagatay et al. (2011), Abdolmaleki et al. (2004) and Hu et al. (2010) 

patched the test fluid as the primary phase to the reservoir area, and air as the secondary 

phase. The gate moving speed was not considerable in their studies. When the fluid started 

flowing, the primary test fluid was flowing like a ‘slump test’. 

In this work, a similar method was used to simulate the dam-break flow, which is defined 

as a ‘2D slump test’, which involved incrementally releasing 50 mm thick slices of fluid, 

as described in more detail below. Comparisons to other methods and experimental results 

are presented in the next chapter. 

The setup of the ‘2D Slump’ simulation included two parts: a 300 mm reservoir and 2500 

mm flow spreading domain with the height of 400 mm, as outlined in Figure 5-5. 

 
Figure 5-5 Numerical setup for ‘2D slump' simulation and boundary conditions 

 

A rectangular mesh grid of 2 mm along x direction by 2 mm along y direction was applied 

to the reservoir area of 30000 cells. A second mesh with 5 mm along x direction by 2 mm 

along y direction with 100000 cells in the flow area was also used. There is only one 

volume in the transverse direction, which is two-dimensional. Boundary conditions of 

‘2D slump' numerical simulation are given in Table 5-1 and Figure 5-5. 

Focusing on the gate opening mechanism, the gate position is critical in this study. In the 
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simulation, gate positions were varied by 50 mm in the vertical direction (boundary 

condition: E, F, G, H, I, J and K). 

Boundary numbering Boundary condition Feature 

A Pressure inlet Environment pressure 

B Pressure outlet Environment pressure 

C Left wall Wall – no slip 

D Bottom wall Wall – no slip 

E Gate position 350 Wall – no slip 

F Gate position 300 Wall – no slip 

G Gate position 250 Wall – no slip 

H Gate position 200 Wall – no slip 

I Gate position 150 Wall – no slip 

J Gate position 100 Wall – no slip 

K Gate position 50 Wall – no slip 

Table 5-1 Boundary conditions of '2D Slump' test 

 

The experimental design required a particular gate opening sequence. The flume needed 

10 s to allow the gate limit to reset every 50 mm. Take Test 4 (refer to Table 6-1) as an 

example. The gate was moved in two stages: the first stage was the gate moving from 400 

mm high to 200 mm high, followed by the second stage which was the gate moving from 

200 mm high to the base of the flume (i.e. moving from H to below E). In this case, Gate 

E, F, G and H were initially set to wall, the reservoir area from base (0 mm high) to the 

top (400 mm high) were patched with Carbopol solutions, while other domains were filled 

with air. During a release from the reservoir, Carbopol started to flow for about 4 s, 

followed by a wait time of 40 s to simulate the gate limit reset from 200 mm high to the 

base in the experiment. This finished the first stage in the experiment. Then Gate E, F, G 

and H were changed to Pressure outlet (regarded as air), so the remaining fluid in the 

reservoir flowed again, which simulated the second stage of this experimental sequence. 

Detailed results of experimental and numerical simulations are compared in Chapter 6. 
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5.4.2 Two-dimensional dynamic mesh simulation using PISO method 

Figure 5-6 shows the boundary conditions and setup of a 2D dynamic mesh using the 

PISO + VOF method and Coupled level set + VOF method, which is more realistic for 

the experimental apparatus setup. The 2D dynamic mesh setup has a reservoir area of 300 

mm in width by 410 mm in height, a flow domain of 2500 mm in length and a movable 

gate which is 15 mm thick. The surplus 10 mm is to establish an interface merging with 

the gate, which is explained next in detail. 

 
Figure 5-6 Boundary conditions and numerical setup of 2D dynamic mesh for moving 

gate simulation using PISO + VOF method and Coupled level set + VOF method 

 

Similar to the ‘2D Slump test’, a rectangular mesh was also applied to the 2D dynamic 

mesh simulation. The mesh grid was 2 mm by 2mm throughout the whole domain, except 

for the surplus interface merging area. The gate moving speed was 0.16 m/s for Test 1 

and 0.15 m/s for the rest of the tests, which is consistent with the flume tests. 

The specified boundary conditions are given in Table 5-2 and Figure 5-6.  

Boundary Condition Feature 

Left wall Wall - no slip 

Bottom wall Wall - no slip 

Pressure outlet  Environment pressure 

Pressure inlet Environment pressure 

Interface1 Interface - environment pressure 

Interface11 Interface - environment pressure 

Interface2 Interface - environment pressure 

Continued 
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Boundary Condition Feature 

Interface22 Interface - environment pressure 

Moving gate Wall - no slip 

Table 5-2 Boundary conditions of 2D dynamic mesh using PISO method and Coupled 

level set method 

 

Carbopol solution was patched to the reservoir area, between ‘Left wall’ and ‘Interface11’, 

and the other part of the domain was filled with air. When the ‘Moving gate’ moved down 

at the speed of 0.15 m/s, the ‘surplus 10 mm’ above the designed height of 400 mm 

defined as Interface1 and Interface2 started to merge with ‘Interface11’ and ‘Interface22’. 

Figure 5-7 shows an example of the 2D Dynamic mesh simulation using the PISO method. 

As shown in Figure 5-7, at t = 0.8 s, ‘Interface1’ merged with ‘Interface11’, ‘Interface2’ 

merged with ‘Interface22’, at the same time, the ‘Moving gate’ dropped to H=280 mm. 

Similarly, at t = 1.2 s, the gate moved to H = 220 mm. 

 

Figure 5-7 2D Dynamic mesh simulation: Test4 400-200-0 at t=0.8 s and t=1.2 s, showing 

the fluid – air interface 

5.4.3 Two-dimensional dynamic mesh simulation using Coupled level set 

method 

The same boundary condition setup was used for the two-dimensional dynamic mesh 

simulation using Coupled level set method, which was found to be the best method and 

setup compared to the experimental tests. Comparisons of all three methods of simulation 

and experimental results are shown in the next chapter. 
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5.4.4 Three-dimensional dynamic mesh moving gate simulation 

Two-dimensional simulations are only simplified cases of flume tests; all flume tests are 

in reality three-dimensional. To model a three-dimensional flume lateral constraints and 

friction are taken into account. Similar to 2D dynamic mesh cases, 3D simulations simply 

expand in the z direction to 500 mm. Figure 5-8 gives a front view, plan view and the 

boundary conditions of the 3D dynamic mesh moving gate simulation using Coupled 

level set + VOF method. 

 

 

Figure 5-8 Boundary conditions for 3D dynamic mesh moving gate simulation using 

Coupled level set + VOF method 

 

A rectangular mesh was used for the 3D dynamic mesh. The mesh grid was 5 mm by 5 

mm throughout the whole domain, except for the surplus ‘interface’ merging area, which 

was 1 mm by 1 mm. Figure 5-8 and Table 5-3 present the boundary conditions of the 3D 

dynamic mesh simulation. ‘Moving_gate_top’ and ‘Moving_gate_bottom’ were moving 

at the same time, and the ‘Interface1’ and ‘Interface2’ merge with ‘Interface11’, 

‘Interface111’ and ‘Interface22’, ‘Interface222’ respectively. Results of all the 
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simulations are presented in the next Chapter. 

Boundary Condition Feature 

Left wall Wall - no slip 

Bottom wall Wall - no slip 

Pressure outlet  Environment pressure 

Pressure inlet Environment pressure 

Interface1 Interface - environment pressure 

Interface11 Interface - environment pressure 

Interface111 Interface - environment pressure 

Interface2 Interface - environment pressure 

Interface22 Interface - environment pressure 

Interface222 Interface - environment pressure 

Moving_gate_top Wall - no slip 

Moving_gate_bottom Wall - no slip 

Table 5-3 Boundary conditions of 3D dynamic mesh using Coupled level set + VOF 

method 

 

The three-dimensional simulation was carried out for only one test: Test 1: 400-0, which 

was the fluid flowing from originally 400 mm high to the bottom with one flush. Only 

one 3D simulation was carried out as this simulation confirmed the width chosen for the 

flume (500 mm) was sufficient to produce virtually plane strain flow, confirming the 

results suggested by Gao et al. (2015b). The 3D simulation required very long computing 

time, even using the Western Australian supercomputer provided by Pawsey Computing 

Centre. Given the minimal difference between 3D and 2D results for Test 1:400-0, it was 

considered adequate to focus on 2D simulations for remaining analyses. 

5.5 Mesh size dependence 

A mesh size dependence test was conducted using mesh sizes of 1 mm, 5 mm and the 

finally adopted 2 mm mesh, as shown in Figure 5-9. A rectangular mesh grid of 2 mm by 

2 mm was applied to the reservoir area and flow domain and 1 mm by 1 mm in the moving 
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gate area, with a total of 286,000 cells. Concerning Figure 5-9, the runout distance 

differences for various mesh grid sizes are relatively small, with maximum 14.29% at 

t=0.8 s for grid size 5 mm and 4.80% for grid size 1 mm at t=0.8 s, compared to the grid 

size of 2 mm for Test 1. 

The results from a more refined mesh grid size are slightly better, although it would 

require much more computing time to achieve a result. Clearly, the numerical tests are 

slightly mesh size dependent, but the chosen value of 2 mm by 2 mm was considered an 

acceptable balance between accuracy and efficiency. 
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Figure 5-9 Mesh size dependence tests using mesh sizes of 1 mm, 2 mm and 5 mm for 

Test 1: 400-0 

5.6 Conclusions 

This chapter has explained the numerical setup used to simulate the experiments, guiding 

theories and reasons for choosing particular simulation methods. The next chapter, which 

is also the last chapter of the thesis’s main body, compares the results between 

experimental and numerical simulations. 
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Chapter 6 Results and Discussions 

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 introduced the experiments and approach to simulation of dam-

break problems. In this chapter, experimental and numerical simulation results are 

analysed and compared. Sections are broken down as follows. 

Section 6.1 introduces the twenty-five flume tests with varied original gate heights and 

varied gate stopping heights, categorised into four groups depending on the original fluid 

heights; 

Section 6.2 compares the outflow hydrograph of the twenty-five flume tests, comparing 

experimental results and simulations by using different simulation methods – ‘2D slump’ 

tests, ‘2D PISO’ and ‘2D Coupled level set’ and one ‘3D Coupled level set’ methods; 

Section 6.3 investigates the runout distances and the relationship with outflow 

hydrographs; 

Sections 6.4-6.6 discuss other aspects of the experimental results, including the influence 

of rheological properties of the fluid used.  

The last section, Section 6.7 provides some concluding comments and recommendations 

for future work. 

6.1 Flume tests 

Twenty-five flume tests were carried out utilising the gate opening mechanism outlined 

in the previous chapters. Table 6-1 provides the flume test gate positions and speed details. 

Four groups of flume tests were conducted using the original fluid height H, which 

determined the final run out distance: Group1 – H = 400 mm with a total volume of 0.06 

m3, Group2 – H = 300 mm with a total volume of 0.045 m3, Group3 – H = 200 mm with 

a total volume of H = 0.03 m3 and Group4 – H = 100 mm with a total volume 0.015 m3. 

Take Test 4 as an example: the test is divided into two stages. The first stage ‘Gate position 

400-200’ means the original gate position H = 400 mm high, moving to 200 mm high, 

then a wait time of 40 s followed by moving the gate to the zero position (base of flume). 

The second stage was the gate moving from 200 mm high down to the base of the flume 
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0 mm. Similarly, Test 18 can be divided into 3 stages: Stage 1 - from the original gate 

position of H = 300 mm high to 200 mm, then a wait time of 20 s was required before 

dropping the gate from 200 mm high to 100 mm, and finally moving the gate from 100 

mm to the base. The objective of these variations was to produce different outflow 

hydrographs for the same total volume of flow.
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Group Test Gate position (mm) Gate speed 

(m/s) 

Group Test Gate position (mm) Gate speed (m/s) 

Group1 Test 1 400-0 0.16 Group2 Test 14 300-0 0.15 

Group1 Test 2 400-300-0 0.15 Group2 Test 15 300-200-0 0.15 

Group1 Test 3 400-250-0 0.15 Group2 Test 16 300-150-0 0.15 

Group1 Test 4 400-200-0 0.15 Group2 Test 17 300-100-0 0.15 

Group1 Test 5 400-300-150-0 0.15 Group2 Test 18 300-200-100-0 0.15 

Group1 Test 6 400-250-150-0 0.15 Group2 Test 19 300-200-150-100-0 0.15 

Group1 Test 7 400-300-200-100-0 0.15 Group2 Test 20 300-250-200-150-100-0 0.15 

Group1 Test 8 400-200-150-100-0 0.15 Group3 Test 21 200-0 0.15 

Group1 Test 9 400-250-200-150-100-0 0.15 Group3 Test 22 200-150-0 0.15 

Group1 Test 10 400-300-250-200-150-100-0 0.15 Group3 Test 23 200-100-0 0.15 

Group1 Test 11 400-350-300-250-200-150-100-0 0.15 Group3 Test 24 200-150-100-0 0.15 

Group1 Test 12 Double layer 400-300-0 0.15 Group4 Test 25 100-0 0.15 

Group1 Test 13 Triple layer 400-300-150-0 0.15     

Table 6-1 Flume tests gate positions and speed details 
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Results are compared within the same group, focusing on runout distance comparisons; 

hydrographs are comparable among groups. Detailed results are discussed in the next 

sections. 

6.2 Outflow hydrograph 

For Test 1: 400-0, the gate dropping speed was 0.16 m/s, requiring 2.5 s to move the gate 

from the top to the base of the flume. After the gate moved to the bottom, the flow rate of 

material from the reservoir was still high. Another 0.7 s was required until the flow rate 

reduced to a sufficiently low value, such as 0.001 m/s, which was regarded as virtually 

zero. The total 3.2 s flushing time was only for Test 1 and Test 14, where the gate was 

moved from either 400 mm or 300 mm high to the bottom, releasing a large volume of 

fluid which required a correspondingly longer flow time. In all other flume tests, such as 

Test 4: 400-200-0 for example, the time required was shorter for the flow rate to reduce 

to virtually zero, in this case being about 2.32 s. 

6.2.1 Experimental and numerical comparison of outflow hydrograph for 

each test 

Two types of outflow hydrographs are drawn: one is a hydrograph for each test (Figure 

6-1), the other one is the hydrograph comparing the same stage among tests (Figure 6-2).  

In Figure 6-1, the outflow hydrograph for each test contains four curves, an ‘Experimental’ 

curve marked as black squares representing the curves obtained from experimental results 

and three numerical modelling curves. The three numerical modelling curves include a 

‘2D Coupled’ curve marked as red using a two-dimensional simulation using Coupled 

level set +VOF method and Dynamic mesh setup, a ‘2D’ curve marked as blue using two-

dimensional simulation using PISO method and Dynamic mesh setup and a ‘Slump’ curve 

marked as green using two-dimensional simulation of PISO method and Slump setup. For 

Test 1, one additional curve with a legend of ‘3D’ adopting three-dimensional dynamic 

mesh simulation using Coupled level set +VOF method and Dynamic mesh setup is also 

shown.  
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The horizontal axis shows the flow releasing time for the entire test. A total of 4 s was 

allowed for each stage, where ‘stage’ refers to different gate positions. The vertical axis 

represents the flow rate per unit width (m2/s) calculated based on Equation (4-7) in 

Section 4.5. 
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(d) Test4: 400-200-0
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(e) Test5: 400-300-150-0
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(f) Test6: 400-250-150-0
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(g) Test7: 400-300-200-100-0
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(h) Test8: 400-200-150-100-0
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(m) Test14: 300-0
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(n) Test15: 300-200-0
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(p) Test16: 300-150-0
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(r) Test18: 300-200-100-0
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(t) Test20: 300-250-200-150-100-0
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(u) Test21: 200-0
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(v) Test22: 200-150-0
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(w) Test23: 200-100-0
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(x) Test24: 200-150-100-0
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(y) Test25: 100-0

 

Figure 6-1 Outflow hydrograph of each flume test 

 

As shown in Figure 6-1 (a) to (y), the ‘Slump’ method curves (green curves) are not 

consistent with the ‘Experimental’ results (black curves). This is because the ‘Slump’ 
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method is an instantaneous dropping of the gate. However, the gate was moving at a 

certain speed but not a sudden release. Correctly accounting for the gate movement is 

thus important. 

Only one 3D simulation was carried out as this simulation, which confirmed that the width 

chosen for the flume (500 mm) was sufficient to produce virtually plane strain flow, 

confirming the results suggested by Gao et al. (2015b). Given the minimal difference 

between 3D and 2D results for Test 1:400-0, it was considered adequate to focus on 2D 

simulations for remaining analyses.  

At the end of each test, the outflow discharge of ‘2D’ method is greater than 

‘Experimental’ results. Take Test 4 in Figure 6-1 (d) as an example. A gap between red 

and blue curves is observed when the flow was released at the end of second stage, which 

leads to the discharge volume of ‘2D’ method (0.0956 m3/m) being larger than the 

‘Experimental’ results (0.0801 m3/m), see Table 6-2. The same gaps could also be 

observed in other tests. This may be because the ‘2D’ algorithm calculation is not 

complete and makes the fluid viscosity smaller, which leads to the fluid flowing faster 

than experimental cases. 

Very good agreement was obtained between ‘2D Coupled’ (red curves) and ‘Experimental’ 

results (black curves). When the fluid retained in the reservoir (post-release) was small, 

such as the height being less than 150 mm, a small difference between experimental 

(black curves) and numerical results (red curves) is observable. Take Test 17 as shown in 

Figure 6-1 (q) as an example. In stage 2 from time t = 4 s to t = 8 s, a gap between the 

black curve and red curve is observable. Similar observations can be obtained in Figure 

6-1 (g), (h), (i), (j), (k), (r), (s), (t), (w), (x) and (y). This difference could be caused by 

the side wall effects. When the flow energy is big enough - the fluid height greater or 

equal to 150 mm - the discharge difference is smaller and indeed negligible, as per Figure 

6-1 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (m), (n), (p), (u) and (v). 

Summarising the above analysis, the numerical simulation using Coupled level set + VOF 

method and ‘2D’ dynamic mesh setup is proved to be the most accurate (compared to ‘2D’ 

PISO method and ‘Slump’ method) and efficient (compared to ‘3D’ Coupled level set + 

VOF method) simulation method in this thesis. 

Despite the slight differences between experimental and numerical results noted above, 
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the preferred method (2D Coupled) provides exceptional agreement with experimental 

data. The ability to accurately represent the outflow from the reservoir, whether the 

release is instantaneous or staggered, is excellent. 

6.2.2 Experimental outflow hydrographs for the same stage among flume 

tests 

As different flume tests are divided into several stages, some tests contain the same stages. 

Figure 6-2 compares the experimental outflow hydrograph for the same step among flume 

tests. For example, in Figure 6-2 (a), Test 2, 5, 7 and 10 all include the stage of fluid flows 

with the gate moving from 400 mm to 300 mm. Therefore, the hydrographs of the same 

stage are comparable in Figure 6-2. The outflow discharge can be calculated if we 

integrate the flow curve, which is presented as the area of the curves, as shown in Figure 

6-2 and compared with Table 6-2. 
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Figure 6-2 Outflow hydrograph of same stages among tests 

 

There are two observations concerning Figure 6-2. The first is that the flow can be divided 

into three parts. Part 1 is the initial stage, part 2 is the middle stages (which exists when 

a test has at least 3 stages), and part 3 is the final stage. For example, Test 7: 400-300-

200-100-0, the initial stage was when the fluid was released from 400 mm to 300 mm, 

the middle stages were the fluid released from 300 mm to 200 mm and 200 mm to 100 

mm and the final stage was the fluid released from 100 mm to the base of the flume. When 

a fluid was released, i.e. Test 7: 400-300-200-100-0, the outflow discharge of the initial 

stage is less than the middle and final stages. This is because the shape of retained fluid 

in the reservoir after each release of fluid is not flat but rather curved because fluid still 

remains from the step before, as shown in Figure 4-8. 

The second observation concerning Figure 6-2 is that when the outflow reaches 

equilibrium (i.e. the final profile of the fluid after the last stage), the final deposit height 

at the gate position (defined as h0) varies with the original fluid height and different gate 

opening stages. For example, when the original fluid height started from 200 mm, h0 

ranged from 44 mm to 50 mm, depending on the gate opening stages – the more stages, 

the larger h0 was, as shown in Table 6-2. In particular, h0 was 50 mm for Test 24: 200-

150-100-0 and h0 was 46 mm for Test 21: 200-0. This observation is consistent with the 

rate of energy released, the more stages a test has, the less energy released per stage and 

the more fluid retained in the reservoir. Consequently the final equilibrium deposit height 

at the gate position is greater. Similar results were obtained for the original fluid height 

of 300 mm, where the final equilibrium deposit height h0 was between 48 mm and 54 mm, 

with an average height of 51 mm. For the flume tests of original fluid height 400 mm, h0 

ranged from 56 mm to 70 mm, with an average height of 64 mm. Therefore, a middle 
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stage outflow with a smaller original fluid height is larger than the outflow containing a 

relatively greater original fluid height. For example, Figure 6-2 (m) shows the flume tests 

containing the middle stage 150-100 with varied original fluid heights: Test 9, Test 10 and 

Test 11 with original fluid height of 400 mm, Test 19 and Test 20 with original fluid height 

of 300 mm, and Test 24 with original fluid height of 200 mm. The discharge of Test 9, 

Test 10 and Test 11 were smaller than Test 19 and Test 20. This is because the average 

final equilibrium deposit height of 400 mm is higher than that of 300 mm, which results 

in a relatively smaller discharge. The same discharge for the Test 19 and Test 20 were 

smaller than that of Test 24. 

Combining the above two reasons, Figure 6-2 is better understood. Figure 6-2 (a) shows 

the flume tests containing stage 400-300, which all belong to the initial stage. Good 

agreement was observed for outflow hydrograph comparisons. Similarly, Figure 6-2 (b): 

and Figure 6-2 (c) are classified in this type, the flume tests containing stage 400-250 and 

stage 400-200 all belong to the initial stage. 

Using the first reason mentioned above, in Figure 6-2 (d), the outflow discharge of Test 

10 and Test 11 containing the same stage of 300-250 which belong to the middle stages 

were much larger than Test 22 belonging to the initial stage. Similarly, Figure 6-2 (e), (f), 

(i) and (j) are classified in this type. All the tests containing middle stages released much 

more fluid per stage than the initial stages of a test. 

In Figure 6-2 (n), Test 5 and Test 6 contain the same final stage of a flume test and similar 

final equilibrium fluid height h0 = 65 mm for Test 5 and h0 = 64 mm for Test 6. The 

comparison of these two hydrographs have very good agreement. However, as the final 

equilibrium fluid height of Test 16 is 51 mm and 46 mm for Test 22, the outflow 

containing stage 150-0 of Test 22 was larger than that of Test 15, and larger than that of 

Test 5 and Test 6. 

Figure 6-2 (p) is affected by both reasons. The outflow hydrographs of Test 7 to Test 11 

with the same original fluid height of 400 mm and the same average final equilibrium 

fluid height of 64 mm have good agreement. Similarly, the outflow hydrographs of Test 

17 to Test 20 with the same original fluid height of 300 mm and the same average final 

equilibrium fluid height of 51 mm have good agreement. The outflow hydrographs of 

Test 23 and Test 24 with the same original fluid height of 200 mm and the same average 
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final equilibrium fluid height of 47 mm also show good agreement. The outflow of Test 

25 was the largest due to its relatively lower final equilibrium height, and higher than the 

discharge of Test 23 and Test 24. The discharge of Test 7 to Test 11 were the smallest, and 

smaller than those of Test 17 to Test 20. 

6.2.3 Outflow discharge 

Figure 6-3 shows the outflow hydrographs for flume tests with the same ‘starting heights’, 

being 400 mm, 300 mm and 200 mm. The discharge volume (per unit width) for the tests 

and the corresponding simulations using ‘Slump’, ‘2D’ PISO method and ‘2D’ Coupled 

level set + VOF method are summarized in Table 6-2. The relationship between outflow 

discharge and flow stages is clear: the more stages, the less discharge. This is explained 

in terms of energy released: when the flow encounters more obstacles, in this case 

regarded as stages, the more energy is dissipated, so the outflow tends to be less. 
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Test Gate position (mm) Experimental 

discharge 

(m3/m) 

Numerical 

discharge: 2D 

Coupled(m3/m) 

Numerical 

discharge: 2D 

PISO (m3/m) 

Numerical 

discharge: 2D 

Slump (m3/m) 

Final 

equilibrium fluid 

height h0 (mm) 

Runout 

distance 

(mm) 

Test 1 400-0 0.0915 0.0930 0.1029 0.1067 56 2230 

Test 2 400-300-0 0.0828 0.0882 0.0941 0.1016 60 2123 

Test 3 400-250-0 0.0801 0.0888 0.0949 0.0998 60 2150 

Test 4 400-200-0 0.0801 0.0880 0.0956 0.0991 62 2164 

Test 5 400-300-150-0 0.0742 0.0867 0.0908 0.0954 65 2118 

Test 6 400-250-150-0 0.0765 0.0875 0.0888 0.0983 64 2134 

Test 7 400-300-200-100-0 0.0733 0.0825 0.0847 0.0976 66 2124 

Test 8 400-200-150-100-0 0.0762 0.0854 0.0854 0.0874 66 2134 

Test 9 400-250-200-150-100-0 0.0730 0.0858 0.0856 0.0871 68 2115 

Test 10 400-300-250-200-150-100-0 0.0714 0.0847 0.0845 0.0842 69 2110 

Test 11 400-350-300-250-200-150-100-0 0.0685 0.0778 0.0781 0.0816 70 2080 

Test 14 300-0 0.0594 0.0647 0.0714 0.0762 48 1695 

Test 15 300-200-0 0.0564 0.0619 0.0632 0.0727 50 1677 
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Test Gate position (mm) Experimental 

discharge 

(m3/m) 

Numerical 

discharge: 2D 

Coupled(m3/m) 

Numerical 

discharge: 2D 

PISO (m3/m) 

Numerical 

discharge: 2D 

Slump (m3/m) 

Final 

equilibrium fluid 

height h0 (mm) 

Runout 

distance 

(mm) 

Test 16 300-150-0 0.0541 0.0590 0.0688 0.0704 51 1675 

Test 17 300-100-0 0.0507 0.0607 0.0626 0.0692 52 1670 

Test 18 300-200-100-0 0.0464 0.0597 0.0664 0.0658 52 1660 

Test 19 300-200-150-100-0 0.0469 0.0589 0.0608 0.0627 53 1630 

Test 20 300-250-200-150-100-0 0.0465 0.0587 0.0605 0.0603 54 1620 

Test 21 200-0 0.0332 0.0376 0.0446 0.0427 44 1384 

Test 22 200-150-0 0.0305 0.0356 0.0412 0.0408 46 1310 

Test 23 200-100-0 0.0263 0.0341 0.0395 0.0402 47 1350 

Test 24 200-150-100-0 0.0243 0.0343 0.0363 0.0358 50 1224 

Test 25 100-0 0.0072 0.0123 0.0164 0.0151 30 696 

Table 6-2 Comparison of measured discharge volume with numerical predictions (a ‘2D’ Coupled level set method, a ‘2D’ PISO method and ‘2D Slump’ 

method) and the final equilibrium fluid height in flume tests 

NOTE: Final equilibrium fluid height h0 is the fluid height at the gate position when fluid flow is fully stopped.
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Figure 6-3 Outflow hydrograph of three same original fluid height (400 mm, 300 mm and 200 mm)
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The outflow discharge rates for the experiments and simulations were regarded as 

virtually zero at approximately 3.2 s after initiation of the fluid flow for Test 1 (marked 

as dark purple and cross markers in Figure 6-3 (a)) and Test 16 (marked as dark purple 

and cross markers in Figure 6-3 (b)), in which the flow rate reduced to virtually zero. As 

indicated in Figure 6-3 (a) to (c), the test duration decreased to 2.32 s for all the other 

flume tests because the volume of fluid released was smaller. 

Moreover, the comparison of outflow hydrographs indicates that a higher original fluid 

height resulted in larger outflow discharges (a larger area beneath the curve shown in 

Figure 6-3 (a) than (b) and (c)), as would be expected. 

Additionally, the difference in outflow hydrographs before 1 second is small, which 

suggests that the initial discharge was only marginally influenced by the initial fluid 

height at the very beginning of the “dam-break” as the fluid did not start to fully flow due 

to inertia effects.  

With increasing time, the flow rate of the test with a higher initial height increased relative 

to that with lower height. For example, the maximum discharge rate per unit width with 

an original fluid height 400 mm is 0.0503 m2/s (shown in Figure 6-3 (a)), compared to an 

original fluid height 300 mm and 200 mm of 0.0454 m2/s and 0.0357 m2/s (shown in 

Figure 6-3 (b) and (c)) respectively. 

6.3 Runout distance 

Apart from the outflow hydrographs, the runout distance is a second important metric to 

investigate across the experiments. Runout distance is defined as the fluid spreading 

length (unit in meters) in the flow area of the flume with time.  

6.3.1 Experimental and numerical runout distance comparison 

Figure 6-4 shows the Test 1 and Test 2 runout distance comparison of experimental and 

numerical simulation using a ‘2D’ Coupled level set + VOF method at different times. As 

shown in Figure 6-4 (b), the title ‘Stage 1 of Test 2: 400-300’ means the comparison is 

for first stage of Test 2:400-300-0, where the fluid flows from the original fluid height of 
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400 mm to 300 mm. The figure contains nine set runout distance comparisons at time T 

= 0.8 s, 1.0 s, 1.2 s, 1.4 s, 1.6 s, 1.8 s, 2.0 s, 3.0 s and 4.0 s. Similarly, Figure 6-4 (c) shows 

the runout distance comparison for the second stage of Test 2. Note Figure 6-4 only 

displays the runout distance comparison, the detailed comparisons (unit in meters) with 

time are shown in Figure 6-5. The upper pictures of each set in Figure 6-4 show 

experimental results and the lower pictures show the simulation results. Other flume test 

runout comparisons are shown in Appendix C. 
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Figure 6-4 Numerical and experimental run-out distance comparison (shown as pictures) 
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(x) Runout Distance Test24: 200-150-100-0
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Figure 6-5 Experimental and numerical comparison of runout distance 

 

Figure 6-5 compares the runout distance results obtained from flume tests and numerical 

simulations using ‘2D’ Coupled level set + VOF method. As shown in Figure 6-5 (a) to 

(y), the numerical results have larger runout distances than the flume tests in all of the 

tests. Additionally, the difference between experimental and numerical results increases 

with a decrease of original fluid height. Comparing Figure 6-5 (a): Test 1 400-0, (m): Test 
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14 300-0, (u): Test 21 200-0 and (y): Test 25 100-0, with a decrease of original fluid height, 

the difference is increasingly clear. 

A similar effect is noted when the number of stages increases, i.e. the difference between 

measured and predicted runout distances increases. Consider Test 20: 300-250-200-150-

100-0 in Figure 6-5 (t) for example, the difference in runout distance increases as more 

stages are conducted: the stage 100-0 differential is greater than the 150-100 differential 

which in turn is greater than the 200-150 differential and so on, 250-200 and 300-250. 

6.3.2 Stop distance 

The definition of ‘stop distance’ is the horizontal runout distance when the flow is arrested, 

theoretically, at t → ∞. However, it is difficult to judge if the flow is completely static. 

Therefore, in the experiments, the flow time of the wave front velocity of 0.001 m/s was 

considered as ‘arrested time’, and the runout distance as ‘stop distance’ correspondingly. 

Figure 6-6 shows the stop distances with varied stages in flume tests. The horizontal axis 

‘stages’ represents the number of gate drops. For example, ‘stages 7’ means one flume 

test had seven gate drops, such as Test 11: 400-350-300-250-200-150-100-0. The vertical 

axis in Figure 6-6 (a) represents the stop distance (unit in millimetres). The legends ‘400 

series’, ‘300 series’ and ‘200 series’ means a series of flume tests with the same original 

fluid height of 400 mm, 300 mm and 200 mm respectively.  

The ‘stop distance difference (%)’ explains the deviation of stop distances among each 

series of tests having the same original fluid height: 

 s =
|𝑅 − 𝑅 |

𝑅
 (6-1) 

 Where 𝑅  = Stop distance of n steps 

As shown in Figure 6-6 (a), the stop distance decreases with increasing number of gate 

drops. This is explained in terms of energy released. At the end of each step, the gate was 

stopped, acting like an obstruction to the flow, and therefore contributing to energy 

dissipation. Therefore, the higher the number of gate drops, the more energy is dissipated, 

and the less the runout distance. 
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Figure 6-6 Stop distances with varied stages in flume tests 

 

Considering the stop distances in Figure 6-6 together with the outflow hydrograph figures 

in Figure 6-1, the hydrograph curve with larger outflow is expected to cause further run-

out distance. For example, Test 1 in Figure 6-1 (a) has the largest outflow discharge of 

0.0915 m2 and the longest stop distance of 2230 mm. Application of these results may 

allow for better prediction of runout for full-scale tailings dams, and therefore minimize 

the potential hazard of the tailings dams, particularly if the outflow hydrograph can be 

reasonably characterised. 
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6.4 Sheared and un-sheared field 

When the fluid flowed, not all the fluid volume is subjected to shearing, i.e. some parts 

of the fluid may still stay un-sheared, which can be observed from a shear strain rate 

figure. Figure 6-7 focuses on the reservoir and part of the flow domain of numerical 

simulation shear strain rate for Test 1, at time T = 0.6 s, 0.8 s, 1.0 s and 1.2 s. The range 

of the shear strain rate is between 0 s-1 to 301.20 s-1, displayed as the contour from white 

to black, getting darker as the shear strain rate increased. 

From Figure 6-7, it is observed that in the vicinity of the wave front, the fluid is sheared, 

because the shear strain rate is large, shown as dark grey. The sheared field was mostly at 

the free surface and at the base of the flow and the un-sheared area was mainly in the 

reservoir and bounded by the sheared regions, which is considered as the ‘plug region’, 

where the shear strain rate is smaller than the critical shear rate γ̇ < γ ̇ . 

 

Figure 6-7 Shear strain rate derived from numerical simulations for Test 1, at time t = 0.6 

s, 0.8 s, 1.0 s and 1.2 s 
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6.5 Fluid tracking 

It is interesting to track the flowing fluid. When the fluid is divided into two layers, which 

layer goes to where? This section focuses on this problem. Figure 6-8 (a) and (b) shows 

the experimental and numerical fluid flowing when the fluid is divided into two layers at 

time T = 0.4 s, 0.6 s, 0.8 s, 1.0 s, 1.2 s and 1.4 s. The first layer is 100 mm thick with the 

gate dropping in stage 1 from 400 mm to 300 mm (shown as a purple layer from 

experimental results and a red layer from numerical results in Figure 6-8 (a)), and the 

second layer is 300 mm thick with the gate dropping in stage 2 from 300 mm to the base 

of the flume (shown as a red layer from experimental results and a green layer from 

numerical results in Figure 6-8 (b)). Figure 6-8 (c) displays the fluid distribution displayed 

as a colour distribution in flume test ‘Test 12 Double layer: 400-300-0’ shown in Table 

6-1.  

Figure 6-8 (d) to (f) exhibit the experimental and numerical fluid flowing conditions when 

the fluid is divided into three layers. Layer 1 is 100 mm thick with a gate dropping stage 

1 from 400 mm to 300 mm (shown as a red layer for both experimental and numerical 

results in Figure 6-8 (d)), layer 2 is 150 mm thick with the gate dropping stage 2 from 

300 mm to 150 mm (shown as a blue layer from experimental results and a yellow layer 

from numerical results in Figure 6-8 (e)), and layer 3 is 150 mm thick with the gate 

dropping stage 3 from 150 mm to the base of the fume (shown as a purplish red layer of 

experimental results and a cyan layer from numerical results in Figure 6-8 (f)). 
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Figure 6-8 Experimental and numerical fluid flowing conditions when the fluid is divided 

into two layers with results shown for time T = 0.4 s, 0.6 s, 0.8 s, 1.0 s, 1.2 s and 1.4 s. 
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After the first layer (shown as purple from experimental results and red from numerical 

results) of fluid is flushed out from the reservoir, the majority of the second layer (marked 

as red from experimental results and green from numerical results) flowed into the first 

layer of fluid, as shown in Figure 6-8 (b). When the flow ceased, the first layer of fluid 

stayed in the vicinity of the wave front and on the top of the flow mass, see Figure 6-8 (b) 

and (c). This may be because the first layer of fluid flows first and spreads the most. 

Similarly in the triple layer flume test, where layer 2 of the fluid flowed into layer 1 of 

fluid (shown in Figure 6-8 (e)), and layer 3 of fluid subsequently flushed into the layer 2 

(shown in Figure 6-8 (f)). Layer 3 of fluid was mainly at the rear of the flow mass, while 

layer 1 of fluid was in the vicinity of the wave front and on the top of the whole flow. 

When the remaining fluid contained more energy, layer 2 of fluid flowed on the top of 

layer 1 of fluid (shown in Figure 6-8 (e)), otherwise layer 3 of fluid pushed the flow 

forward (shown in Figure 6-8 (f)). Therefore, rather than the later layer flowing on top of 

the earlier layer (layer 1), the later layer tended to displace earlier material, in something 

like a piston action. 

Relatively similar conclusions can be made when combining this section with Section 6.5. 

The dyed layer on the very top and very bottom of the fluids was highly sheared, while 

the fluids in the middle layer tended to be un-sheared; 

6.6 Rheological properties effects 

To evaluate the degree to which rheological properties affect the simulation results, a 10% 

adjustment of yield stress (τ0 = 3.96 Pa and 4.84 Pa) and viscosity (µ = 23 Pa.s and 28 

Pa.s) were made to compare to the original results (τ0 = 4.4 Pa and µ = 25.5 Pa.s). As the 

10 % adjustment of yield stress did not significantly affect the final result (only within 2% 

difference compared to the original results), Figure 6-9 only shows the runout distance 

comparison of a 10% adjustment of viscosity for Test 1: 400-0, Test 14: 300-0 and Test 

21: 200-0. 
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(b) Runout Distance Test14: 300-0
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Figure 6-9 Runout distance for 10% adjustment of viscosity 

 

A 10% adjustment of viscosity affects the runout distance, as shown Figure 6-9. An 

average of 6.35% difference for 10% viscosity adjustment resulted compared to the 

original results for Test 1, as per Figure 6-9 (a). Also, an average of 5.59% and 5.56% 

difference for Test 14 (see Figure 6-9 (b)) and Test 21 (see Figure 6-9 (c)) respectively 

was found.  

A key conclusion is thus that viscosity plays an important role in accurately predicting 

the runout distance, while yield stress is relatively less important. 

6.7 Concluding comments 

This chapter has presented a comparison of results obtained from a new experimental 

flume test device with numerical simulations carried out using the Computational Fluid 
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Dynamics approach. 

Input parameters for the numerical analyses were derived from laboratory tests using a 

vane viscometer and were thus obtained independently of the flume tests. There was thus 

no ‘curve-fitting’ applied. The almost universally excellent agreement between the 

experimental results and numerical predictions are therefore confirmation that the CFD 

approach provides a truly valid and potentially very useful technique for simulating dam-

break problems involving material, such as some mine tailings, that can be characterised 

as a Herschel-Bulkley material. 

The experimental results show that the final runout distance resulting from a dam-break 

depends on the outflow hydrograph of the dam-break material. Experiments in which the 

entire contents of the storage reservoir were released immediately resulted in further 

runout than those in which a staged release of the same volume of material was carried 

out. 

A brief sensitivity study showed that material viscosity was significantly more important 

in providing predictions of correct runout distance than was the yield stress parameter, at 

least for the material tested in this thesis. 

Finally, the results of this experimental study provide an extremely useful set of 

benchmark data for future modellers to calibrate and evaluate new or existing numerical 

procedures for predicting the extent of a dam-break outflow. 
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Chapter 7 Concluding comments and recommendations for 

future work 

Estimation of the likely post failure run-out distances of tailings in the event of a dam-

break is of extreme importance in order to quantify the risks posed to downstream 

communities. However there is no effective approach to solve this problem at present. 

Rather than focus on trying to fit a particular model to a known, full-scale dam-break 

failure, where the governing material parameters are always unknown and thus reliance 

is usually made on an empirical, ‘curve-fitting’ exercise, this thesis chose to use a material 

that can be well-characterised using the non-Newtonian Herschel-Bulkley model for a 

series of experimental flume tests. 

The software chosen for the study was ANSYS-FLUENT, and in order to verify the ability 

of the software to tackle the very demanding dam-break problem, a series of increasingly 

complex problems, for which analytical solutions were available in the literature (and 

were re-analysed in Section 3.2) were studied using the Herschel-Bulkley model. 

Excellent agreement was obtained for all these verification studies, validating the choice 

of ANSYS-FLUENT for the simulations of the new experimental flume data. 

A flume was designed, built and manufactured in which a reservoir containing a Carbopol 

solution could be retained and suddenly released by triggering the rapid downward 

movement of a vertical, sliding gate. Carbopol was used because, as long as the solution 

is neutralised, very consistent rheological properties can be obtained. The rheological 

properties were evaluated using a vane viscometer and consistent values (only slight 

variations from the average value were measured) of both yield stress and viscosity were 

obtained. 

A series of 25 flume tests were carried out. In some of these tests the entire volume of the 

storage reservoir was released instantaneously, whereas in other tests the contents were 

released in equal increments, with a maximum of 50 mm increments used. Each 

experiment was simulated using the CFD software, with slightly different rheological 

properties used in each simulation, with test-specific properties being measured for each 
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individual experiment. 

7.1 Overall Conclusions 

Specific conclusions that are drawn from the work presented in this thesis include: 

1. Very good agreement between simulation and experimental results was obtained for 

both the resulting outflow hydrographs and run-out distance, indicating the potential 

for using CFD simulations to solve dam-break problems, particularly for thickened 

tailings where particle segregation does not occur and the assumption of 

homogeneous rheological properties is reasonable.  

2. Although it is not currently practical to use the CFD technique to simulate full-scale 

dam-break flow due to its computationally intensive nature, this is expected to change 

with time, as computational power and efficiency continues to improve. Furthermore, 

it may be possible to combine model scale CFD simulations with scaling arguments 

to predict full scale dam-break problems. 

3. The experimental results showed that the runout distance resulting from the flow of a 

given volume of material depends on the release mechanism (i.e. immediate versus 

staged) and thus the resulting hydrograph. Instantaneous release resulted in the 

greatest runout distance, as could be expected. Although the differences between 

instantaneous and staged release were not large (less than 10% in the experiments 

carried out), relatively small time intervals (10 s typically) were used in the 

experiments. The available video footage from failures of tailings storage facilities, 

such as the Mount Polley failure in Canada, show release of material occurring over 

many hours, if not days. When back-analysing such failures it is thus incorrect to 

consider the known volume of material to have been released instantaneously; rather, 

some form of staged release is more realistic. 

4. The experimental results provided in this thesis form a useful database of results for 

modellers to use in the future. A particularly useful feature of the data are the range 

of different experiments carried out (with each experiment having individually 

measured rheological parameters), meaning that any evaluation procedure is not 
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limited to a single dataset, as is the case for full-scale failures. Any numerical model 

should therefore be able to accurately simulate all 25 experiments, rather than 

selectively modelling only one or two. 

5. A number of experiments were carried out using differently coloured layers of 

Carbopol solution in the storage reservoir. The gate was dropped to heights co-

incident with the interface between two layers, thus allowing one coloured layer at a 

time to be released. The objective of this phase of work was to determine whether 

mixing of layers occurred, whether later layers simply flowed on top of existing 

material, or whether some type of plug-flow occurred. Unfortunately the resolution in 

most experiments was not good enough to discern these effects, although with the 

benefit of the corresponding CFD models, better interpretation was possible, showing 

a distinct plug-like displacement occurs, rather than total intermixing. This 

observation may be useful for further verification of models in the future. 

6. For simulations of the laboratory tests, meshes of up to 286,000 were needed for 

computing, with a flow region of only 2.5 meters. However, in real cases, several 

kilometres of flooding may occur, which requires an extremely large amount of 

computing time. A super computer is necessary if analysing a real case model. This is 

currently a limitation to the adoption of the CFD technique for full-scale simulations, 

but as computing power continues to increase, it will become increasingly viable. 

7.2 Recommendations for future work 

Future work could focus on enhancing computing speed for exploring more complex 

cases. Also, seeking ways of extending small scale laboratory model results to full scale 

models could also be studied. 

Given the demonstrated importance of the outflow hydrograph, tests in the flume could 

be carried out where a much greater time interval between material releases is used. This 

could provide further confirmation that assumptions of instantaneous release of tailings 

after a dam-break are very unrealistic. 

On the experiment side, the future researchers should consider applying a layer of spray 
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on both sides of the flume tank to reduce the side wall frictions during the flow. 

Finally, the flume could be used for evaluating various measures to limit the damage 

resulting from a dam-break. For example, some projects have considered construction of 

a ‘deflection’ berm to protect sensitive infrastructure or nearby communities. The flume 

could be used to examine some simple structures of this type and the CFD technique used 

to simulate these experiments and perhaps extend them to other cases. 
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APPENDIX A Analytical Solution Derivations of Simple 

Viscous Flow 

Although the theoretical solutions have been solved, the solutions were not given in a 

unified way. In this appendix A, a complete derivations of all the five flow types for the 

three fluids are analysed. 

0.1 Plane Couette flow 

Plane Couette flow describes the flow of a fluid through two plates with the lower plate 

fixed and upper plate moving at a constant velocity U, see Figure 0-1. Due to the 

continuity equation, the fluid is constrained to flow in the direction parallel to the plates 

(i.e. u=u(y)).  

 

Figure 0-1 Sketch definition of plane Couette flow 

 

Considering a control volume, with dimensions L by h, y is the coordinate originating 

from the centre of the control volume, τ is the shear stress and Δp=p1-p2 is the pressure 

drop parallel to the plate direction with a length of L. According to Newton's second law 

F=ma. When the flow is steady, a=0, the resultant forces of pressure and shear forces 

acting on the control volume are zero, as shown in Figure 0-2. 
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Figure 0-2 Force balance analysis on a control volume for plane Couette flow, plane 

Poiseuille flow and combined Couette and Poiseuille flow 

 

Resolving forces in the x direction, 

 𝑝1ℎ + 𝜏 +
𝑑𝜏

𝑑𝑦
ℎ 𝐿 = 𝜏𝐿 + 𝑝2ℎ →  

𝑑𝜏

𝑑𝑦
= −

𝛥𝑝

𝐿
 (0-1) 

Integrating with respect to y, 

 𝜏 = −
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐴 (0-2) 

As the resolving steps are on a general condition, Equation (0-2) has no limitations on 

fluid types, therefore, it can be applied to all fluids, whether Newtonian or non-Newtonian. 

In this thesis, three different fluid types: a Newtonian fluid, a Bingham fluid and a 

Herschel-Bulkley fluid of analytical solutions are explored in detailed. 

0.1.1 Newtonian fluids 

For a Newtonian fluid, the relation between shear stress and shear rate is τ = μ(du/dy). 

Substituting this into Equation (0-2), 

 μ
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
= −

𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐴 (0-3) 

For Couette Flow, Δp=0, and the above equation becomes: 

 μ
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
= 𝐴 (0-4) 

Integrating Equation (0-4) with respect to y, 

 𝑢 = 𝐵𝑦 + 𝐶 (0-5) 
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The boundary conditions of plane Couette flow are: 

 
𝑢 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = −

ℎ

2

𝑢 = 𝑈 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 =
ℎ

2

 

(0-6) 

Solving Equations (0-5) and (0-6), 

  
𝐵 =

𝑈

ℎ

𝐶 =
𝑈

2

 

The velocity profile for plane Couette Flow for a Newtonian fluid is: 

 u =
𝑈

ℎ
𝑦 +

𝑈

2
 (0-7) 

Equation (0-7) indicates the velocity profile is linear and not changing with the viscosity 

μ, as shown in Figure 0-3. 

 

Figure 0-3 Velocity profile for plane Couette flow using Newtonian fluids 

0.1.2 Bingham fluids 

For a Bingham fluid, the shear stress complies with the Bingham model, see Equation 

(2-1) when n=1. 

If 𝜏 ≥ 𝜏 , 

  −
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐴 = 𝜏 + μ

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
 (0-8) 

For plane Couette flow, Δp=0, Equation (0-8) becomes 

 𝜏 + μ
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
= 𝐴 (0-9) 

Integrating with respect to y, yields 

 𝑢 = 𝐵𝑦 + 𝐶  
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The result is the same as Equation (0-5). 

With the same boundary conditions, the velocity profile for plane Couette Flow using a 

Bingham fluid is the same as a Newtonian fluid, which is Equation (0-7).  

The velocity profile of plane Couette flow using a Bingham fluid when τ ≥ τ  should 

be the same as a Newtonian fluid in Figure 0-3. 

If τ < τ , the flow has not started, and the shear strain rate is: 

   𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
= 0 

0.1.3 Herschel-Bulkley fluids 

The Herschel-Bulkley fluid rheological model complies with Equation (2-1), and 

Equation (0-2) could be applied to all fluids. 

If 𝜏 ≥ 𝜏 , 

 −
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐴 = 𝜏 + μ

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
 (0-10) 

For plane Couette flow, p1=p2 →Δp=0, Equation (0-10) becomes 

 𝜏 + μ
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
= 𝐴 →  

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
= 𝐵 (0-11) 

Integrating with respect to y, yields 

 𝑢 = 𝐶𝑦 + 𝐷  

With the same boundary conditions, the results are the same as the Newtonian fluid shown 

as Equation (0-7). 

If τ < τ , no flow occurs, and the shear strain rate is: 

   𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
= 0 

One conclusion is the velocity of plane Couette flow is linear and not related to the fluid 

types, also shown in Figure 0-4. 

0.2 Plane Poiseuille flow 

For plane Poiseuille Flow, we assume that both plates are fixed while the flow being 

induced by a pressure drop Δp=p1-p2, as indicated by Figure 0-4. 
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Figure 0-4 Sketch definition for plane Poiseuille flow 

 

As the flow is induced by pressure drop, Δp=p1-p2≠0, same result can be obtained by 

imposing force balance analysis on a control volume. 

 𝑑𝜏

𝑑𝑦
= −

𝛥𝑝

𝐿
 (0-1) 

This equation is also applied to all fluids, i.e. Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. 

For plane Poiseuille flow, the pressure drop Δp=p1-p2 is not uniform, and is dependent 

on x, therefore p=p(x) and τ= τ(y). 

Theoretical analyses are presented using a Newtonian fluid, a Bingham fluid and a 

Herschel-Bulkley fluid. 

0.2.1 Newtonian fluids 

For a Newtonian fluid, the relation between shear stress and shear rate is τ = μ(du/dy). 

Substituting this into Equation (0-1), 

 μ
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
= −

𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐴 (0-3) 

Integrating with respect to y, gives 

 𝑢 = −
𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵𝑦 + 𝐶 (0-12) 

The boundary conditions of plane Poiseuille flow are: 
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𝑢 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = −

ℎ

2

𝑢 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 =
ℎ

2

 

(0-13) 

By solving Equations (0-12) and (0-13) 

 𝐵 = 0

𝐶 =
∆𝑝ℎ

8𝜇𝐿
 

 

The velocity profile for plane Poiseuille flow for a Newtonian fluid is: 

 𝑢 = −
𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿
𝑦 +

𝛥𝑝ℎ

8μ𝐿
 (0-14) 

This equation presents the velocity profile for plane Poiseuille flow as parabolic, as shown 

in Figure 0-5. 

 

Figure 0-5 velocity profile of a Newtonian fluid for plane Poiseuille flow  

 

The maximum velocity is obtained if du/dy=0 

 𝑢 =
𝛥𝑝ℎ

8𝜇𝐿
 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = 0 (0-15) 

0.2.2 Bingham fluids 

A typical velocity profile of a Bingham fluid in plane Poiseuille flow is shown in Figure 

0-6. 
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Figure 0-6 Velocity profile of a Bingham fluid and a Herschel-Bulkley fluid for plane 

Poiseuille flow 

 

As shown in the above figure, when the shear stress is greater than the yield stress |τ| >

|τ | , the flow is induced by the pressure drop p1-p2=Δp, then builds up towards a 

parabolic shape until it equals the yield stress |τ| = τ , which is from edges of the wall 

to the centre line, corresponding to Region 1 and Region 3. As the flow develops, the 

shear stress decreases until is lower than the yield stress |τ| < |τ |, it stops developing 

and reaches the maximum velocity, which is called the ‘plug flow region’ hp. h1 and h3 

are the plug lengths from the centre line to bottom and top boundaries of the plug flow 

region respectively. 

If|τ| ≥ |τ |, Equation (0-8) applies to Region 1 and Region 3, 

Integrating with respect to y, results in 

 𝑢 (𝑦) = − 𝑦 + 𝐵 𝑦 + 𝐶   (0-16) 

where 𝑖 represents  the 𝑖th region 

The boundary conditions of plane Poiseuille flow are: 

 

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎧ 𝑢 −

ℎ

2
= 0

𝑢 (−ℎ ) = 0

 𝑢 = 𝑢 −
ℎ
2

𝑢
ℎ
2

= 0

𝑢 (ℎ ) = 0

 

(0-17) 

By solving the equations, 
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⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝐵 = −

𝛥𝑝ℎ

μ𝐿

𝐶 =
𝛥𝑝ℎ

8μ𝐿
−

𝛥𝑝ℎℎ

2μ𝐿

 ,

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝐵 =

𝛥𝑝ℎ

μ𝐿

𝐶 =
𝛥𝑝ℎ

8μ𝐿
−

𝛥𝑝ℎℎ

2μ𝐿

 

 

The velocity profiles of the three regions are: 

 

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎧𝑢 = −

𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿
[ 𝑦 +

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
−

ℎ

2
−

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
]               (−

ℎ

2
≤ 𝑦 < −

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
)

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿

ℎ

2
−

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
                               (−

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
≤ 𝑦 ≤

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
)

𝑢 = −
𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿
[ 𝑦 −

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
−

ℎ

2
−

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
]                    (

𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
< 𝑦 ≤

ℎ

2
)

 

(0-18) 

To determine the plug thickness, Equation (0-2) is adapted. 

The boundary conditions of shear stress are: 

 
𝜏(−ℎ ) = 𝜏

𝜏(ℎ ) = −𝜏
 →  

𝜏 =
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
ℎ + 𝐴

−𝜏 = −
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
ℎ + 𝐴

 

(0-19) 

Together with u1 (-h1 )=u3 (h3 ), solving the equations, we have 

 𝐴 = 𝜏

ℎ = ℎ =
𝜏

𝛥𝑝
 

 

Therefore, the plug thickness is 

 ℎ = ℎ + ℎ =
2𝜏

𝛥𝑝
 (0-20) 

If τ < τ , the flow is ‘plug’ flow and the shear strain rate is du/dy=0. 

0.2.3 Herschel-Bulkley fluids 

On this occasion, the direction of pressure drop Δp=p1-p2>0 is set to be positive. 

Resolving forces on the fluid object shown in Figure 0-7,  

 𝜏 =
∆𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐴 (0-21) 
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Figure 0-7 Force balance analysis on a control volume of a Herschel-Bulkley fluid for 

Poiseuille flow and combined Couette and Poiseuille flow 

 

The general shape of the velocity profile for a Herschel-Bulkley fluid of Poiseuille flow 

is similar to a Bingham fluid as shown in Figure 0-6. The velocity profile is a part parabola, 

with a ‘plug flow region’. 

For Region 1, − ≤ 𝑦 < −ℎ  

 ∆𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐴 = 𝜏 + μ

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
 (0-22) 

Deforming Equation (0-22),  

 𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
=

∆𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵 (0-23) 

For 𝜏 < 0, 𝑦 + 𝐵 < 0,  > 0 

Equation (0-23) becomes 

 
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
= −

∆𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵  

(0-24) 

Integrating with respect to y, 

 𝑢 (𝑦) = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

μ𝐿

𝛥𝑝
(−

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿
𝑦 − 𝐵 ) + 𝐶  (0-25) 

 𝑢 (𝑦) = [−(
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵 )]  (0-26) 

where 𝑖 represents the 𝑖th region 

By satisfying the boundary conditions of Equation (0-17), for Region 1, 
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⎩
⎨

⎧ 𝐵 =
𝛥𝑝ℎ

μ𝐿

𝐶 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

μ𝐿

𝛥𝑝
(
𝛥𝑝ℎ

2μ𝐿
−

𝛥𝑝ℎ

2μ𝐿
)

 

The velocity profiles of Region 1 and Region 2 are: 

 

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

𝑢 = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿
(−𝑦 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ   (−

ℎ

2
< 𝑦 ≤ −ℎ )

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿

ℎ

2
− ℎ                            (−ℎ ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 0)

(0-27) 

For Region 3, ℎ ≤ 𝑦 < , 

 𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐴 = 𝜏 + μ

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
 →  

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
=

𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵 (0-28) 

For 𝜏 > 0, 𝑦 + 𝐵 >,  < 0 

Equation (0-23) becomes 

 
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵 =

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
→  

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
= −

𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵  

(0-29) 

Integrating with respect to y, 

 𝑢 (𝑦) = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

μ𝐿

𝛥𝑝
(
𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵 ) + 𝐶   

 𝑢 (𝑦) = −(
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵 )  (0-30) 

where 𝑖 represents the 𝑖th region 

By satisfying the boundary conditions of Equation (0-17), for Region 3, 

⎩
⎨

⎧ 𝐵 = −
𝛥𝑝ℎ

μ𝐿

𝐶 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

μ𝐿

𝛥𝑝
(
𝛥𝑝ℎ

2μ𝐿
−

𝛥𝑝ℎ

2μ𝐿
)

 

The velocity profiles of Region 2 and Region 3 are: 

 

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

𝑢 = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿
[(𝑦 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ   ]    (ℎ < 𝑦 ≤

ℎ

2
)

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿

ℎ

2
− ℎ                            (0 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ ℎ )

 

(0-31) 

To determine the plug thickness, Equation (0-21) is used: 

The boundary conditions of shear stress: 
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 𝜏(−ℎ ) = −𝜏

𝜏(ℎ ) = 𝜏
 (0-32) 

Substitute Equation (0-21) into Equation (0-32), together with  

 𝑢 (−ℎ ) = 𝑢 (ℎ )

ℎ = ℎ
  

Results are: 

 𝐴 = 0

ℎ = ℎ =
𝜏

𝛥𝑝
 

(0-33) 

The plug thickness is: 

 ℎ = ℎ + ℎ =
2𝜏

𝛥𝑝
 (0-34) 

0.3 Combined Couette and Poiseuille flow 

Combined Couette and Poiseuille flows also known as combined plane Couette flow and 

Poiseuille flow. With the lower plate fixed and the upper plate moving with a constant 

velocity U, the flow is induced by a pressure drop Δp=p1-p2, as shown in Figure 0-8. 

 

Figure 0-8 Sketch definition of combined Couette and Poiseuille flow 

 

As the flow is induced by a pressure drop Δp=p1-p2≠0, the same result can be produced 

by imposing a force balance analysis, which is 

 𝜏 = −
∆𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐴 (0-2) 

This equation also applies to all fluids, i.e. Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. Three 
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fluid types, a Newtonian fluid, a Bingham fluid and a Herschel-Bulkley fluid are analysed 

in this paper. 

0.3.1 Newtonian fluids 

Apply the rheological properties of a Newtonian fluid, 

 μ
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
= −

∆𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐴 (0-1) 

Integrating with respect to y, 

 𝑢 = −
𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵𝑦 + 𝐶 (0-35) 

The Boundary conditions of combined Couette and Poiseuille flow are: 

 
𝑢 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = −

ℎ

2

𝑢 = 𝑈 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 =
ℎ

2

 →  
𝐵 = 𝑈/ℎ

𝐶 =
𝑈

2
+ 𝛥𝑝ℎ 8μ𝐿

 

(0-36) 

The velocity profile for combined Couette and Poiseuille flow using a Newtonian fluid 

is: 

 𝑢 = −
𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿
𝑦 +

𝑈

ℎ
𝑦 +

𝑈

2
+

𝛥𝑝ℎ

8μ𝐿
 (0-37) 

This demonstrates the velocity profile is partially parabolic, as shown in Figure 0-9. 

 

Figure 0-9 Velocity profile for combined Couette and Poiseuille flow using a Newtonian 

fluid 

 

The maximum velocity is: 
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 𝑢 =
μ𝐿𝑈

2∆𝑝ℎ
𝑦 +

𝑈

2
+

𝛥𝑝ℎ

8μ𝐿
 (0-38) 

0.3.2 Bingham fluids 

A typical velocity profile of combined Couette and Poiseuille flow for a Bingham fluid is 

shown in Figure 0-10. 

 

Figure 0-10 Velocity profile for combined Couette and Poiseuille flow using a Bingham 

fluid and a Herschel-Bulkley fluid  

 

Similar to plane Poiseuille Flow, when the shear stress is greater than the yield stress 

|τ| > |τ |, the flow is induced by the pressure drop Δp=p1-p2≠0, and builds up towards 

the a parabolic shape until it equals the yield stress |τ| = |τ |,  from the edges of the 

wall towards the centre line, corresponding to Region 1 and Region 3. While the flow 

develops, the shear stress is decreasing and when lower than the yield stress |τ| < |τ |, 

it stops developing and reaches its maximum velocity, which is called the ‘plug flow 

region’ hp. h1 and h3 are the plug lengths from the centre line to bottom and top boundaries 

of the plug region respectively. Region 1 and Region 3 are not the same, nor are the plug 

flow region thicknesses h1 and h3 compared to plane Poiseuille flow. 

With the same geometry and force balance, Equation (0-2) can also be applied to 

combined Couette and Poiseuille flow. 

For Region 1 and Region 3, |𝜏| ≥ |𝜏 |, 

 𝜏 + μ
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
= −

∆𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐴 (0-8) 
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Integrating with respect to y, 

 𝑢 (𝑦) = − 𝑦 + 𝐵 𝑦 + 𝐶   (0-16) 

where 𝑖 represents 𝑖th region 

By satisfying the boundary conditions, for Region 1: 

 
𝑢 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = −

ℎ

2

𝑢 = 𝑈 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 =
ℎ

2

 

→  

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝐵 = −

𝛥𝑝ℎ

μ𝐿

𝐶 =
𝛥𝑝ℎ

8μ𝐿
−

𝛥𝑝ℎℎ

2μ𝐿

   &  

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝐵 =

𝛥𝑝ℎ

μ𝐿

𝐶 =
𝛥𝑝ℎ

8μ𝐿
−

𝛥𝑝ℎℎ

2μ𝐿
+ 𝑈

 

(0-39) 

The velocity profile of combined Couette and Poiseuille flow is as follows: 

 

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎧ 𝑢 = −

𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿
[(𝑦 + ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ ]                 (−

ℎ

2
≤ 𝑦 < ℎ )

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿

ℎ

2
− ℎ + 𝑈                         (−ℎ ≤ 𝑦 ≤ ℎ )

𝑢 = −
𝛥𝑝

2μ𝐿
[(𝑦 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ ] + 𝑈                 (ℎ < 𝑦 ≤

ℎ

2
)

 

(0-40) 

To determine the plug thickness h1, h3, Equation (0-2) is applied: 

 𝜏 = −
∆𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐴 (0-2) 

The boundary conditions of shear stress: 

 
𝜏(−ℎ ) = 𝜏

𝜏(ℎ ) = −𝜏
 →  

𝜏 =
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
ℎ + 𝐴

−𝜏 = −
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
ℎ + 𝐴

 

(0-41) 

Together with u1 (-h1 )=u3 (h3 ), the results are 

 

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎧ 𝐴 =

𝛥𝑝

2𝐿
(ℎ − ℎ )

ℎ =
𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
−

μ𝐿𝑈

𝛥𝑝(ℎ −
2𝜏 𝐿
𝛥𝑝

)

ℎ =
𝜏 𝐿

𝛥𝑝
+

μ𝐿𝑈

𝛥𝑝(ℎ −
2𝜏 𝐿
𝛥𝑝

)

 

(0-42) 

The plug thickness is ℎ = ℎ + ℎ = . 

If τ < τ , the flow is ‘plug’ flow and the shear strain rate is du/dy=0. 
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0.3.3 Herschel-Bulkley fluids 

The velocity profile of combined Couette and Poiseuille flow should be similar to the 

Bingham fluid, which is partially parabolic with a ‘plug flow region’, as shown in Figure 

0-10. 

Taking a control volume (see Figure 0-7), the analysis process is similar to the plane 

Poiseuille flow. 

For Region 1, − ≤ 𝑦 < −ℎ , 

 𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐴 = 𝜏 + μ

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
 →  

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
=

𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵 (0-22) 

For 𝜏 < 0, 𝑦 + 𝐵 < 0,  > 0 

Equation (0-22) becomes 

 
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
= −

∆𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵  

(0-24) 

Integrate with respect to y,  

 𝑢 (𝑦) = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

μ𝐿

𝛥𝑝
(−

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿
𝑦 − 𝐵 ) + 𝐶  (0-25) 

 𝑢 (𝑦) = [−(
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵 )]  (0-26) 

where 𝑖 represents the 𝑖th region 

Boundary conditions are: 

 
𝑢 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = −

ℎ

2

𝑢 = 𝑈 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 =
ℎ

2

 →  

⎩
⎨

⎧ 𝐵 =
𝛥𝑝ℎ

μ𝐿

𝐶 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

μ𝐿

𝛥𝑝
(
𝛥𝑝ℎ

2μ𝐿
−

𝛥𝑝ℎ

2μ𝐿
)

 

(0-43) 

 

The velocity profile of Region 1 and Region 2 are: 

 

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

𝑢 = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿
[(−𝑦 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ   ](−

ℎ

2
< 𝑦 ≤ −ℎ )

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿

ℎ

2
− ℎ                        (−ℎ ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 0)

 

(0-44 ) 

For Region 3, ℎ ≤ 𝑦 < , 
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 𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐴 = 𝜏 + μ

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
 →  

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
=

𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵 (0-28) 

For 𝜏 > 0, 𝑦 + 𝐵 >,  < 0 

Equation (0-23) becomes 

 
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵 =

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
→  

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
= −

𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵  

(0-29) 

Integrating with respect to y, 

 𝑢 (𝑦) = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

μ𝐿

𝛥𝑝
(
𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵 ) + 𝐶   

 𝑢 (𝑦) = −(
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
𝑦 + 𝐵 )  (0-30) 

where 𝑖 represents the 𝑖th region 

By satisfying the boundary conditions of 

 
𝑢 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = −

ℎ

2

𝑢 = 𝑈 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 =
ℎ

2

 

(0-45) 

For Region 3, 

⎩
⎨

⎧ 𝐵 = −
𝛥𝑝ℎ

μ𝐿

𝐶 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

μ𝐿

𝛥𝑝
(
𝛥𝑝ℎ

2μ𝐿
−

𝛥𝑝ℎ

2μ𝐿
) + 𝑈

 

The velocity profiles of Region 2 and Region 3 are: 

 

𝑢 = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿
(𝑦 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ   + 𝑈  (ℎ < 𝑦 ≤

ℎ

2
)

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿

ℎ

2
− ℎ + 𝑈                        (0 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ ℎ )

 

(0-46) 

To determine the plug thickness, Equation (0-21) is used: 

The boundary conditions of shear stress: 

 
𝜏(−ℎ ) = −𝜏

𝜏(ℎ ) = 𝜏
  →  

−𝜏 = −
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
ℎ + 𝐴

𝜏 =
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
ℎ + 𝐴

 

    

(0-32) 

Substituting Equation (0-21) into Equation (0-32), together with  

 𝑢 (−ℎ ) = 𝑢 (ℎ )  
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We have: 

 

⎩
⎨

⎧ 𝐴 =
𝛥𝑝

𝐿
(ℎ − ℎ )

ℎ = ℎ + ℎ =
2𝜏

𝛥𝑝

 

(0-47) 

Together with 

𝑢 (−ℎ ) = 𝑢 (ℎ ) 

The results are 

 
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿

ℎ

2
− ℎ + 𝑈 =

𝑛

𝑛 + 1

𝛥𝑝

μ𝐿

ℎ

2
− ℎ  

(0-48) 

From the above equations, h1 and h3 can be determined. 

0.4 Gravity driven flow between two vertical walls 

Gravity-driven flow between two walls describes a thin film flowing between two vertical 

walls inclusive of body force, as shown in Figure 0-11. 

 

Figure 0-11 Sketch definition of gravity driven flow between two vertical walls 

 

Let us consider the force and stress balance of the control volume with dimensions L and 

h, as shown in Figure 0-12.  
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Figure 0-12 Force analysis of gravity-driven flow between two vertical walls 

 

As the flow is steady, the resultant force acting on the object should be zero: 

 𝜏𝐿 − 𝜌𝑔ℎ𝐿 − 𝜏 +
𝜕𝜏

𝜕𝑥
ℎ 𝐿 = 0 →  

𝜕𝜏

𝜕𝑥
= −𝜌𝑔 (0-49) 

The shear stress τ neither depends on time 𝑡 nor on the height z, so the partial derivative 

can be changed to a full derivative, 

 𝑑𝜏

𝑑𝑥
= −𝜌𝑔 (0-50) 

Integrating with respect to x, 

 𝜏 = −𝜌𝑔𝑥 + 𝐴 (0-51) 

As the resolving steps are on a general condition, Equation (0-51) can be applied to all 

fluids, whether Newtonian or non-Newtonian. Three different fluid types a Newtonian 

fluid, a Bingham fluid and a Herschel-Bulkley fluid of analytical solutions are explored 

in detailed. 

0.4.1 Newtonian fluids 

For a Newtonian fluid, the shear stress is 𝜏 = μ , which equals to Equation (0-51), 

 −𝜌𝑔𝑥 + 𝐴 = μ
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑥
 (0-52) 

Integrating with respect to x, 

 𝑢 = −
𝜌𝑔

2μ
𝑥 + 𝐵𝑥 + 𝐶 (0-53) 

The boundary conditions of gravity-driven flow between two vertical walls are: 
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𝑢 = 0    𝑎𝑡   𝑥 = −

ℎ

2

𝑢 = 𝑈   𝑎𝑡   𝑥 =
ℎ

2

 →  

𝐵 = 0

𝐶 =
𝜌𝑔ℎ

8μ
 

(0-54) 

The velocity profile of gravity-driven flow between two vertical walls for a Newtonian 

fluid is: 

 𝑢 = −
𝜌𝑔

2μ
𝑥 +

𝜌𝑔ℎ

8μ
 (0-55) 

 𝑢 = −
𝜌𝑔

μ
𝑥 +

𝜌𝑔ℎ

8μ
   

The above equations show the velocity profile is parabolic along the x direction, as per 

Figure 0-13. 

 

Figure 0-13 Velocity profile for gravity-driven flow between two vertical walls using a 

Newtonian fluid  

 

When u'=0, the velocity reaches its maximum: 

 𝑢 = −
𝜌𝑔ℎ

8μ
 (0-56) 

0.4.2 Bingham fluids 

A typical velocity profile of gravity-driven flow between two vertical walls for a Bingham 

fluid and a Herschel Bulkley fluid is shown in Figure 0-14. 
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Figure 0-14 Velocity profile of gravity-driven flow between two vertical walls using a 

Bingham Fluid and a Herschel-Bulkley fluid 

 

As we can be seen from the above figure, the major feature of a Bingham fluid with a 

pressure drop (here we regard gravity as a pressure drop), is the ‘plug flow region’. 

Similar to plane Poiseuille flow, the shape of gravity-driven flow is parabolic with a ‘plug 

flow region’, where the shear stress is less than the yield stress |τ| < |τ |. Similar to 

Poiseuille flow, the velocity profile shape is symmetric about the centre line. The plug 

thickness h1=h3 . 

With the same geometry and force balance, Equation (0-51) is also applied to a Bingham 

fluid. The centre of x coordinate is set as the origin. 

For Region 1 and Region 3, |𝜏| >= |𝜏 |,  

 −𝜌𝑔𝑥 + 𝐴 = 𝜏 + μ
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
 (0-57) 

Integrating with respect to x, resulting in 

 𝑢 (𝑥) = −
𝜌𝑔

2μ
𝑥 + 𝐵 𝑥 + 𝐶  (0-58) 

where 𝑖 represents the 𝑖𝑡ℎ region 

The boundary conditions of gravity-driven flow between two vertical walls are: 
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⎩
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎧ 𝑢 −

ℎ

2
= 0

𝑢 (−ℎ ) = 0

𝑢 = 𝑢 −
ℎ
2

𝑢
ℎ
2

= 0

𝑢 (ℎ ) = 0

 

(0-59) 

By satisfying the boundary conditions, 

 

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝐵 = −

𝜌𝑔ℎ

μ

𝐶 =
𝜌𝑔ℎ

8μ
−

𝜌𝑔ℎℎ

2μ

  &  

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝐵 =

𝜌𝑔ℎ

μ

𝐶 =
𝜌𝑔ℎ

8μ
−

𝜌𝑔ℎℎ

2μ

 

(0-60) 

The three regions velocity profiles of gravity-driven flow between two vertical walls are 

as follows: 

 

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎧𝑢 = −

𝜌𝑔

2μ
[(𝑥 + ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ                     (−

ℎ

2
≤ 𝑥 < ℎ )

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝜌𝑔

2μ

ℎ

2
− ℎ                                (−ℎ ≤ 𝑥 ≤ ℎ )

𝑢 = −
𝜌𝑔

2μ
[(𝑥 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ                      (ℎ < 𝑥 ≤

ℎ

2
)

 

(0-61) 

To determine the plug thickness h1 and h3, Equation (0-51) is adopted: 

 𝜏 = −𝜌𝑔𝑥 + 𝐴 (0-62) 

The boundary conditions of the shear stress: 

 𝜏(−ℎ ) = 𝜏

𝜏(ℎ ) = −𝜏
 →  

𝜏 = −𝜌𝑔ℎ + 𝐴
−𝜏 = 𝜌𝑔ℎ + 𝐴

 (0-63) 

Together with u1(-h1 )=u3(h3), resulting in 

 𝐴 =
𝜌𝑔

2
(ℎ − ℎ )

ℎ = ℎ =
𝜏

𝜌𝑔

 

(0-64) 

The plug thickness is: 

 ℎ = ℎ + ℎ =
2𝜏

𝜌𝑔
 (0-65) 

If τ < τ , the flow is ‘plug’ flow and the shear strain rate is du/dy=0. 

0.4.3 Herschel-Bulkley fluids 

Similar to plane Poiseuille flow, the major feature of Herschel-Bulkley fluid with a 
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pressure drop, is the ‘plug flow region’. The shape of the velocity profile for a gravity-

driven flow is similar to the shape for a Bingham fluid, as shown in Figure 0-14.  

Taking the whole control volume of fluid as an observed object (see Figure 0-15), the 

force balance is: 

 

Figure 0-15 Force balance analysis on a control volume of gravity-driven flow between 

two vertical walls for a Herschel-Bulkley fluid 

 

 𝜏 = 𝜌𝑔𝑥 + 𝐴 (0-66) 

Rheological model of a Herschel-Bulkley fluid is: 

 𝜏 = 𝜏 + μ
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑥
 (0-67) 

Substituting Equation (0-67) into Equation (0-66), 

 𝜌𝑔𝑥 + 𝐴 = 𝜏 + μ
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑥
 →  

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑥
=

𝜌𝑔

μ
𝑥 + 𝐵 (0-68) 

For Region 1, − ≤ 𝑥 < −ℎ , > 0 and 𝑥 + 𝐵 ≤ 0 

Integrating with respect to x, 

 
𝑢 = −

𝑛

𝑛 + 1

μ

𝜌𝑔
−

𝜌𝑔

μ
𝑥 − 𝐵 + 𝐶 

(0-69) 

where 𝑖 represents the 𝑖𝑡ℎ region 

By satisfying the boundary conditions for Region 1: 

 

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝑢 −

ℎ

2
= 0

𝑢 (−ℎ ) = 0

𝑢 = 𝑢 −
ℎ

2

→  

⎩
⎨

⎧ 𝐵 =
𝜌𝑔ℎ

μ

𝐶 = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

μ

𝜌𝑔
(
𝜌𝑔ℎ

2μ
−

𝜌𝑔ℎ

μ
)

 

(0-70) 
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The velocity profiles for Region 1 and Region 2 are:  

 

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

𝑢 = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1
(
𝜌𝑔

μ
) [(−𝑥 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ ]    (−

ℎ

2
≤ 𝑥 < ℎ )

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1
(
𝜌𝑔

μ
)

ℎ

2
− ℎ                        (−ℎ ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0)

 

(0-71) 

For Region 3,  ℎ < 𝑥 ≤  , < 0 and  𝑥 + 𝐵 ≥ 0, resulting in 

 𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑥
= −(

𝜌𝑔

μ
𝑥 + 𝐵)  (0-72) 

Integrating with respect to x, 

 
𝑢 = −

𝑛

𝑛 + 1

μ

𝜌𝑔

𝜌𝑔

μ
𝑥 + 𝐵 + 𝐶 

(0-73) 

where 𝑖 represents the 𝑖𝑡ℎ region 

By satisfying the boundary conditions for Region 3: 

 

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝑢

ℎ

2
= 0

𝑢 (ℎ ) = 0

𝑢 = 𝑢 −
ℎ

2

→

⎩
⎨

⎧ 𝐵 = −
𝜌𝑔ℎ

μ

𝐶 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1

μ

𝜌𝑔
(
𝜌𝑔ℎ

2μ
−

𝜌𝑔ℎ

μ
)

 

(0-74) 

The velocity profile for Region 3 is: 

 

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

𝑢 = −
𝑛

𝑛 + 1
(
𝜌𝑔

μ
) [(𝑥 − ℎ ) −

ℎ

2
− ℎ ] ℎ < 𝑥 ≤

ℎ

2

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝑛

𝑛 + 1
(
𝜌𝑔

μ
)

ℎ

2
− ℎ                        (0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ ℎ )

 

(0-75) 

To determine the plug thickness h   & h   and the shear stress profile, the boundary 

conditions of shear stress are: 

 𝜏(−ℎ ) = 𝜏

𝜏(ℎ ) = −𝜏
 →  

𝜏 = −𝜌𝑔ℎ + 𝐴
−𝜏 = 𝜌𝑔ℎ + 𝐴

 (0-76) 

Together with u1(-h1 )=u3(h3), 

 𝐴 = 0

ℎ = ℎ =
𝜏

𝜌𝑔
 

(0-77) 

The plug thickness is: 

 ℎ = ℎ + ℎ =
2𝜏

𝜌𝑔
 (0-78) 
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0.5 Free surface flow 

Free surface flow describes a thin film flowing along a vertical wall with a free surface 

inclusive of body forces, as shown in Figure 3-1. 

The force balance is similar to the gravity-driven flow between two vertical walls, as 

shown in Figure 0-16. 

 

Figure 0-16 Force balance analysis on free surface flow for a Newtonian fluid and a 

Bingham fluid 

 

 𝜏𝐿 − 𝜌𝑔ℎ𝐿 − 𝜏 +
𝜕𝜏

𝜕𝑥
ℎ 𝐿 = 0 →  

𝜕𝜏

𝜕𝑥
= −𝜌𝑔 (0-49) 

The shear stress τ neither depends on time 𝑡 nor on the height z, the partial derivative can 

be changed to a full derivative, 

 𝑑𝜏

𝑑𝑥
= −𝜌𝑔 (0-50) 

Integrate with respect to x, 

 𝜏 = −𝜌𝑔𝑥 + 𝐴 (0-51) 

This equation also applies to all fluids, i.e. Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. As the 

derivation process of a Herschel-Bulkley fluid has been presented in Section  Analytical 

solution of free surface flow for a Herschel-Bulkley fluid, only the derivations steps for 

the Newtonian fluid and the Bingham fluid are analysed in the following sections. 

0.5.1 Newtonian fluids 

For a Newtonian fluid, the shear stress is𝜏 = μ , which equals to Equation (0-51), 
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 −𝜌𝑔𝑥 + 𝐴 = μ
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑥
 (0-52) 

Integrating with respect to x, 

 𝑢 = −
𝜌𝑔

2μ
𝑥 + 𝐵𝑥 + 𝐶 (0-53) 

The boundary conditions lead to an interesting situation. Compared to air, the viscosity 

difference between a typical Newtonian fluid and air is of the order of 10  magnitude or 

more (10-1 versus 10-5). As a result, the shear stress at the interface of fluid and air is 

considered to be zero. 

The boundary conditions of free surface flow is considered to be: 

 𝑢 = 0    𝑎𝑡   𝑥 = 0
𝜏 = 0   𝑎𝑡   𝑥 = −ℎ

 →  

𝐵 = 0

𝐶 =
𝜌𝑔ℎ

2μ
 

(0-79) 

The velocity profile of free surface flow is: 

 𝑢 = −
𝜌𝑔

2μ
𝑥 +

𝜌𝑔ℎ

2μ
 (0-80) 

𝑢 = −
𝜌𝑔

μ
𝑥 

The above equations show the velocity profile is half parabolic along the x direction, 

symmetric from z coordinate, see Figure 0-17. 

 

Figure 0-17 Velocity profile of free surface flow using a Newtonian Fluid  

 

When u'=0, the velocity reaches its maximum: 

 𝑢 =
𝜌𝑔ℎ

2μ
 (0-81) 
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0.5.2 Bingham fluids 

The shape of free surface flow is half parabolic with a ‘plug flow region’, where the shear 

stress is less than the yield stress |τ| < |τ |. Compared to the air, the viscosity difference 

between a typical Bingham fluid and air is of the order of 106 magnitude or more (10 

versus 10-5). The shear stress at the interface of fluid and air is considered to be zero. As 

a result, the velocity profile is half parabolic with a ‘half plug flow region’. 

As seen from Figure 3-3, the velocity profile is symmetric from the interface. Assuming 

the plug thickness of other half is h  and velocity is u . 

With the same geometry and force balance, Equation (0-51) is also applied to free surface 

flow, and for a Bingham fluid, 𝜏 = 𝜏 + μ . We set the interface of fluid and air as the 

origin. 

For region 1 and Region 3, |𝜏| >= |𝜏 |,  

 −𝜌𝑔𝑥 + 𝐴 = 𝜏 + μ
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
 (0-57) 

Integrating with respect to x, 

 𝑢 (𝑥) = −
𝜌𝑔

2μ
𝑥 + 𝐵 𝑥 + 𝐶  (0-58) 

where 𝑖 represents the 𝑖𝑡ℎ region 

The boundary conditions of free surface flow is: 

 

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

𝑢 (−ℎ) = 0

𝑢 (−ℎ ) = 0

𝑢 (ℎ ) = 𝑢 (−ℎ )

𝑢 (ℎ) = 0

𝑢 (ℎ ) = 0

 

(0-82) 

By satisfying the boundary conditions, the results are 

 

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝐵 = −

𝜌𝑔ℎ

μ

𝐶 =
𝜌𝑔ℎ

2μ
−

𝜌𝑔ℎℎ

μ

  &  

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝐵 =

𝜌𝑔ℎ

μ

𝐶 =
𝜌𝑔ℎ

2μ
−

𝜌𝑔ℎℎ

μ

 

(0-83) 

The velocity profile of free surface flow is: 
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⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝑢 = −

𝜌𝑔

2μ
[(𝑥 + ℎ ) − (ℎ − ℎ ) ] (−ℎ ≤ 𝑥 < −ℎ )

𝑢 = 𝑢 =
𝜌𝑔

2μ
(ℎ − ℎ )            (ℎ ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0)

𝑢 = −
𝜌𝑔

2μ
[(𝑥 − ℎ ) − (ℎ − ℎ ) ]            (0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ ℎ )

 

(0-84) 

To determine the plug thickness h1 and h3, Equation (0-51) is used: 

 𝜏 = −𝜌𝑔𝑥 + 𝐴 (0-51) 

The boundary conditions of the shear stress are: 

 𝜏(−ℎ ) = −𝜏

𝜏(ℎ ) = 𝜏
 →  

−𝜏 = 𝜌𝑔ℎ + 𝐴
𝜏 = −𝜌𝑔ℎ + 𝐴

 (0-85) 

Together with u1(-h1 )=u3(h3), 

 𝐴 = 0

ℎ = ℎ =
𝜏

𝜌𝑔
 

 

The plug thickness is 

ℎ = ℎ + ℎ =
2𝜏

𝜌𝑔
 

If τ < τ , the flow is ‘plug’ flow and the shear strain rate is du/dy=0. 
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APPENDIX B Matlab Codes of Generating Hydrograph 

Function Elevation 

function [ELE,dx]=Elevation(II) 

ymin=1; 

ymax=1080; 

xmin=590; 

xmax=1320; 

ypix=[ymin:1:ymax];     %Define ypix range 

xpix=[xmin:1:xmax];    %Define xpix range 

 

% I = A(ypix,xpix);     %Form xpix ypix range image matrix 

II=II(ypix,xpix,:);                 %Define II  

scale_x=0.27/(xmax-xmin);      %Define x scale m/pixels 

scale_y=scale_x;      %Define y scale m/pixels 

THRESH=60;           %Set threshold 

ii=length(II(:,1,2)); 

jj = length(II(1,:,2)); 

for i = 1:length(II(:,1,2))   %Set green value = THRESH when green value <=THRESH 

    for j = 1:length(II(1,:,2)) % otherwise set green value = 2 

        if II(i,j,2)<=THRESH 

             II(i,j,2)=THRESH;  

          else  II(i,j,2) = 2;  

        end 

          

    end 

end 

y=[]; 

for p=1:jj       %Find surface profile coordinates 

    yfind=find(II(:,p,2)==THRESH,1);   

    y=[y,yfind]; 

end 

xx=[1:1:length(y)]; 

yy(1,:)=smooth(y(1,:),.2,'rloess');  %Plot and show surface profile on image II 
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ELE=yy*scale_y;  

dx=xx*scale_x; 

 

Function GenerateHydrograph 

function [q,t]=GenerateHydrograph(first,last) 

FrameInc = 2;       % Frames between each video grab 

dt = FrameInc/25;   % Time between frames (Assumes 25 framses/second) 

 [filename,pathname]=uigetfile('*.*','dambreak.mp4'); 

obj = VideoReader(filename); 

II=read(obj,first); 

XX=[]; 

t=[]; 

for i=first:FrameInc:last   % Apply Function Elevation to every ith frame 

    [i last] 

    II=read(obj,i);   % Read ith frame 

        [h,dx]=Elevation(II);  

n=13;  % Simulate generated curve to function 

p=polyfit(dx,h,n); 

pp=polyval(p,dx); 

plot(dx,h,'-.r',dx,pp,'-'); 

set(gca,'ydir','reverse'); 

axis([0  0.3  0  0.4]); 

    syms n x h f dh r 

f=poly2sym(p); 

XX=[XX,f]; 

r=[]; 

for i = 2:length(XX) 

result = XX(i) - XX(i-1); 

r=[r,result]; 

end 

f=int(r,x,0,0.3); 

VF2=vpa(f)  

end 

 

for j=1:length(VF2(1,:)) 
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    tt=dt*j; 

    t=[t,tt]; 

     

end 

n=13; 

t 

q=VF2(1,:)/dt  % flow rate 

DIACHARGE=sum(VF2)   %discharge 
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APPENDIX C Pictures of Experimental and Numerical 

Runout Distance Comparisons 

This appendix c is a supplement to Chapter 6.3. The following figures compares the run 

out distance of experimental and numerical simulation using a ‘2D’ Coupled level set + 

VOF method at varied times. The figures are explained as follows, for example in figure 

‘Stage 1 of Test 3: 400-250-0’, the title ‘Stage 1 of Test 3: 400-250’ means the comparison 

is for first stage of Test3:400-250-0, the fluid flows from the original fluid height of 400 

mm to 250 mm. The figure contains nine set of runout distance comparisons at time T = 

0.8 s, 1.0 s, 1.2 s, 1.4 s, 1.6 s, 1.8 s, 2.0 s, 3.0 s and 4.0 s. Similarly, the figure ‘Stage 2 of 

Test 3: 250-0’ shows the runout distance comparison for second stage of Test3, gate 

dropping from 250 mm to the base of the flume. 
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